Every-Other-Day

indsor A Beehive
Race Track Being Put In
Readiness For the TwoDay Meet
W.th a stable of 16 horses, most
them havin'? names familiar to
Lrse fans throughout the State,
. Windsor track ia a beehive of
:,v:tv in preparation for the bign-day race p.ogram scheduled for
|i^- 4 and 5.
Horse followers will see one of
ie busiest racing seasons in
a inc in many a year and Wind
er is well up fiont in the early
iintncr meets with their 9-race
cgratn <18 heats) and $1900 jn
irses offered to the racing Ha
rm ty.
Seme of the horses and owners
! trainers now cn the grounds
id training daily are: Clara Belle,
ill Berry cf Richmond; Dale Di:t. Keen Brothers, Ncrridgecck; Al.ce O. Forrie Rowe, Oaknc:; Evelyn Scott, Evelyn Tweedie
Oakland; Chief Berry, F. f,
son... cf Cctpcrs Mills; Emma
sar and' Sita Day, A. B. Shaw of
ig'usta; Jeweler, Nita Abbey, and

uy Dale owned by Warren Mallm. Augusta; Cynara, Luther
>an. Hallowell; Ash Wednesday;
■on Hewitt. Gardiner; Plainfield,
■ter Simmons.. Cashier, Pagan and
lingle Tan owned by the Carrell
nitih family of Gardiner.
And the newest youngster, alcuah he probably wen’t go for
icther year ci so, is a handsome
n colt owned by A B. Shaw oi
iigusta. bom just about a year
o and named Norman Cash. His
mi wa Emma Dear, and sire,
io’ t-cf-Cash, who has a record
2C2*si.

RTH WARREN
. Harold; Wotton of Waldois convalescing at the heme
a r parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. B.

nan.
arren Whitney is employed on
Cushing tewn road,
nong the graduates from this
of town who enjoyed the class
to Boston from which they
ined yesterday. were Stanley
insen Baxter Tolman. Curtis
nan, Leona Jones, and Virginia
dy.
»
rs Verna Wiley and1 grandihter Ethel Wiley passed Tucsw;th Mrs. Alford Wiley.
uuhter Janet of Kennebunkport
. ed Sunday at this station.
Amt Dostic of Augusta spent
e Memorial holidays with Leo

M i M llie Foss of Augusta
ent the holidays at this station
th her parents.
Tiie men from Cape Porpoise
ive started mackerel fishing and
1 seem to be doing well.
Bnst

regards to all
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STATE POLICE SAY—
Please assist us by observing the following rules;
“DO”
Please observe the light signals.
Please stop at all stop signs.

Please dim ycur headlights.
Please keep within legal and common sense speed limits.
Please respect the rights of pedestrians.
riea.se use hand signals.

“DON’T”
Please don’t argue with the officer who stops you.
Please don’t overtake and pass another car on a hill on

the right or at an interseetoin.
Please don’t drive after drinking.
It is the wish of the Maine State Police that you have a
happy and worthwhile vacation in Maine.
Henry P. Weaver, Chief Maine State Police.

PROPOSED BICYCLE LAWS
Intended For the Greater Safety
Of the General Public
Tiie City Government has under observe all traffic rules and regula
consideration an ordinance relating tions applicable thereto; and shall
to bicycles, the Indiscriminate op turn only at Intersection, signal for

eration of which is presenting a all turns, ride at the righ hand side
real problem at the present time. of the street or highway, pass to
Hero are the 15 proposed Sections: the left when passing overtaken
Sec. 1. From and after the ef vehicles that are slower moving,
fective date of this ordinance it' and shall pass to the right when
-hall be unlawful for any person to meeting another vehicle.
operate or use a bicycle propelled
Sec 9. No person shall operate
bv muscular power upon any of tne or propel any bicycle without hav
streets or alleys or public highways ing his hands upon the handle bars
ot the City of Rockland without thereof.
flrst obtaining from the City Clerk
Sec. 10. No person operating or
propelling
a bicycle having only one
a 1 cense therefor.
Sec. 2. The City Clerk is hereby , saddle shall carry any other person
authorized and directed to issue on said bicycle.
bicycle licenses which shall expire
Sec. 11. It shall be unlawful for
on July flrst of each calendar year. any person while riding a bicycle
Sec. 3. The City Clerk shall desig to hold on to a moving bus, truck
nate and provide tags for the use or other vehicle.
Sec. 12. It shall be unlawful to
of the licensee and direct the man
ner of placing such tags on the ride or propel a bicycle on any
bicycle by the licensee; and said street or other public highway of
City Clerk shall keep a record of the city after dark unless the same
the name of the licensee, the number shall be equipped with a sufficient
of the tag and a description of the light, attached to the front of said
bicycle visible from the front thereof,
bicycle so registered.
Sec 4. The license fee for said not less than 200 feet and properly
bicycle shall be the sum of 25c and lighted, nor without a red tail light
shall be paid in advance; and said or, in lieu thereof, a reflector at
license may be transferred but a tached to and visible from the rear
fee of 25c shall be charged for each of said bicycle for a distance of not
transfer. All licesnse fees collected less than 200 feet.
Sec. 13. No person shall ride or
under this ordinance shall be paid
by the City Clerk into the Treasury propel a bicycle upon any public
street or highway in the city abreast
of the City of Rockland.
Sec. .5 No person shall ride or or to the left of any other person so
propel a bicycle upon any sidewalK. riding or propelling a bicycle.
Sec. 14. Any bicycle, operated by
Sec. 6. No person shall ride or
propel a bicycle upon a public the owner or other person lawfully
street or highway except in a pru in the custody thereof, in violation
dent and careful manner and at a of any other provisions of this ordi
nance may be taken into custody
reasonable rate of speed.
Sec. 7. No person shall ride or and impounded for a period of not
propel a bicycle upon any public exceeding 5 days for the first viola
street or highway in said city unless tion and not exceeding 30 days for
said bicycle is equipped' with a bell, continued violation.
Sec. 15. Nothing In this ordi
horn or other warning device.
Sec. 8. Person riding bicycles nance shall be construed to conflict
shall observe all traffic signs, stop with any other ordinance now in
at all stop signs, and shall further effect.

undernourished members of the
Post.
All Legionnaires should fall in at
this meeting with a resolve to be
more active the coming year. Your
services are needed by the Legion.
Your country needs the services of
the Legion.
The citizens of your town are
looking to the Legion more every
day and are depending on the
Legionnaires as a foundation in the
defense of their homes. The form
ing of defense groups today is suc
cessful because, interwoven in all
WINSLOW HOLBROOK
of them is the ‘‘Spirit" of the Le
gion, "For God and Country” we
POST, NO. 1
associate ourselves together, to up
Limerock St.,
Rockland
hold and defend America.
Now is the time for all Legion
Thursday night brings to a close naires to practice what we have
another successful year of Legion been preaching for 20 years. Let’s
activities. Under the leadership of go! Attend the Legion meetings,
Commander "011” 8eabury. Wins Join some defense group, and re
low -Holbrook Post has completed member it is up to you to keep that
shoulder to shoulder defense for
another year of service to the com
"God and Country." Don't be selflsn
munity, State and Nation. The and stand by and laugh at your
success of the Legion program the comrade who ls trying to do his bit,
past year was accomplished only by because he is needed more today
the efficient and able leadership of j than you were in 1917.
our Commander. His clean and j Make a date for the Legion hall
vholesome leadership was a pleas- ' next Thursday night at 6.30. Enjoy
ire to all Legionnaires who served I a good feed and meet the gang.
with him A true Legionnaire m Don't plan to duck out after sup
per.
service and comradeship.
P. S. Those lobsters and clams
Lobsters and steamed clams will
will
taste a lot better if your dues
be served at 6 30. Election of
are
paid.
tfleers will follow. Save your pen
nies this week as a collection will
be taken at the supper. The money COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
collected will be used to feed the

“For God and Country”

r Hvdra-Matlc Drive Optional
» Katra Coat on All Olds*
aobile Models (or 1041

r

idential Booklet!j
OH PON NOW!

I, Dept. N. P. 4, Lansing, Michigan. I
•t. prepared originally for dealers inO I
^nawera about Hydra-Malic Drive/ I
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[EDITORIAL]
THE MEANING OF USO

USO—-what do those letters mean? Probably many per
sons have been asking this question, but within a very few
days everybody will know that it is an "all-out for defense"
signal and that it applies to every Maine citizen. The letters
mean “United Service Organization,” and it is no perfunc
tory title. It means that we have all got to knuckle right
down to the business o4 raising $144,430 needed by the organi
zation for National Defense, and the equipping of 360 service
clubs to the end that the State’s defense activities may prop
erly function. Knox County’s minimum quota is only $4700,
and it must be raised before the end of the national campaign,
July 4.
USO is the voluntary uniting of resources of six national
social agencies for service near large training centers and
defense areas. These agencies are: Salvation Army, Young
Women’s Christian Association, Young Men’s Christian As
sociation, National Travelers’ Aid Association, Jewish Welfare

Board and National Catholic Community Service. Represent
ing a forward step in co-operation among the major religions
of our Country, the UjS.O. is forming a home-front of na
tional unity dedicated to backing-up the millions of young
people who are sacrificing their personal plans for the defense
of America. Promoters of the plan point out that there is
something more to USO than the raising of money. If,
through UOO service, we can instill into this recreational
and social program a strong spirit and moral influence, then
they will return better equipped to fulfill the social order of
their day.
“FREEZING" WEATHER AGAIN

Attracting almost as much attention as tlie war in Syria
is the new phase of worldwide hostilities—the freezing of

credits in this country and Italy. It may mean another step
nearer war, but evidently President Roosevelt thought it the
proper thing to do, and Italy thought it proper to retaliate.
Soon we shall know what Herr Hitler thinks about it.
HAS EVERYBODY GUESSING

The commencement orators have 3omc very concrete
things to talk about at these June graduations, but in this
instance the students themselves know fully as much about
the outcome as do the learned orators. Which is nothing.
Also the students are more apt to be the ones who will shape
the end.
POPCORN ON A RAMPAGE
Thirty thousand bushels of popcorn started pepping out

in Kansas City the other day and pushed the walls right out
of the building. Those of us who have eaten too much popcorn
—and that includes almost everybody who started to eat It—
feel that the human framework is sometimes imperilled.
AUSTRALIAN VALOR

(
British soldiers are probably doing their full share, wher
ever located, but somehow when we read of an especially
brilliant achievement the Australian troops appear to be
most prominently mentioned. As in the days of our Civil
War, when "the colored troops fought nobly.”
READY TO WORK

The several hundred Knox County graduates have doubt
less learned ere this that jobs are not plucked from bushes
and that the "chicken in every pot" idea is somewhat exag
gerated. But like Barkis, our boys and girls are all willin’.

AXIS FUNDS ARE FROZEN
(Herald Tribune)

The action taken by the President over the week-end to
freeze German and Italian assets here, as well as those of such
Continental countries as had not been affected by earlier
orders of this kind, is a logical, if somewhat belated, move.
This step was urged upon the Administration several weeks
ago by Hugh Dalton, Britain's Minister of Economic Warfare,
and long before that by Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau, as an essential implement in the aid-to-Britain policy.
Before Saturday’s freezing order was issued the govern
ment had set up similar controls with respect to the American
assets of 14 other nations. Their chief purpose was to pre
vent the withdrawal or transfer of the American funds of
these countries—all of which had been occupied by the Ger
mans or Russians—under duress. The present action repre
sents a much more positive aspect of our economic effort in
aid of Britain against the Axis powers. Its purpose is to bring
German and Italian funds under close surveillance here so
that they may not be transferred to neutral countries to pay
for German purchases there, and they may not be withdrawn
to finance Axis propaganda in this country or elsewhere in
the Western Hemisphere.
Up to now the State Department successfully opposed the
step just taken. Whether the sinking of the Robin Moor
produced a change of heart among Mr. Hull’s advisers or
whether it persuaded the President to swing over to Mr. Morgenthau’s side in the controversy is not known, but it is fair
to presume that that episode, in one way or another, precipi
tated the decision. If so, then it has not been without its
salutary results. For it is high time that, in this particular
area, the red tape of diplomacy should be cut in the interest
of bringing genuinely effective aid to the economic, no less
than to the military, war against Axis aggression.
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
Adrift 13 days in the mid-Atlantic 35 survivors of the tor
pedoed American freighter Robin Moor were picked up by a
British ship and landed at Cape Town. This accounts safely
for all on board.
The Irish Sea mail steamer St. Patrick has been bombed
and sunk with a loss of 23 lives.
The Allies are at the very gates of Damascus, but meet
ing stiff re?istence.
The House Military Affairs committee has reduced the
maximum draft age from 36 to 28.
London says that 11 German planes were downed in a
British combing attack upon French invasion ports. The
loss of six British planes is admitted.
In a drastic move to curb Nazi propaganda and other
"inimical" activities, the United States yesterday demanded
the closing of all German consulates and three semi-official
Na*i agencies in this country by July 10.

ROCKLANDSAVINGS BANK
WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Old Grads Present From Other States—
Maurice Simmons Re-elected President
(By Mabelle Rose)
The St. George High School
Alumni Association held its sec
ond annual meeting and banquet at
the Masonic Hall, Tenant’s Harbor
Saturday night. Alumni from New
York, Pennsylvania and the New
England States gathered in tlieir
home town to renew old acquaint
ances and to exchange school day
reminiscences. Many faces beamed
with delight when they met school
mates whom they had not seen
since graduation.
When the officers, guests and
members entered the banquet hall

under the direction of Calvin Smith,
1929, marshal for the evening, a very
pretty picture met their gaze. The
floral decorations were of red, white
and blue and the favors were small
silk American flags in observance

of Flag Day. From the satisfied look
on everyone’s countenance after the
banquet one would judge that the
delicious shore dinner served by
members of Naomi Chapter, O.EB
was thoroughly enjoyed. During

the banquet old-time songs were
sung with Mrs. Norma Wall Hawk
ins as accompanist.
Following the banquet the busi
ness meeting was conducted by the
President, Maurice Simmons, who
welcomed the members of the Class
of 1941, who were honor guests of
the evening. The response was
given by the president of the class,
Henry Mellquist.
The nominating committee con
sisting of Mary Hawkins Mona
ghan, Rose Hooper Seavey and
Blanche Andrews Simmons present
ed the following list of officers, who
were elected for the ensuing year:
President, Maurice Simmons, 1929;
vice president, Jessie Mills Harris,
1921; secretary, MJabelle Andrews
Rose, 1910; treasurer, Aune Matson Bragdon, 1929; directors, Henry
Allen, 1920; Alfred C. Hocking, 1911;
Winifred Williams Milne, 1917;
Frank Dowling, 1939; and Norma
Wall Hawkins, 1913.
The nominating committee to
serve for the year 1941 consists of
Gladys Barter Hocking, Evelyn
Morris Hunnewell and Harriet
Smalley Wheeler.
At the close of the business meet
ing a program under the direction
of Alfred Hocking, as master of
ceremonies, was presented. Many
of the class representative were in
troduced by Mr. Hocking in his
genial and informal manner with a
joke or a story about each. Those
responding were: Leland Hawkins,
1918; Elsie Torrey Hawkins 1921;
Sidney Andrews, 1920; Thurley
Hocking, 1&17; Katherine Andrews
Hocking, 1918 Calvin Smith, 1929,
and Miss Myra Marshall, a guest.
Harriet Smalley Wheeler, 1906
gave the following original tribute
to the Flag of the United States:
"This being the day set aside to
honor the Flag of the United States
of America, it seems fitting that
we pay special respect to the Flag
of our country, at this our 2nd an
nual Alumni meeting. Respect for
the Flag means that we have an
inner sense of duty toward the in
stitutions of which the Flag is an
emblem. It means that we prize
liberty, and that we believe in Jus
tice. We show respect for the Flag
by obeying the Laws of our Country.
"We have read that Francis Hopkinson a signer of the Declaration
o£ Independence was the man who
designed the Stars and Stripes. He
was a lawyer and later a judge, first
in the State of New Jersey and then
in Pennsylvania and it was under
his supervision that Betsy Ross
made the Flag. We admire its his
tory adore its beauty, and uphold
the principles for which it stands.
We honor and salute it as the sym
bol of a great nation. Old Glory
stands for much—it symbolizes the
sacrifices, the struggles, and the
valor of a free people. It is an em
blem of patriotism and a symbol of
peace.
“As we place it in the breeze on
Flag Day, or any day, we should do
so with a prayer in our hearts, that
we may be worthy of all that the
Flag represents, and a thought of
those who suffered and sacrificed
much—even pledged their lives to
the cause of peace with honor, and
freedom with justice, which made
possible our free nation and its
Flag. It suggests a noble and glori
ous past, and every individual owes
a debt of gratitude to the American
Flag. It is not only a beautiful
banner, pleasingly designed with the
artistic blending of colors, but it
suggests protection for our country
and for those who are faithful and
loyal to it. It is worthy of our sa
lute when it passes, and deserves
loyalty to the Institutions of human

freedom and service, which are the
pride of America and the civilized
world.
"This Flag is ours because we
make it what it is. Tradition tells
us that the phrase ‘Old Glory- origi
nated with an old-time Salem ship
captain, William Driver, by name.
As the flag of stars and stripes was
raised to the masthead of a newly
constructed ship in December 1831,
Capt. Driver exclaimed, ‘There it is
—Old Glory!
"Old Glory, we love thee, our emblem
so true
The Flag of our Union, the red, white
and blue
Red for courage, white for liberty,
blue for loyalty.
We hall thee, we bless thee, the pride
of our land
And loyal forever to thee will we
stand.
(By The Roving Reporter)
"Old Glory, we love thee, and blest
ls the breeze
That waves thee in triumph o'er
Mrs. Carrie E. Paige of Washing
The tonsorial parlor of John
mainland and sea.
Then here’s to Old Glory, and long Watts, near ’ the comer of Main ton, D. C. writes:
may she wave
"According to the answers to tho
The symbol of Freedom, the flag of and Pleasant street, was the scene
the brave!
egg
problem printed in The Cou
of
a
notable
occasion
the
other
day
"God save our Flag, the Red. White
and Blue
rier-Gazette, the boys who had 14,
when
a
group
of
friends
assembled
To its stars and stripes may we ever
to participate in the unveiling of 49 and 85 eggs respectively sold, 1,
be true
We shall tight for the Right in the
the large oil painting of the pro 4 and 7 even dozen. I would like
strength of God's might
It'^ the Flag for me, and it’s the Flag prietor.
The artist was Edgar to know what became of the extra
for you!
Crockettski; who may or may not eggs. Assuming that the melons
"God bless the Stars and Stripes
We ll shield It from the scars
be a Russian refugee, but it is con were of the small musk variety and
Of Battle's roar
We'll give it strength and might
ceded that he has given to the world taken to market in some kind of
We ll make it do the right,
a very remarkable likeness of a very wagon, the producer may not have
We'll see it leads the fight
Forever more!
received any more for a dozen mel
For conquer we must, when our cause unusual subject. The painting was
it is Just
completed only after numerous sit ons than for a dozen eggs.”
And this be our motto "In God Is
tings and many talkings. So many
Our Trust'
And the Star Spangled Banner in
persons have expressed a desire to At the 1904 Rockland High School
triumph shall wave
O'er the land of the free and the
see
the painting that it has slowed graduation in the class parts were
home of the brave!
up
traffic
in that locality, but it has presented thus: Salutatory—Evelyn
"We should thank God every day that
we live under the American Flag not slowed up John, whose vocal M. Richardson; history, Wendell A.
Our Flag, our Hol(y Sabbath
And Our Bible—let them be
accomplishments are the despair of Hodgkins; poem, Florence C. Haley;
Our country’s Greatest treasures
expert stenographers. It would be prophecy, Raymond S. Bird; val
Upheld from sea to sea!”
County Attorney Stuart C. Burgess a very lonesome South End without edictory, Frances H. Butler. Tho

gave a short talk on hts experience
in the Alumni Association at War
ren.
The guest speaker of the evening
was Frank A. Winslow, the "Roving
Reporter" of Tlie Courier-Gazette.
Mr. Winslow said that this was the
first Alumni meeting he had ever
addressed and prefaced his talk by
telling of the pranks played by "3
ghosts" of the Rockland High
School in years gone past, and it
made one realize that in all genera
tions it has been the aim and de
light of all pupils to play tricks and
pranks on teachers and schools in
general.
Mr. Winslow’s travel talk was in
tensely interesting. He took hts au
dience from Rockland to St. John
N. B., around Canada through Mon
treal. Quebec. Ottawa and Callen
der, then back through the United
States via Niagara Falls, Pennsyl
vania, Northern New York, the
White Mountains and Cape Cod.
All through the talk he told
of humorous incidences that hap
pened to either himself or his
companion. It was with real regret
to the audience when he brought
this highly Interesting talk to a
finish.
With the singing of the school
song written by Jessie Mills Harris
the meeting was brought to a close,
but even then no one seemed over
anxious to leave and there were
many groups of schoolmates gath
ered here and there exchanging
further notes that the meeting had
interrupted, all going to show that
the Association has been established
on a lasting basis.
“TONIGHT ON LEAVE!”
A statewide salute to all Maine
communities in behalf of the
United Service Organization-(USO)—will be broadcast from
Station WGAN, Portland (560 on
your dial)—tonight from 7.30 to
8. The program will feature one
of Maine’s outstanding dance
orchestras, and brief greetings
from Col. George Fogg and the
Portland Harbor Defenses; Rob
inson Verrili, State USO Chair
man; and Private First Class
Hector Dionne, president of the
Enlisted' Men’s Progressive Cluo.
Radio time donated by Station
WGAN. Talent donated witn
special permission of the Mu
sician's Union.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
tastes la a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin

HOPE OF BLISS
Build barriers high and wide and deep
To wall your castes apart.
Such fortresses can never keep
The heart from answering heart.
A magic, telegraphic cord
Extends from soul to soul.
O’er which leap burning thought and
word
Despite of man's control.
The king with crown upon hie head,
The beggar at his gate.
The Christian on his dying bed.
The convict at his grate.
One common hope together share.
A boon for rich and poor,
Each to that hope a rightful heir.
A hope of bliss in store.
- Dovid Barker

this genial personage.

When Mrs. Almeda Clayter flew
to Vinalhaven a few days ago. The
Courier-Gazette published her pic
ture, with the statement she was
88 years of age. From Vinalhaven
comes a correction: Mrs. Clayter Is
only 78. You see how flying renews

youth.
Some friend in Rockville Centre,
N. Y., sends The Black Cat an
English postcard, which carries a
portrait of Winston Churchill and
his statement in reply to President
Roosevelt. Under the caption "Wc
Will Finish the job," it says:
"We shall not fail or fallter; wc
shall not weaken or tire. Neither
the sudden shock of battle, nor the
long-drawn trials of vigilance and
exertion will wear us down. Give
us the tools and we will finish the
job.”

other members of the class were:
Emma F. Cobb, Ethel R. Fitch,
Gladys St. Clair Jones, Alzira C.
Wentworth .Clarence E. Barnard,
Bertha M. Cates, George B. Clark,
Mildred Emerson Clark, Fred P.
Colson, David E. Crockett, Luke S.
Davis, F. Merle Doe, Laura B. Dowltn, Donald H. Fuller, Elma D. Ire
land, Lou B. Jackson, Emma A.

Lawrence, Reta M. Patterson, Eve
lyn M. Richardson, Florence M.
Thomas, Helen A. Thomas, Ellen
D. Tolman, George A. Wardwell,
Nahum C. Weeks, Bessie G. Whit
man.

This is the happy time of year
when a man has his choice between
blueberry pie and strawberry
shortcake, and can’t go wrong.—
Ed. Pointer in the Boston Olobe,
Must be canned blueberries.

G. Milton Hatch the well known
turf writer, says that when the pa
tient ox appeared a little slow for
farm work, oxen in pairs began to
drop off in numbers everywherefound rarely enough to have become
almost In the nature of a novelty.
He reports some still plodding and
plowing in Maine this 1941. And
another sight occasionally witnessed
on Maine highways is a modern au
tomobile in tow of these same low
ly animals.

Members of the graduating class
of Thomaston High School wera
guests of Howell Cullinan at Radio
Station WEEI this forenoon. And
“Cully’s" guests always come away
happy over the cordial treatment
they receive. On the program at
8.30 Miss Barbara Bachelder, chap
erone of the graduating class was
interviewed and toid how funds
were raised for making the trip and
some other class details, not omit
ting the fact, of oourse, that the
school won the girls’ softball cham
pionship. The students remain in
Boston until Thursday night.

At St. John’s Church

Anna Greene Missing

Eucharistic Conference
Will Bring Prominent
Preachers To Thomaston
The sixth Eucharistic Confer
ence will take place at St. John’s
Church, Thomaston, Thursday.
Holy Eucharist will be offered in
the church at 6.30, 7, 7.30, 8 and
8.30 a. m. In the Rectory Chapel
it will be held at 630, 7 and 7 30
a. m.
At 1030 a. m. there will be
Solemn Eucharist and the speclal
preacher will be the Rev. Frederic
F. Bartrop of St. Andrew’s Church,
Edgar town, Mass.
This will be followed immediate
ly by luncheon in the parish hall.
At 1.45 p. m. the Forum will be
led by Rev. Charles O. Brown of
Trinity Church, Haverhill, Mass.,
who will read a paper, followed by
discussion and questions.
At 430 p. m., Meditation, by Rev.
J. Malcolm-Smith of St. James
Church, Boston.
Supper will be served at 5.45 p.
m. in the parish hall.
At 7 o'clock there will be the
closing Service of Thanksgiving at
which the preacher will be the Rev
Otis L. Mason of Trinity Church,
Saco.
AU are invited to attend and
meet the clergy of Massachusetts
and New Hampshire, as weU as
those of Maine who will be present.
There will be a nominal charge for
the luncheon and supper.

Vassar College Girl,
“Despondent,” May Have
Come To This City
A note “indicating despondency”
was left by Anne Marston Greene,
missing 19-year-old Vassar Junior,
Captain Stokes, chief of Massachu
setts State police detectives, re
vealed last night.
Stokes said in a statement that
Harvard Professor William C.
Greene declared he found a note
in his daughter's handwriting
which "revealed that she was over
wrought and badly depressed from
worry.” "He declared that hia
daughter Imagined that her par
ents were disturbed by her poor
scholastic showing at Vassar.”
Hope that she is stUl alive, tlie
police report said, was based on
the fact that the small, dark blue
sedan in which she disappeared
last Wednesday has not been lo
cated.
Possible destinations of Miss
Greene, as listed on police printers
included Rockland and Mt. Desert.
ENLIST AS MARINES
Two Stonington men. one a Uni
versity of Maine student, have en
listed in the United States Ma
rine Corps and will leave Thursday
morning for transfer to Augusta.
The men are Nathan O. Peasley, son
of Mrs. Della H. Peasley, who at
tended Stonington High, and By
ron Eaton, son of Mr and Mrs.

--------------------Ralph Eaton, a University of Maine
Subscribe to The Oourier-Oazette. student..
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Page Two
due time, about friends and ac
quaintances in and near The Keag.
-A-WEEK
This Ls a very busy time of year
But love ye your enemies, and for irpe and I shall be unable to
do good, and lend, hoping for gend jn a sketch fOr every issue
no thing again; and your reward during the Summer but will conshall be great, and ye shall be the
children of the Highest: for He Ls tinue to I*ster >’e
35 often aS
kind' unto the unthankful and to I can. I warn all and sundry that
the evil.—(Luke 6: 35.
I have enough material on tap for
many more sketches which, I hope,
will be of interest.
Speaking of people. I think a lot
oi Knox Countyites will remember
Appreciates Kind Words Capt. Will Fiske. He drove a hack
From “Keag” Friend—
for many years and was prominent
Well Known Citizens
in secret societies—Masonic Lodge.
' etc. A very affable gentleman who
(By Iree Member)
had hosts of friends about town.
Below is a note recently receive1:!
Major Ralph Ulmer was another
from an old friend who played cor- Rockland boy who made a good
net in several different bands In name fcr himself and his memoiy
my day. A good friend and a good will remain long after most of us
bandsman.
j are forgotten. Of an eailier day
"Friend Iree Member: Because was Frank Kalloch, well known to
we do remember you, we are taking : many Island residents and, in the
thLs way through the kindness of vicinity of Rockland, he was an
The Courier-Gazette, to say to you institution. When Iree was verythat we enjoy your write-ups. Any young and only "about so high"
subject is appreciated, especially Frank was a frequent and welcome
on music, because that’s how we caller at our domicile. He always
remember you. Times are not like had a nice, well kept horse and
they used to be, but that is no rea carriage and the latter was always
son why we should forget. Keep on well filled with wares which were
with your good thoughts. -From a a “heart's delight” to the women
friend down at the Keag. Charles folks. Mr. Kalloch used to take
hLs team across the bay on the
S. Watts, (by E D. W.I.”
As Old Daddy Time clips closer boat to North Haven and did a
and closer to our heels we appre thriving business there. He pos
ciate more and more a kind word sessed. a very pleasant, musical
from our fellow humans and the voice and was a reliable and much
above note Ls much appreciated. appreciated member of the choir
When the day of life Ls young and at the First Baptis Church all his
the warm sun of youth shines life. He sang bass. A fine man,
brightly we give less heed to little who will long be remembered by
acts, or words of kindess than in people all through this section of
later life. When we top the moun Maine.
tain of life and enter the shadows
"Ellie" (E. E.) Simmons ran a
on the descent to the valley where confectionary and tobacco store on
youth is not, we treasure every Main street a great many years.
little ray of sunlight which, from Think he changed locations once,
time to time, seeps through the j at least. Last I knew hLs store
gathering shadows and, such words , was
the corner of Main and
of appreciation as the above, are Myrtle streets.
little gleams of sunlight in the life
We like to think that the rest of
of Iree the ungrammatical scribbler. humanity thinks as well of us as
Thank you Charles. I am much we feel pretty well convinced they
pleased If my memories give any should. Like this “daylight-sav
one pleasure.
ing" thing, we like to fool our
I hope to send in a sketch, in selves, and we do that very thing!
I have known several persons in
my time, however, who have and
hold the admiration and esteem of

Courier-Gazette

Wif/i

The Sports Writers at Moosehead

their friends and acquaintances not
.a,

Your heart will jump,

too, when you
see them
We knew this from other men
we’ve waited on.
You simply tell us your hat
size . . . wc take out a hat and
hand it across the counter . . .
and the expression on your face
will show us both that something
like love is happening inside.

We’ve never seen it fail. Every
man who tries them on says,
“How much" and then starts
reaching for his wallet.

SPRING KATS
$2.95 to $6.00
Plenty of

ENSEMBLE SUITS

only but of the general public as
well from childhood to old age. I
wish to mention such a one right
now. Fulsome praise I never in
tend to indulge in. Just plain
truth, should be enough, with
nothing added. The man I want
- to mention in this sketch is W.
' O Fuller, who took over the editorship of The Courier-Gazette after
■ the late Brigadier Gen. H. M. Lord
entered the service of the Federal
I Government, and who retired after
editing this paper for nearly a
half century. A genial, friendly,
fair-minded, talented, courteous
gentleman who made and kept a
host of friends.
HLs humorous lecture "Banking
in Kansas; How I found it and how
it left me" was enjoyed by thou
sands. He was very musical and
many will remember a performance
i of Pinafore in Rockland in which
Mr. Fuller took a prominent part
His rendition of “The Mowers
That Bloom In The Spring. Tra
la la" was one of the many bright
spots and will be long remembered.
Iree considers himself fortunate
that he has enjoyed the friendship
of three able editors of The Cou
rier-Gazette. past and present. A
local newspaper is a power in any
community and Rockland is for
tunate to have had such a pub
lication as The Courier-Gazette for
many years and so ably edited.

$4.00. $5.00, $6.95,
$7.95, $8.95

APPLETON

The United Service Organization
drive is on in Knox County today.
Maynard Brown is the Treasurer
for the Appleton quota of $110
Committee members are in all sec
tions of the town. Those who have
not been contacted may see Mr.
TEL. 294
Brown This service will be a most
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME. welcome aid to any man or woman
1 who is absent from home on de
fense work.

GREGORYS

Picture at the left: Twenty Maine guides cook steak dinner on shore of Moosehead at Duck Cove for 80 outsta nding newspaper and magazine
writers last week-end. Scribes and photographers never tasted food like (hat before. Excellent fishing and go&d weather made it a gala occasion.
Middle picture: Warden Fred Roberts whips out his rule to measure one cf the first salmon caught by visiting newsmen at Rockwocd, Moose
head Lake. Alton II. Blackington, well known color photographer and lecturer, stole a march on his friends by getting up at 3 a m. to bag one
of the first three pounders. Alton reports that it tasted mighty good—back in Boston.
Picture at the right: Dick Reed and Commissioner Stobie caught by the camera as they sampled the cooking of Maine guides.
—Photos by L. B. Brown.

MAIL SCHEDULE

TALK OF THE TOWN On The Job

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
Effective June 20

Harry Small has closed his bar
ber shop at Hotel Rockland, re
tiring temporarily at least, from
a vocation which he has followed
for many years.

Vinalhaven

Minturn
Atlantic
Swan's Island

( lose night before. Daily except Sun.
have office at 5.00 A. M.

Frenchboro

A public beano party will be held
Thursday afternoon at Grand Army
Hall under the auspices of Edwin
Libby Relief Corps. Regular meet
ing will be at 7.30.

Vinalhaven
North Ilaven

Stonington

Close. 2.00 P. M. Daily except Sun.
leave office at 2.45 P. M.

Deer Isle

Sunset
Sargentville
Lockout

Isle au llaut

Dr. Campbell, for 18 years with
the Department of Health and now
director of Division of Sanitary
Enginnering will be the Lions
speaker Wednesday

Effective June 16
Close Leave Office
\ Daily except
10.00
A. M. 10.30 A. M.
i Dark llarhor
Sunday
I
2.00 P. M. 2.30 P. M.
Sunday only
9.55 A. M. 10.00 AJH.
I Dark Harbor,
James OHara formerly of this
Daily except
I ; Ash Point
11.30 A. M. 11.45 A. M.
city is organist at a large roller
Sunday
4 00 P. M. 4.30 P. M.
skating rink in Hartford, Conn.
Daily
except
9.45 A. M. 10.15 A. M.
I South Thtn;a.stou
Writing to a member of The Cou
I
Sunday
2.15 P. M.
1.45 P. M.
rier-Gazette staff he sends regards
•
CHANGES IN ARRIVALS
to friends here.
Effective June SO
J. C. Moody who last year rep
The Bowdoin College class of resented The Courier-Gazette as Vinalhaven arrives at office 10.30 A. M., 7.00 P. M. (Daily except Sunday)
\
which Adriel U. Bird was a member its general subscription agent is in North Ilaven
Ls celebrating its 25th anniversary the field this year and is also so Stonington
Deer Isle
1
Saturday, and the fact that he is liciting advertising in areas net al Sunset
/
x
chairman of the committee of ar ready covered.
Sargentville
Arrives at office 1.15 P. M. (Daily except Sunday;
rangements bespeaks a happy occa
Lookout
Isle au Haut
sion. He will have as his guests
Swan's Island
Wendeft L. Willkie, late Republican
Minturn
candidate for President; and Mrs.
Atlantic
Willkie.
Frenchboro
/
Fifth Graders From
Effective June 16
McLain Building Had
Among the more important events
Daily except Sunday
Dark
Harbor
arrives
at
office
1.15 P. M.
“Perfectly Wonderful”
at the popular “Trail's End," Ash
1.45 P. M. Sunday only
Dark Harbor arrives at office 4.30 P. M.
Time
Point, was the recent meeting of
Dally except Sunday
Ash Point arrives at office 7.30 A. M., 4.C0 P. M.
Abnaki District of the Pine Tree
The Fifth Grade at McLain build South Thomastcn arrives at office 7.30-A. M., 2.00 P. M. Dally except Sun
Council of Boy Scouts of America. ing had its annual school picnic
Other arrivals and departures same as at present
Tonight reservations are made for ' Friday, spending the day at Crawa large party from Gardiner—the i ford Lake, at the cottage of Mr. and
Brierly in another crow’d-pleaser.
Makaria Club.—Proprietor Lewis Mrs. M. B. Perry. Sports and plenty
In the top prelim. Kid Judson of
finds his new shore dinner menus
(of eats was the order of the happy
Bath will meet a lad who is on
meeting with much favor.
party and there wasn't a dull mo
Management Tells of a
the come-back
trail. popular
ment during the whole day.
Belated Letter—Friday
Tire veteran coasting schooner
Slasher
Porter.
The
second pre
Winners in the games were:
Night’s Bouts
William H. Jewell presented the lPeanut race, George Callahan. 1st;
lim will be 'between Eddie Butts of
oddest picture in all her 88 years of Robert Doak 2d. Boys’ and Girls'
The management of Park Street Portland and Butch Bryant of
salty existence yesterday as she lay
shoe race, Cecile Dow, 1st; Frankin the stream with a huge yellow [ lin Start, 2d; Wesley Ixmg 3d Girls' Arena received a letter from Al Bangor.
Watch fcr an all-star banner
bump amidships, more than half | shoe race, Joyce Bond winner. Buck Saturday that should have
for
June 27, for the out-of-town
her size. Investigation disclosed it Girls’ running race. Cecile Dow, 1st, arrived Friday in time for the
ers
who
will be here fcr the VFW
to be the big installation truck of Pauline Skinner 2d. Boys' running handlers to have done something
convention.
the Rockwood Insulation Co. which race, Robert Dcak 1st, Earle Bart in time. This letter stated that
the Jewell had transported to North lett 2d, Alliston Bartlett 3d. Treas Al was taking his final exam for
Haven where an insulation con
ure hunt, George Callahan 1st; the selective service Friday after RAZORVILLE
tract was completed.
Mrs. Mary Collins, Mr. and Mrs.
George Ackley, 2d; Walter Spear 3d; noon. and that he wculd be un
able
to
appear.
The
management
Sydney Harriman and grandson of
Franklin Start 4th; Robert Doak
Miss Maizie P. Joy of Rockland, 5th; Earle Bartlett 6th. Boys’ pie sincerely hopes this explains last Searsmont were visitors Sunday at
who received her diploma yester race, Ralph Robinson 1st; Royce Friday’s affair.
L. P Jones' and Irvin Powells.
day in the third year senior class Lunt 2d; Wesley Lond 3d. Girls’
For Friday night, the main event
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pitman or
of Gorham Normal School, will pie race. Virginia Callahan 1st; Na will shew an opponent whom fans Union spent the week-end with Mr.
teach next year in the Portland dine King 2d; Pauline Skinner 3d. have read abcut in Boston sport Pitman’s parents here and attend
Street School at Yarmouth in
Swimming and beating were also pages, cne Buster Carroll, meeting ed church at the Mills.
Grades Three and Four. As a stu enjoyed, and ice cream, hot dogs, Biily’ Lancaster of Portland, and
Mrs. Cora Stickney has returned
dent at the Normal School, she
it
should
be
one
of
the
best
events
from
Augusta where she vLsited her
seda pop, cracker jack, gum and
has been active in the Normal lolly pops were served by Mr. Perry. in this city. The semi-final will son.
School Dramatic, Library and Assisting were Mrs. Perry. Miss be a return, featuring Jimmy Cook
Poetry Clubs, the international dis
Edith Straw, teacher of the grade, swapping leather with K. O. ■ Subscribe to The Couripr-Gazette
cussion group and the Y.W.C.A.
and Mrs. Earle C. Perry.
Other pupils present were Rich
The Wild Flower contest which
ard Dickinson, Roland Chaples,
has been running through May and
Richard Dow, Louis Folland. Frank
June at the Public Library, closed
Hanley, Farington Herrick, Mona
Saturday with Robert Chatto. who
Joyce, Lulu Nystrom, Charles Perry,
brought in 101 different specimens
Earlene Perry, Joan Proctor, Billy
winning for the boys, and Carolyn
Rafnes, Phyllis Shute, Elmer
and Joan Chisholm, who brought in
Sprague, Benjamin Watson and
ICO different flcwers, winning for
Leonard GaJiano, and two special
the girls. Nathalie Post, John Gatguests, June otiles and Henriella
combe. Wesley Long, Nancy Post
Stiles cf Rockport.
EFFECTIVE JULY 25, 1941
and Betsy Cooper followed closely
Following the awaiil of prizes,
behind, each bringing in 30 or more
, Mts. M B. Perry w as pleasantly
flowers.
surprised by the presentation of a
gift from the children.
Penalizes
Perenity of Death
/
Robert Ingersoll said of those who

PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN ROCKLAND AND VICINITY
and who want to borrow money privately, are invited to
use our personal loan and finance service.
Phone this office and tell operator to reverse the charges
—you don’t have to pay. Or mail coupon below, if you
would like to have representative call at your home.
Main requirement for a lean here: your ability to make
small regular payments. No co-signers. No wage assign
ment. No indiscreet inquiries. Plenty of time to pay.
You can borrow $50. $75. $125. any amount up to $3CO.
to pay up old bills, finance purchases, meet emergencies,
or for any useful purpose.

z
Small Loan Statute Iacense No. 1. Charges 3d on unpaid
monthly balances up to $150; 2'< monthly on balances above.
Please have your representa
tive call at my home ---------

FINANCE COMPANY
---------- J-----------------------------

241 WATER STREET
AUGUSTA. ME.
Phone Augusta 1155
M. J. Rielly, Mgr.

(day)—am—pm.
Name------------------------------Address

Town

---------------------------------

-RFD No.—State—
71-77

Three thefts of home ^plate high
lighted the action at Ellsworth
Sunday afternoon as the Ellsworth
Red Wings lengthened their vic
tory string at the expense of the
Rockland Pirates in the best game
of the year on the Ellsworth dia
mond. The score was 7 to 4.
The game was a pitchers' battle
all the way, with French striking
out 10 Ellsworth batters, and
Jones and Carter, whiffing 15 of
the Pirates.
However, Chubby
Jude, Hank Carter and Colby
Wood took advantage of French’s
windup to steal home and provide
the margin of victory.
The Rockland pitcher gave only
eight hits, Jones, who hurled the
first four innings for Ellsworth,
struck out five, and Carter, who
relieved Jones and got credit for
the win. whiffed 10 in five innings.
Grindie and D. Wood with two
singles each placed the winners,
while Karl and Starr each got two
hits for the visitors. One of Starr's
hits was a homer and came in the
fourth inning with a man on base.
Ellsworth
a‘b r bh po a
C Wood, lb . ........... 2 10 6 0
Grindle, ss .... .......... 3 12 10
4 0 0 15 3
R Jordan, c .
4 112 1
Jude. 3b .......
3 12 2 0
F. Wood, cf .. ...... .
4 0 10 0
D. Jordan. If
4 0 0 0 0
Collier, rf ....
Chamberlain, 2b .... 4 1112
Jones, p ........ .......... 1 0 0 0 1
Carter, p .... .......... 3 2 10 1

Salt water anglers along the
Maine coast will fight it out for a
j pair of fine trophies put up by c m.
missioner Arthur R Greerieal and
Richard Cushman of Portland during the present season
Whi>
Greenleaf will reward the tuna
erman who lands the largest !i>h
on rod and reel Cushman will dul
plicate his 1510 prize for the .strip, d
bass enthusiast who brings the Liggest one of that specie into the b ,t
The contest will be open to eve,,
one and each will close at midh.jiit.
' Sepi. 30. Winners will become the
official 1940 champions in th. re
spective classes. Entry blank.-; will
be available from all Sea and Snore
wardens, the departments ofii. ,lt
Boothbay Harbor and the Maine
Development Commission. A l entries should be mailed to Dick Iteec
of the Commission at the State
House in Augusta. •
The salt water season is now
about ready to swing wide . pen
with scattered schools of tuna an
a few striped bass already report
ed. A high light will be the first
official State of Maine Tuna Tour
nament which will be held off
Bailey Island late in July.

32 7 8 27 8

Rockland

ab
5
5
3
5
4
5
3
3

Ccllamore, 2b .... .
Foot, c ......... ...........
Hall, 3b ........ ..........
Miller, ss ..... ...........
Ellis, rf ........ ..........
Connor, lb .... ..........
Karl cf ......... ...........
French, p .... ..........

r bh po a
0 12 1
0 C 10 2
0 111
0 1 u 2
0 110 I
0 14 2
1-20
2 1 3 1

Starr, If ................... 4 1 2 1 o
37 4 10 24 9
EJlsworth
0 0O 1 30 2 1 x 7
Rcckland .... 0 2 0 2 0 (I 0 «« 4
Errors, C. Wood. Jude. Miller 2
Two-base hits, Jude. Carter, Karl.
French. Home run. Stan-. Stolen
bases, C. Wood, Grindle, Jude. D
Wood. Sacrifices, Grindle, C Wood
Left on bases, Ellsworth 11. Ro. kland 8. Bases on balls, off Frenrii
2. Jones 2. Carter 2. Strike-out-.
French 10, Jones 5, Carter 10 Hits
off. Jones 7 for 4 runs in 4 inningCarter 3 fcr 5 runs in 0 inning
Hit by pitcher, by Jones, EllLs; balk.
French; passed balls, Foot 2; win
ning pitcher. Garter; losing pitcher
French. Umpires, Flint, Sprague

At Crawford Lake

Park Street Arena

MAINE

JUNE 16-21
IMM G H HOY-TOASTED

died on the field of battle: “These
heroes are dead. They died for lib
erty—they died for us. They are at
rest. They s:eep in the land they
made free, under the flag they ren
dered stainless. They sleep beneath
the shadows of the clouds, careless
alike of sunshine or storm, each in
the windowless palace of rest. Earth
may run red with other wars—they
are at peace. In the midst of bat
tles. in the roar of conflict, they
found the serenity of death.”

Spend More for Amusement
Two-thirds of our income goes to
keep us amused and socially im
portant, according to Psychologist
Edward L. Thorndike, and but onethird of all we spend goes to keep
us alive.
One-seventh of all the
money we spend goes to make us
look and smell right—one-fourth for
courtship, one-third to do the “l ight
thing" socially, one-eighth to secure
inner self-approvsl and one-tenth to
secure domination over others.

Popped Wheat

('h)H-uln(r, Xut«Cbveolate. 4 niillln. Ilulteraeoteli, l.rmiui Pie
Milina

A

3 pk«». |7c

4 rgr-

FOII I'

44 l>TEH\— Hiillcd
2s-o(.

IIIUIII.AXn (|l FFX

Peas 3
HKHSHRY’S—CHOC (II,ATE
Itt-m.

Syrup

I'OHT

29c

Vcg-AII 2 ,,"n" 23c

lOc

POUT
PORT WKSTEHX
H UM
—Sliced

Dried Beef

2'/»-«>«.
Jar

17c

Peanut Butter
»*'f| IxMtlr

15c

Qunrl liollle

I5c .

25c

SALAI) Hit AX II

Salmon

Ocenn
t'nuKht
Cohoe

1-lb.
Tull <-nn

Ten-B-Low
•

NESTLE’S—Heady Io t'ae

For

Mnklna

Ice Cream

Morsels 2 '-•> 25c

to do the J°b
Uncle John.

And

for

lOc

S44 EETEXEIl

Serve hoi
or cold

Sweelco

sent her Junior students
cltal Wednesday night a
the Universalist vestry
night at 8 o’clock the
pupils will be present)
ixytte McLaughlin will a
Stahl. Friends are invit.
Billy Myers, formerly ll
the Burnt Island Light, wl^
ily resided in Thomaston
toll collector for the Ham]
lstoury bridge, and throu.
Packard, who met him
wishes to be remembered
County friends; among m|
Ellie Freeman.

Sherwood Keith, dim i
Cell, business manager.
Winchell, technical din
Angela Howlett, publicity
director, have arrived at
Playhouse and preparata i

full cry for the opening i
with “Goodbye Again." I
be increased activities th
in the art center at the I

Nell B. Little, Leon E
and Alfred T. Kiskila ol
Austin H. Leach of Unioi]
H. Beverage of North Ha
ley J. Morrison of Camdi
dore Stimpson of Tenant
Eugene H. Burgess of V
Alfred Morris of Port <
Ray W Kylcr of Cushing
selected for induction by
board, and 'will go to tin
center in Portland Junt

The YP.C.U. outing \i
to have been held Su
postponed because of w«
and will be held instead
day. All members arc
meet at the church at 1 3
regular devotional meetini
at the church Sunday
under the leadership of »
with Douglas Cooper. Lou)
and Ruth Seabury takini
was decided during tin
meeting to hold the votir
gates to Ferry Beach
Round Pond next we<
Summer visitors will
vacations much more <•
they share it with Tiie ('
zette. Subscriptions ma]
for one month or long
telephone 770, state your
thrice weekly The Coni,
will come to you.

Eat at our Park St .
Compare our prices aj
with others.- adv.

Visitors ln
can get copies
aette at the
Agency, 603
West—adv.

Washing I
of The t
Metropd
15th str.

For flying instruction
Treat, 68 Grace St.,
adv.

MAINE MUSK

TEE. 708,

ROCK

itKAin rnnni.ii cocoa

inn*

Borax

DAVID G. HODGK

pkK.

owning or operating a motor vehicle

Boroxo

STALEY’S

optometr:
336 MAIN ST.. ROCh
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30Evenings By App«

Cream Corn
roll*

PORT

ELMER C.■ - DAVIS
.’■y f x -

lliimly
Mae

25c

44KSTEII4

Plums

M'XMIIXK

GENERAL INSURANCE
ROCKLAND, ME.

Creom Lunch
('KACKKIIS

72-74

1-lb.
Pk«.

BURPE
FUNERALH

Lura, I’urple

aa-os.
run

Ambulance S
telephon

POUT

WKSTEHX

Cherries15c
HOVAL AXXE

>'(

Miss Margaret O. Stahl

ALL MAKES—ALL
Repaired. Adjusted,

Fill! THR II 4 X DS

«

“Al’s Close Shavers hat
be scalped.” says Un<
Beaton who Is resurrect in

RADIO SER

Candy Bars

CONSULT

. 66T72

Summer

ALL TIIK POP! I.Alt

You cannot now afford to take a cjar.ce of

375 MAIN STREET,

A__ Annual

Itrllrlmia

20 Ml I.K TEAM

Z

^Jime 20—Annual 4-H fit
Union talr «L2undR
June 24 —Thomaston— “1
-arfina Gowns" at Federab
Wedding
1 ederat.
iune 24—Knights Tempi;.!
of John's Day at Bath outli
S June 25 — Waldoboro — R
Marv Cunningham School
me at High School audit, r.
June 25 — Stag meeting
r'.iunty Fish and Game AGrange hall. Wellington
June 26 DAB held day

For dependable rad
call the Radio Shop, ’ll
Main street. Complete
—adv.

4 AXKEK

1-lb.
Jar

nine 18
Rockport- Oard
meets at Mi's Mary Spear's
June 1» Union Three act t.
♦ he Judge " at Seven Tree Gn,
’iune 19—Thomaston Gitrtl
with Mrs. May Cotta n
June 20 — Waldoboro - C'.
Harden Club meets with Mr

44FHTF.IIX

2

FOR SALE

GRANVILLE N. BACHELDER,
Administrator.

■

<»" lOc

Towels

the premises on SATURDAY, JULY 5th, 1941, at 2
o'clock in the afternoon.

27c

Corn

Motorists

without insurance protection

The homestead property of Lydia Hathorn, late
of Tenant s Harbor, will be sold by order of Court, to
settle the affairs of the estate, at public auction, on

I5c

Coffee

SOUPS
Tonintn.

S-UM.

FOHT WKXTRKX

CUPP IIOV-Alt-DPP

Financial Responsibility Law

Uninsured

ANNOUNCEMENT

Salt Water Anglers Will
Receive Fine Trophies
This Season

But It Was Called the
Season’s Best Game On
Ellsworth Diamond

The Memory Man

talk of the t

Tuna And Bass

The Pirates Lost

Every-Other-DaV

89* or 781-1 or
110-112 LTMEROCS
BOCKLAND.

I

Every-Other-Day

ina And Bass
Salt Water Anglers Will
Receive Fine Trophies
This Season
water anglers along ' the!
line coast will light it out for a
iI of fine trophies put up by Ct m.loner Arthur Ft Greenleaf and
ihard Cushman of Portland durthe present season.
While
^enleaf will reward the tuna fishlan who lands the largest fish
rod and reel Cushman will du-|
ate his 1M0 prize for the striped
s • nthusiast who brings the big-|
one of that specie into the beat,
lhe contest will be open to every,
and each will close at midnight,
i. 30. Winners will become the I
ial 1940 champions in the reEntry blanks will I
itvailabl* from all Sea and Slime
(im tile departments offices at I
Harbor and the Ifbine
elopment Oomaleeton. All enshould be mailed to Dick Ft ■ £
(alt

1
I
I
1

the Commission at

the State

salt water season is i.,
to swing wide open
a scattered schools of tuna and
, j. ■ ,;a baM already repot t
A high light will be the first
tale of Maine Tuna Tom tent which Wm be held off
ley Island late in July.

rr. If ... ............. 4
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1

0

37 4 10 24 9
worth
0 0 0 1 3 0 2 1 x 7
kland ... 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4
rrors, C. Wood, Jude . Miller 2
,-base hits. Jude, Carter, Karl,
ncli. Home run, Starr. Stolen
C Wood, Grindle, Jude. D
id Sacrifkes. Grindle, C. Wood,
on ba es. ElLworth 11. Rock15 Bases on balls, off French
Jones 2. Carter 2. Strike-outs,
nch 10. Jones 5. Carter 10. Hits
Jones 7 for 4 runs in 4 innings,
ter 3 fcr 5 runs In 0 innings,
by pitcher, by Jones, Ellis; balk,
nch: passed balls. Foot 2; winpitcher. Carter; losing pitcher
nch. Umpires. Flint, Sprague.

JUNE 16-21
[on i.iinni-toim r.n

'opped Wheat
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27c
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»eas 3

29c
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'rape Juice
battle
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25c -

en-B-Low
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23c
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Clarence A. Peterson has employ
ment in Bristol, Conn.
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18 Rockport— Garden Club
Ju, at Mis Mary Spear's.

HAVENER-ANDERSON NUPTIALS

The fourth annual Maine Twin
Party will be held at Lakewood.
Sunday, Aug 10. Every twin in the
State is invited. Details of th*;
event will be announced.

A Hotel Change

Its Annual Dinner
Hard of Hearing Society
Holds Closing Meeting
At Witham’s Lobster
Pound

E. F. Lampkin Takes
Charge of the Rockland
—John M. Wyman
Manager

19 union—Three-act play "Tell
JUiodi£f at Seven Tree Grange hall.

Witham's Lctoster Peund was the
Miss Hilda Spear, who has been
t&f rur 19- Thomaston Garden Club
scene of a merry gathering Friday
attending the Maine School of
with Mrs May Cottam.
i inc 20 - Waldoboro — Community Commerce, has a position in the
;
when
members of the Rockland
f,4-drn dub meets with Mrs. Samuel
accounting
department
of
New
Eng

Society for the Harrd of Hearing
20 Annual 4-H field day at
land Tel. & Tel. Co. in Portland.
filr grounds.
1
held the annual dinner which
H
24
Thomaston— "Parade of
n-Irtding Gowns" at Federated vestry,
' marks the close cf the regular
n.nr 24 -Knights Templar observe
I
t
President Lina Carroll was elected
J John s Day at Bath outing.
■ meetings fcr the year. The table
S i nr 25
Waldoboro — Recital by Department Council No. 3 of D.U.V.
Cunningham School of Dane
was festive with flowers and an
at the Belfast convention. Mrs.
t High School auditorium.
' appropriate favor was at each
’°iune 25 - Stag meeting of Knox Jennie Pietroski. also member of
. .-tv Fish and Game Association
j place. Miss Helen Fuller, former
, omnge hall. Washington.
Ruth Mayhew Tent, sang two solos.
‘Sune 26 D A R field day at Poland
president of the society, now of
"America” and "Beautiful Dreamer”
Boston, wa9 w’armly greeted.
sp/‘”y 0 Annual Summer outing of at the reception.
»nox County radio amateurs at OakPrevious to the dinner, Mrs. Na*nd Park.
_____________
j than Witham was hostess to the
PRE-SCHOOL CLINICS
society at her cottage. A brief
• Ai’s Close Shavers have got to
All
parents
having
children
i
business
meeting was held. Mrs.
Oe scalped.” says Uncle John
entering school for the first time
Mary
Veazie
and Miss Maude
Beaton who is resurrecting his pets
in September are requested to
Left to right: Willis Anderson, Charles E Havener and bride, and
: Marsh had perfect attendance for
M do the job. And you know
attend the clinics to be held this
Miss Rose Flanagan
II the year during which 33 meetings
week.
Uncle John.
Thursday, June 19, at Tyler
Miss Viola Irene Anderson, , brother of the bride, was best man. have been held.
School on Warren street.
Mrs. Gladys Thomas, delegate to
After the ceremony, a recept'cn
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Willis
Miss Margaret G. Stahl will pre
Friday, June 29, at Purchase
the
Eastern Zone Conference of
sent her junior students in a re
Anderson, and Charles E. Havener, was held at Witham’s lobster pound
Street School on Purchase street
the
American
Society for the Hard
cital Wednesday night at 745. in
Toxoid inoculations are avail son of Pierre L. Havener, were for the immediate families, follow of Hearing at Rochester. N. Y.
ing which the young couple left
able at the clinics.
the Universalist vestry.
Friday
united in marriage Sunday aft on a week’s wedding tour to New June 4-7, gave an interesting ac
Clinics
start
at
3.30
a.
m.
night at 8 o'clock the advanced
Miss Eliza Steele. R. N., Public ernoon at St. Bernard's Church, York. The bride's traveling cos count of the meetings held at
pupils will be presented. Miss Health
Nurse for the Rockland
Hotel Seneca. The Rochester
Lotte McLaughlin will assist (MLss District Nursing Association, will Rev. Fr. James F. Savage officiat tume was a light blue suit with blue League was host to 40 other chap
ing. Mrs. Jane Foley played on and white accessories. On return
be in charge.
Stahl. Friends are invited.
the organ Lohengrin's Bridal J they will reside at 43*4 Broad ters in the eastern section of the
United States. The registration at
Chorus and Mendelssohn’s Wed- street.
Billy Myers, formerly keeper of
Tlie Knox County Fish and Game ding March.
•Mr. Havener graduated 'from the conference numbered 350. Mrs.
the Burnt Lsland Light, whose fam
Association will have a stag meet
The bride wore a white silk dress Rockland High School in 1934 and Thomas and Mrs. Freeman Brown
ily resided in Thomaston, is now
ing at the Grange hall in Wash and white hat. and her corsage attended University of Maine, and hadi the distinction of having
toll collector for the Hampton-Sal
ington Wednesday night June 25, at was of gardenias and lilies-of-the- is now employed as draftsman at travelled the farthest distance.
isbury bridge, and through "Tack’’
Miss Eliza C. Hannegan of Port
7 p. m. As this will be the last valley. Miss Rose Flanagan was Snow's Shipyard. Mrs. Havener
Packard, who met him recently
land,
vice president of the East
meeting until Fall President Ever her bridesmaid, and she wore a also graduated in 1904 from Rockwishes to be remembered to Knox
ern
Zone,
was general chairman
ett hopes all of the members will be suit of white and green silk, wi’n j land High School, and is employed
County friends; among them Capt. present.
of
the
conference,
the theme of
pink roses.
Willis Anderson, ' at E. B. Crockett’s store.
Ellie Freeman.
which was •’Participation.” Mris
Hannegan led the program of the
, The Waldo County delegation
The Summer edition of the tele- ’CUSHING GIRL'S MEDAL
Sherwood Keith, director, J. J.
will head the American Legion pa phone book for the Rockland-Bel- j The many friends of Marianna General Session, devoted to "Par
Celi. business manager, Roderick
rade in Lewiston Sunday June 22, fast district is being distributed. Rockwell, daughter of Mrs. Ruth M. ticipation in Aims andi Objectives
Winchell. technical director and
by virtue of having won the annual Wouldn’t it be nice if one could! Rockwell, will be interested to hear of the American Society for the
Angela Howlett, publicity and social
Department membership drive. Lin memorize all of the numbers fre that at the recent commencement Hard of Hearing” by giving a paper
director, have arrived at Boothbay
coln County rates third place, but quently used— and find the line exercises at Oak Grove School for on “Through Eastern Zone Parti
Playhouse and preparations are in
Knox County is near tlie foot, fol not busy.
Girls in Maine, Miss Rockwell re- cipation.” Mias Betty Wright, ex
full cry for the opening of July 2 lowing Franklin.
------I ceived a medal awarded each year ecutive director of the national so
with Goodbye Again.” There will
The State Assessors begin their for citizenship. In the Spring of ciety at Washington, D. C. spoke
be increased activities this season
"Community
Participation
Local Commandery Masons have annual tour July 9. They will be at ’ her Sophomore year, which was Miss on
in the art center at the Playhouse.
received copies of the official pro the Hancock County Court House Rockwell’s first year at Oak Grove, Through National Defense." Mrs.
Brown gave a paper on “Chapter
gram for the St. John's Day cele
Neil B. Little, Leon E. Murray bration which begins in Bath one July 18. at the Waldo County Court she received honorable mention, but Participation Through Facilities
it is a happy honor to win the medal
and Alfred T. Kiskila of this city, week from today, and overflows in House July 20. at the Knox County
at the end of her Junior year. Miss for the Hard of Hearing.”
Court
House
July
31,
and
at
th?
Austin H. Leach of Union, Samuel to Lincoln County. The itinerary
A scientific session presided over
Rockwell took a leading part in
H Beverage of North Haven, Har in brief calls for the parade at 10.30. Lincoln County Court House Aug. 1. many recreational activities through by Dr. Edmund Prince Fowler of
ley J Morrison of Camden. Theo sail to Boothbay Harbor at 12,
New York brought cut the latest
Among those who received di out the year, and when the athletic
dore Stimpson of Tenants Harbor. clambake at Boothbay Harbor at 1
awards were made, she received an developments in science. The
Eugene H. Burgess of Vinalhaven, p. m., leave Boothbay Harbor at 4 plomas yesterday at Farmington award for skiing. Miss Rockwell Teachers' Council, in charge of
Alfred Morris of Port Clyde and p. m., buffet lunch in Bath at 6 30, Normal School commencement ex and her mother will spend the Miss Mary Carney of New York
ercises were Misses Barbara Derry j
Ray W Hyler of Cushing have been and vaudeville at 7.30.
and the Young Peoples’ session
and Nancy Snow of this city. Miss Summer holidays at tlieir Summer
selected for induction by the local
under Mrs. Richard McGill of
home
in
South
Cushing.
Alfreda L. Ellis of Waldoboro, and
board, and will go to the induction
Beverly, Mass., were further high
Beginning tomorrow the Summer Miss Charlotte R. Robbins of
center in Portland June 26.
lights.
More Talk of The Town on Page ?
train service goes into effect. Tlie South Hope.
The sporting event of the con
New York Express will arrive Wed
The YP.C.U. outing which was
ference
was the lip reading tour
---------- _________
__ Mystic
_
nesday, Frldaj' and Saturday morn
Anah Temple,
Order of
' Rockland Lodge will work the
to have been held Sunday was
nament
Thursday evening. There
ings at 8.35, daylight, and returning Shrine in Banger is planning to ob- Entered Apprentice degree tonight
postponed because of wet weather will leave Wednesday, Friday and
were
five
contestants representing
and will be held instead next Sun Sunday nights at 7.20, daylight. It serve its 20th anniversary next Fri- j at 7.30.
five
different
chapteis.
Mrs.
day, with sessions beginning at 3
day. All members are asked to
The
Class
of
1922
Rockland
High
Eugene A. Bossi of the Boston
was deemed advisable to omit the
meet at the church at 1.30 p. m. A Thursday train this year, as travel p. m., a colorful parade at 4 p. m., School will meet Thursday night at Guild carried off the silver cup by
regular devotional meeting was held on it has been very light. The dinner at 5 30 and a drill exhibition 7.30 at the Chamber of Commerce winning first honors. Mrs. Austin
at 7 30. The Temple has several
at the church Sunday evening
rooms, Community Building to for Durgin of Portland, well known
traveling public will be interested members in Rockland.
under the leadership of Alice Bohn,
mulate plans for a class reunion.
in this city, was a close second.
to know that "The East Wind,” new
with Douglas Cooper, Louise Veazie,
Tlie
official reception Friday night,
de luxe all coach train, with in
Walter G. Smith of Togus was
and Ruth Seabury taking part. It
Pine Cone Troop of Girl Scouts a card party, entertainments,
dividually reserved seats, will be in elected department commander of
was decided during the business
will have a mystery meeting Thurs
service.
the Spanish War Veterans at the day. All members meet at 5 o’clock sight-seeing trips, breakfasts and
meeting to hold the voting of dele
for various groups furannual encampment in Portland at the home of the leader, Emma , luncheons
gates to Ferry Beach while #at
diversion and the banquet
BORN
Saturday and Mrs. Cynthia White
Round Pond next week.
Allen—At Stonington, June 11. to of South Portland was elected Harding. Everyone take box lunch. j on gaturt}ay evening closed the
Mr and Mrs William Allen, a daugh
conference.
Merle F. Dcbbins. a former officer
Summer visitors will find their ter.MacDonald At Stonington. June 3. president of the Department Aux
Mrs. Bown told of the 1353 mile
to Mr and Mrs. Ralph MacDonald, a iliary. Mrs. Minnie Smith of Rock on American merchant ships, who
vacations much more complete if daughter
Evelyn Faye.
has been employed by the Standard In-- 1----over
the Molly Stark Trail to
they share it with The Courier-Ga
Donovan At Stonington. June 5. t<> land was elected assistant guard.
x-- --------------------------Mr and Mrs
Gerard Donovan, a The all-day encampment was con Oil Co. here, has been transferred Rochester which is appropriately
zette. Subscriptions may be taken daughter—Gayle Belle
., '
f
called both the “Flower. City” and
Smith—At Rockland. June 13. to cluded with a public entertainment to the Bangor office of the same,
for one month or longer. Simply Oa.pt.
the "Friendliest City." The route
and Mrs William H Smith, a Saturday night in the High School
company.
telephone 770, state your wishes and son—Nell (weight 13 pounds).
led through the fertile farming
auditorium with a program of danc
thrice weekly The Courier-Gazette
Men
who
have
not
already
signed
j
districts and the fruit belt of the
ing by pupils and a concert by the
MARRIED
will come to you.
71*tf
up
as
wartime
deputies
are
asked
I
Genesee valley. Of particular in
Nelld-Benner—-At Rockland. June 15. Caravan Alumni Orchestra, under
Howard D. Netld and Eleanor F Ben
the direction of Edwin White of to be at the sheriff’s office at 7 terest were the fields of teasel, the
ner
both ot Rockland.—By E. R
Eat at our Park Street Lunch. Keene.
J. P.
An early evening con o'clock Thursday night. Commis burs of which provide the only
Havener-Anderson — At Rockland. Portland.
Compare our prices and quality
June 15. Charles E Havener and Viola cert was given by the South Port sions will be made cut so that they perfect means of carding wool.
with others.—adv.
71*73 I. Anderson, both ot Rockland.—By
Continuing on after the confer
land High School Band under the may be sworn in with those who
Rev. Fr. James F Savage.
ence
through level country as far
Robishaw-Phil brook
At Rockland.
have already registered at 8 o'clock
For dependable radio service June 15. George Robishaw and Joan direction of Clarence H. Rowe. A
as the eye could see to Niagara
both of Rockland. By Rev. vote to support President Roosevelt
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517 Philbrook,
Fr James F. Savage.
The
Summer
Reading
Club
at
the
Ames-Cassidy—At Rockland. June 15. 100 percent in his policies during
Main street. Complete Philco Line,
Dennis Ames of Ft. Williams and
Public Library, started yesterday.
adv. '
60-tf Corp.
Martha Cassidy ot Owls Head.—By the present crisis was passed by
AU
children are eligible and certi
Rev. Fr. John Cummings
the 95 delegates.
FOR SALE
Ait Rockport. June
ficates
will be awarded those who
Visitors in Washington. D. C. 14.Goodridge-Spear
Harry A Goodrldge of Salisbury.
can get copies of Tlie Courier-Ga Mass., and Miss Thallce D. Spear of
The opening meeting of the Pine f-read ten books during tlie Summer
At Holiday Beach: Five Room
zette at the Metropolitan News Rockport.—By Rev. C. V. Overman.
Tree Circuit at Lewiston is to get and prizes to the boy and girl read
Ccttage with Fireplace, Com
Agency. 603 15th street, North
under way on Wednesday, June 25. ing the most books during their va
DIED
pletely Furnished. Electric lights.
West—adv.
58*tf
Swanson At Rockland, June 15. Al An ambitious program has been cation.
Join the club today and Water, Garage, extra lot of
fred Swanson, aged 58 years. 1 month.
days.
Funeral Thursday at 2 outlined for the horsemen for the start your holidays with a good
land. All in excellent condition,
For flying instruction see Charlie 29
o'clock from Burpee funeral home. ( four afternoons that racing will be book.
with
very fine view:
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
held, from Wednesday, June 25.
IN
MEMORIAM
adv.
2-tf
through to Saturday. June 28. Sev Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Gone but next forgotten.
ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
In loving memory of our mother, eral striking innovations in Maine the Boy Scouts of Rockland, Thom
375
MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Mary Frances Philbrook, who passed
72&76A78
racing will be among the outstand aston. Rockport and Warren will be
away June 18. 1938
Her daughters.
Florence
Speers. ing features.
in
camp
at
Troop
206
campgrounds,
All racing will be
Louise Philbrook.
»
ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
under
the
dash
system, at different tep of Juniper hill overlooking
Vlnalhaven.
Repairod. Adjusted, Installed
distances. Distances will be one Rockland. Friday is to be the big
MAINE MUSIC CO.
mile, seven-eighths, and one-half day with 12 inter-troop contests.
TEL. 708,
ROCKLAND, ME.
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
mile. Handicap racing from the It is fun to watch the team work
40-tf
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
TONIGHT AT 7.45, SPEAR IIAI.L barrier will also be on view for the of the troops and interesting to see
Free Dinner, Sheets. Pillcw Cases' fans for the very first time at any what a Boy Scout has been taught
SHOW TIMES: Single Show
every evening at 8.15. Matlness
52;°®
„
i Maine race meeting, and the big- and trained to do. Friday ends with
DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR. Come and getand
a Ticket on 3-Wav
, „ . .v.
Saturday at 2.30; Sunday at 3.
Chaise Longue
72 1t
innovation of ail for the pa- a big company campfire and songs
OPTOMETRIST
All Shows Daylight Saving Time.
in the evening. Don't miss it folks.
i
____________
j
trons,
will
be
the
paddock,
out
of
336 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
which all horses racing each after Go and see how well our boys are
TEL. 26
TUES.-WED., JUNE 17-18
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.36 to 5.30
noon will parade to the post. Bob trained. Every parent should be
Evenings By Appointment
McKinley of Union will be one of there. The public is invited; no JOEL McCREA, ELLEN DREW
26-25
In
admission charge.
the judges.

The Other Side
Prison No Vacationland
Says Vox Editor—De
scribes the Daily Routine
An article which appeared in the

E. F. Lampkin, who has leased last issue of Vox, the Maine State

Hotel Rockland, and took posses
sion of the property today, has ap
pointed John M. Wyman as the
manager of the new unit in his
organization.
Mr. Wyman began his career In
the hotel business in Hotel Moodv.
Claremont, N. H. After this con
nection he was promoted to assist
ant manager of Hotel DeWitt, Lew
iston. In July, 1939. he was ap
pointed auditor of the Augusta
House. Augusta, and the following
Spring was made assistant man
ager to Mr. Lee.
Mr. Lampkin feels that he will
operate the type of hotel which will
be an asset to the city of Rockland.
Mr. Wyman plans to immediately
remodel and renovate the hotel
throughout and carry out a sub
stantial
improvement program,
which will make it one of the out
standing commercial and tourist
hotels on the Maine coast.
He states that it is his desire to
co-operate with tlie citizens of
Rockland in every way and do all
possible toward promoting the in
terest of the community.

Falls, the party, which also in
cluded Miss Ethel Payson and Mrs.
Durgin of Portland, viewed the
falls from beth tiie Canadian side
and United States. In the late
afternoon sun rainbows played
about the falls adding beauty to a
spectacle that was already inde
scribably beautiful. It seemed as
though nature were vying with the
nigiit illumination when powerful
flood, lights transform the falls in
to an ever-changing colorful
scene from fairyland.
The return trip skirted the top
of the Finger Lake region and a
stop was made in Skaneateles for
dinner at Krebs, internationally
famous fcr its excellent food.
Through rolling country, scenically
beautiful and rich in the early his
tory of cur country; through the
Taconic Trail and over the Mo
hawk Trail; into New Hampshire,
the way led into Maine and home.
Several picnics are planned for
the Summer. The July picnic will
be held at Spruce Head with Mrs.
H. P. Blodgett. Tlie date will be
announced.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

required ten days. During this tlma
he undergoes the customary physical
examination, interrogation by clas
sification clerk, instruction and
counsel by the Deputy Warden on
his expected conduct. Also at this
time he is tentatively classified for
future assignments.
After his release from quarantine
his first employment is the rockpile. This can be construed as an
instrument to curb the spirit of the
new inmatt
This work is not
physically exhaustive, but tlie mo
notony and futility of reducing
medium sized rocks to comparative
dust by. means of a three pound
hammer and “elbow grease” gives
him the feeling of accomplishing
absolutely nothing constructive.
After a period of time he is trans
ferred to work for which he appears
best adapted based on a careful
analysis of his classification record
T>y the Deputy Warden. It is now
up to him foil' whatever good he de
rives from his assignment. There
are rules connected with his work
that he may obey or not, but the
latter alternative brings mandatory
punishment.
His life is regimented during not
only his working hours, but every
hour of the 24. He arises in the
morning at a given signal^ tidies his
cell, prepares for breakfast call, at
a signal marches to the mess hall,
eats whatever the prison menu
provides (there is no "a la carte”
service), marches from mess hall to
yard for a few minutes’ recreation,
then at a given signal marches to
his place of employment. This part
of the routine that pertains to mertls
Ls repeated three times daily. Di
rectly following supper he inarches
to his cell, there to remain from 4
p. ni. until 6 a. m„ approximately
14 hours. During this period abso
lute silence prevails at all times.
His contact with the outside world
is limited to two letters a week to
relatives only, although those for
tunate enough to have visitors are
allowed a reasonable period of time
to visit in the guard room under
the surveilance of a guard.
The loss of freedom and conform
ity to the prison system are really
negligent in comparison to the in
delible stigma of “ex-convict” thet
a man must carry henceforth wher
ever he is permitted to take up his
abode.
Finally, lest the public be deluded
by voluminous accounts to the
contrary let them rest assured that
prison is punishment with a capi
tal ”P.”

Prison newspaper, will be read with
interest by many persons who will
doubtless be influenced to view the
problem of prison life from another
angle. The article was written by
one of the Vox editors "M. T. S "
and follows:
• • * *
We as contributors of articles to
Vox have a tendency to play up
the most bearable aspects of prison
life. This exaltation of the more
attractive phases of our existence
and activities here may, and un
doubtedly does, give a false impres
sion of prison life to the free citi
zens. They, after reading a con
tinuous flow of articles on the comlcrts, sympathetic atmosphere, and
recreational facilities behind the
walls, are prone to believe that
Maine State Prison is a vacationland.
You and I, as inmates, know that
the only vacationland here is that
which is printed on the Auto Plates
in the Plate Shop.
Yes. we have recreational periods,
a modicum of entertainment and
recently, supplementary education
has been installed. There is a devirsification of industries that are most
important in the teaching of trades.
These are necessary essentials for
rehabilitation They are recognized
and earnestly supported by the ad
ministration. The degree of pro
ficiency an inmate acquires in his
work is governed largely by his
adaptability to his environment.
One who would wish to exchange
these privileges and opportunities
for tlie brutal discipline of years
ago would, indeed, have a twisted
sense of proportion.
But there is another side to prison
life. In order that society does not
form the opinion that prison ls a
“play house” let it remember the
thing most precious in the world
today or yesterday—Freedom—is an
unknown quantity here. A man sen
tenced here becomes aware of prison
regulations and rules immediately
after admission to the guard room.
He is unshackled and escorted to a
"dressing-in” room where he dis
robes and turns over all his posses
sions to an attending guard. He
then puts on temporary prison
clothes to permit his short walk to
the bathroom. Following his bath
he is given his first issue of prison
Beano, G.A.R. hall, Thursday at
attire and marched back to an allot 2.15 p. m. Door prize and free
ted cell where he remains for the specials.—adv.
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BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

flO-oa.

—all deluxe flyer resumes its regular, every
day, run from Maine to New York, Trenton,
Philadelphia, Wilmington, Baltimore and

Washington, D. C., Saturday.
< It is the ultimate In low-cost luxury travel.
• Leaving Maine in the morning, you aro
whisked to New York in time for dinner and
on to Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
for early evening arrivals.

Al.;o on the Program

11 (Only

owels *•**

jms

< This canary and silver colored—all day coach

“Reaching For the Sun

[HIM I I I. or II U.M I' ll’l.ll
■

I

Imbalance Servict

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
IN er 781-1 er 781-11
118-118 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MB.
119-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
» CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
96-tl

DANCE

Dr. Blake B. Annis

The Louis-Baer Fight

CLARK ISLAND GRANGE
HALL

CHIROPRACTOR

Pictures

STARTING JUNE 20

Electrical Treatments

and
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
9.00 to 12.30
Admission 35c and 25c plus tax

Hal’s Rhythmaires

CHIROPRACTIC
Special Treatment For
SINUS INFECTION, NOSE,
THROAT and EAR INFECTION
1
, k.
....

Tel. 1163 For Appointment
79 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
70-71-72-74-75-77

THURS.-FRI., JUNE 19-20

But remember—All seats are Reserved.

JOAN CRAWFORD
MELVYN DOUGLAS

“A WOMAN’S FACE”
with

Conrad Veidt, Donald Meek,
Osa Massen

//UF

CENTRAL K.n.

Every-Other-Day
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SNAPSHOTS - --THEY WORK BOTH WAYS

WALDOBORO

WARREN

AT CAMP
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Elmer Achorn is visiting his uncle,
Arthur Wentworth in Thompson
ville, Conn.
MV. and Mrs. Harry Stengtr of
Hartford. Conn., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Stenger.
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Vogel of New
York are at their home here.
Mrs. Verna Orff, Miss Ilda Ben
nett and Lincoln Benner of North
Nobleboro were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Benner of
Belmont, Mass., are spending a few
days at their home here.
Miss Anne Wood has been en
gaged as instructress in aviation at
the school in Brunswick.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Keene who
have been spending the Winter
months in Boston are now at their
home on Marble Avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston have
returned from a two weeks' visit at
their cottage at Keene’s Neck .
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston
spent the weekend in Houlton,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grin
nell.
Guy Abbotoni, Charles Rowe Jr.
and Everett Welt of Boston visited
their parents here over the week
end.
Mr.s. Nellie Boggs has returned to
her home after spending the Win
ter in Worcester, Mass.
Miss Elsie Winchenbach and Miss
Marion Eugley have gone to Lynn
field, Mass., where they have em
ployment in a Howard Johnson
restaurant.
Lieut Andrew Newcomb of Ran
dolph, Mass., spent tha weekend
with Mrs. Newcomb at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mis. Crosby
Waltz.
Mrs. Maude C. Gay Ls In North
east Harbor attending the Confer
ence of the Maine Federation of
Women’s Cluhs.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Heath of
Pownal spent Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowe.

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Lillian York returned Fri
day from Vinalhaven where she
has been spending a few days with
her mother, Mrs. Hattie Coombs.
Mr.s. Ernest Cripps and son Don
ald of Canal Zone, Panama, were
week-end visitors at the home of
Mrs. Cripps' brother. Irven Simpson
Mrs. Edith Bloom went Saturday
to Connecticut to attend the High
School graduation of her son.
Richard.
Arthur Poole spent the week-end
with his mother, Mrs. Lucy Poole.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Walker and
daughter left Saturday for the
Summer vacation.
Mrs. Harold Thayer and family
leave Monday for Bath to mak?
their home and to join Mr. Thayer
who has been employed there the
past few months.
Jasper Beverage leaves tomorrow
for Squantum, Mass., having enlisted
in tlie service.
Mrs. Leon Crockett and infant
son returned Saturday from Knox
Hospital.
The corner at the Grange hall has
taken on a change in appearance by
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Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry recently
spent a day with Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Fitzgerald in West Wal
doboro.
Miss Martha Sides was in Camden
a few days recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Sherer
and daughters Margaret and Arleen of Brunswick, spent Sunday
with the Dana Sherers.
Miss Auni Hill of Rockland passed
Thursday with Misses Gladys and
Mary Tolman.

UNION
Mrs. Helen Cramer went Monday
to Augusta where she has employ
ment for the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J Ames of
Springfield, Mass., arrived In town
Saturday and will spend part of a
vacation with friends here and In
Appleton.
Mr. Deerfoot and family have
moved to the Elston McFarland
house.
A dinner will be held Friday at
the Methodist Church.
Rev. Mr. Gorden, pastor of the
Nazarene Church, went to Portland
recently and returned Saturday with
Mrs. Gorden and infant daughter.
^ey are occupying the H. E. Mes
ser house.
J Clarence Moody, Jr, is confined
to his bed with poison ivy or some
weed with which he came in contact.
Rev. Mr. Ross exchanged pulpits
Sunday with the minister at
Boothbay.
The W.C T.U. meets at the home
of Miss Mary Ware Thursday at
2.30 Each member is asked to take
a guest.
Dancing will follow the presenta
tion of the three-act play “Tell the
Judge’’ at Seven Tree Grange hall at
8.15 Thursday night.
Scholarship Awards

Happy Day At Beach
The school year came to a close
with a picnic—an annual custom—
held Friday at Sandy Beach in
Camden. Transportation was made
by the school bus and besides mem
bers of the school some parents
and young folks of the neigh
borhood.
Games, playing in the sand and
bathing were enjoyed, then at noon
there were sandwiches of many
kinds, assorted desserts, and a case
of soda given by E. Stewart Orbe
ton of West Rockport. Rosy cheeks
and noses and shining eyes spoke of
a happy outing.
Those who attended were Mar
garet Carr the teacher, Patricia and
Nancy Post. Jennie, Edna and Ralpn
Marshall, Craig Korplnen, Esther
Hall, Vernon Hunter, Janice Lofman, Percie and Vestina Fiske; also
Scholarship Aid Awards made by
Misses Gladys and Mary Tolman,
Supt.
Frank D. Rowe, at the re
Lottie Partridge. Mrs. F. L. Hunter,
cent
graduation
exercises at Union
Marjorie Hunter, Mrs. Philip Tol
High
School
were:
William Young,
man and Mrs. George Post.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Quincy Young
the removal of what was known as of South Union, $250 for four
the Pulpit Harbor post office. This years; Barbara Morton, daughter of
building has been an old land Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton of
mark for many years. The post East Union. $250 for four years;
office was discontinued a few years and Norma Mc.Edward. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald McEdward,
ago.
$250 for four years.
Young, who was valedictorian of
Pitched Baseball Speed
The greatest recorded speed of a his class this year, was prominent
pitched baseball is 139 feet per sec in baseball, manager of basketball,
ond, or 94.7 miles per hour.* This and a member of the High School
speed was recorded by the speed Glee Club. Miss Morton was salumeter owned by the Cleveland In- ^tatoriani president of the Senior
dians for a ball pitched by Atley
Donald, a member of the pitching class, and was secretary of the
stall of the New’ York Yankees in Athletic Association, active in dra
the Cleveland Stadium on August matics and a member of the Glee
Club. Miss McEdward, was prom-,
30. 1939.
•inent in Winter sports, basketball,
dramatics, the Glee Club, and
treasurer of the Senior cass. Ycung
plans to attend the Northeastern
5
6
University in the Fall, and Miss
McEdward will enter the Univer
8
9
sity of Maine, Miss Morton has
not made any plans for college as
13
12.
yet.
f
So far the $12,000 left in 1938 for
16
17
scholarship
awards to cover a
•
W
period of six years has benefited
sa
21
14 students including those who
W
were named this month. They are
25
Zb
based on scholarship, school citi
zenship and athletics.
28
The graduation program ap
w
peared
in a previous issue.
1 35.
33
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HORIZONTAL
1-Sudden flood in a
stream
7- Appear
8- Propellers
10-Streak
12-Harveat
14- M id-day
15—Consumed
17-At any time
19- High mountain
20- Shuts with a bang
22- Anger
23- That is (Latin
abbr.)
24- Large monkey
25- Piarted straw for
hats
27- Raw metal
28- Floor covering V
29- Regard
32-Century (abbr.)
33- Con junction
34- Steep, as flax

Three-Act Play
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
35-Challenges
37- Part of a fish
38- Period of time
40- Nothing
41- Chums
42- Mop for cleaning
44-Cries, as a sheep
46-Sour
48- Stake In cards
49- Make bigger
VERTICAL
1- Flowerless plant
2- Portuguese coin
$-Transfix
4- lnterjection
5- Corn-apike
8-Corner
7-Cease

9- Rescuing
10-Solitary

r
VERTICAL (Cont.)
11-Greek letter
13- Prefix. Near
14- Nail factory
16-Type measure (Pl.)
18-Sends back
20- Expedite
21- Withers
24—Part of verb “To be"
26- Religious woman
27- City in Ontario
30- Looks
31- Human race
32- Underground part
of a house
33- Greases
36- Bone of the body ,
37- Destiny
39-Contest of speed >
41-Top of the head
43-Coal container 1
45-Part of Great 1
Britain (abbr.)
47-Five hundred fifty

Answer l4» this puzzle on Pace Slj

SEVEN TREE GRANGE
HALL, UNION
THURS EVG.. JUNE 19
Benefit Weymouth Grange
Thomaston
Curtain 8.15

Adm. 35c plus tax; Children 15e
Dancing Will Follow the Play
71-73

Under the direction of the West
Rockport Finnish Relief Commit
tee, a benefit program was presen
ted at Glover hall Saturday fol
lowed by a dance, the serving of
refreshments and the auctioning
of several articles, the proceeds
from which were given to Finnish
Relief. Music was furnished by
the Gecrges River Orchestra. Pro
gram numbers were: Song by Mrs.
William Niemi and Mrs. Thomas
Mcnden of West Rockport, mono
logue by Mrs. John Nurmi of Wal
doboro; song by Anselm Lampi
nen of Thomaston, song by five
women; and violin solo by Thomas
Mcnden of West Rockport.
Nine members of Woman’s Club
study unit and three guests met
Friday at the Gonia cottage at
Crescent Beach for the last meet
ing of the season, with Mrs. Anna
Starrett. the hostess. Following
a picnic lunch served before the
huge fire place, in which legs
were blazing, and a recreation
period of over an hour, two papers
were read—“Do We Practice What
We Preach?’’ by Mrs. Edna Over
lock, and "The Lower Depths" by
Mrs. Lula Cunninghiam. Spirited
discussion followed the readings
and the group gave Mrs. Starrett
a rising vote of thanks for the
privilege of meeting at so charm
ing a spot as the Gonia cottage
an appropriate wind-up for a
season of interesting' group dis
cussions. The next meeting will
be in September.
Mrs. Estelle Perry and Mrs.
Callie Silck of Sprue? Head Island
were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank D. Rowe,
The Bey Scouts will meet at the
chapel tonight to make final plans
for attending the Rockland dis
trict camporee the last of the
week.
Two tables were in play Friday
at the meeting of the Thomaston
Contract Club held at the heme
of Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. High
scores were made by Mrs. Grace
Campbell and Mrs. Evelyn Robin
son of this town. The next meet
ing will be at the home of Mrs.
J. E. Creighton in Thomaston.
Members of E. A. Starrett Aux
iliary, S.U.V. who attended the
Department session Wednesday in
Belfast were Mrs. Helen Hilton,
Raychel Emerson, Mrs. Augusta
Moon, Mrs. Alice Peabody, Miss
Mary Wyllie, Mrs. Edith Wotton.
Mrs. Clara Lermond. Mrs. Abbie
Stickney, Mrs. Mvrtle Broadman.
and Mrs. Ruby Allen. Miss Emer
son sang, “The Deathless Army”
(Trotere). Mrs. Helen Hilton, one
of the oldest past presidents at
the convention, took part in the
Golden Jubilee observance.
Mrs. Jennie Kenniston will be
the chairman of the Baptist Ladies’
Circle supper Thursday at the
Montgomery rooms.
The Masonic breakfast Sunday
will be held at 9 o’clock sharp fo' •
lowing which the memb,,'s will at
tend special church services at the
Congregational Church at 10.30
Members of Ivy Chapter, O. E. S.,
are invited, also sojourning Masons.
The postponed meeting of the
Woman’s Club will be held Thurs
day, papers to be given entitled
“The Original Baptist Church
Building" by Miss Tena McCallum,
and “The Original Congregational
Church Building” by Mrs. Marion
French. Hostesses will be, Mrs.
Alena Starrett. Miss Eda St. Clair.
Miss Lillian Russell, Mrs. Laura
Starrett, and Miss M. Grace
Walker.
The Public Library begins this
week its three day aweek Summer
schedule, which will be in effect
until Sept. 11.
Mrs. Jennie Kenniston, delegate
to the Baptist Convention of Maine
from the local Church, will attend
the convention session this week
in Bath.
Because of the illness of Mrs.
Laura Copeland at South Warren,
the meeting of the Goodwill Grange
Circle planned for Wednesday at
the home of Mrs. Doris Maxey has
been postponed.
Miss Ruth Starrett is employed
at the Millsyde Lunch.
Mrs. James Davis of Tenants
Harbor was in town recently.
Dr. Douglass Walker of the New
Haven Hospital, in Topeka. Kan
sas, for a clinic, writes his parents,

Let Those Effective
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If you want to Rent a Room,
Sell the Cow, Turn Y'our Car
Into Cash, or Hire a Cook,

those
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will help.

Just Phone 770
■

Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker, of]
the flood and tornado conditions
there. He spoke of a man in a car
being blown about a mile from the’
highway and of the rapid rise of
the rivers in that section.
The annual meeting of the River
7 T-? ....
side Cemetery Association will be
held at 2 o’clock Saturday at the
home of Miss Tena McCallum.
Miss Marion I. Eaton of Lewiston
, and Lieut. Leroy M. McCluskey of
V.’-.
Boston were married June 7 at the
>
Baptist parsonage by Rev. W. S.
Stackhouse. The couple was at
tended by Mrs. Elbert Starrett of
this town, and Mrs. Priscilla Fow
ler of Lewiston, aunt and sister of
the bride.
’-T'
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowe of Ells
Z
'
worth were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs Frank D. Rowe.
School Notes
Seven-point children in the village
schools are: Hinckley Corner pri
mary, Helen Carrell, Joan Maxey,
Alfred Kenniston, Janet Philbrook,
Gary Kenniston, Marion Farris,
Dorothy Alio. Dale Messer, Norma
Ranquist, Bertha Keto, Charles
•*••-*«*
Berry, Paul Watts, Esther Overlock.
Barbara Marr. Arthur Jenkins. Nor
Two Bathing Beauties
man Peabcdy, Charles Dolham,
Elaine Payson; at the Mathews Cor
ner primary, Ralph Gordon. Robert
Do you like a sleek or dressmaker
Littlehale. Merrick Beane, Richard
' swim suit? We have both! See the
Overlook, Russell Overlock. Oswald
velvety textured maillots, smooth for
Waisanen, Earle Gammon, Faye
swimming! Or the figure-flattering
Payson, and Esther Smith.
dressmaker suits with plunging
Junior High School, fifth and
necklines ... so feminine! Others.
sixth grades, Emerson Crockett, Jill
Cogan, Alice Marie Griffin, Ruth
34-40.
Pease, Elizabeth Robinson, Fran
ces Wren, James Halligan, Frank,
$1.98, $2.98 and up
Overlook.
Seventh and eighth grades, Lois
Norwood, Eugene Peabody. Harvell
a
Crockett, Charles Overlock. Elina
Moon, John Gephart, Vaughan
Fhilbrook, Joyce Hills, Merrill Piske,
Betty Moore, Ethel Wiley, Martha
Griffin, Alfred Wilson. Donald
Overlock, Earle Moore, Mary Nor
wood, Louie Cogan, Barbara Perry,
Vernon Ranquist, Joseph Chapman,
and Adelbert Norwood.
Pupils of the Mathews Corner
School not tardy or absent: Earl
Gammon; and Arlene Boggs was
absent but one day. Neither late
or absent during the Spring term
were Gleason Pratt, Earl Gammon
and Richard Overlock. Absent but
one day and not tardy during the
Spring term were, Oswald Waisa
nen, Arlene Boggs, David Murphy,
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
Barbara Soule, Austin Soule, Phyl
serted once for 25 rents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
lis Payson, Mary J. Boggs, Faye
small words to a line.
Payson.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called i. e. advertise
On the honor roll in spelling are:
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierSecond graders, Morgan Barbour,
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
Russell Overlock, Faye Payson;
third grade, Earl Gammon and Es
ther Smith; fourth grade, Mary
Boggs, Emily Smith, Lucille Perry,
IN I IncolnvUle. lox hound lost,
SMALL furnLshed apartment to let..
and Merrick Beane.
MRS E H ROSE. 100 Union St 72-tf brown body, cream colored feet and
legs,
very shy. Reward. HORACE UP
Winners in the spelling tourna
4 ROOM apartment on Granite St. HAM, Camden, Tel. Camden Garage
ment over spelling lessons the past to let, bath, hot water heat. $’5 541._________________________ 72-74
month; 5-room Apt., flush. $13 50
year were, Mary Boggs of the 4th month; 7-room and 5-room Hpts. on
SILVER coat fastner lost between
West Mead .w Rd . $10 month. L. A. Strand Theatre and Huston-Tuttle's
grade, Earle Gammon, 3d grade, and THURSTON.
Tel. 1159.
72-74 bok store Finder please leave at
The Courier-Gazette office.
72*lt
Morgan Barbour, 2d grade.
TWO light housekeeping roc,m« for
BLACK
and
white
male
English
Set
rent
at
7
PLEASANT
ST
72*74
At the Hinckley Corner Primary
ter lost, has tan markings above the
3-ROOM apartment to let at 15 head, name “Pepper'. Suitable pay
School, Alice Kenniston and Es
St. Tel. 579 W. FLORA COL for information.
Please Tel. Liberty
ther Overlock were not absent or Grove
LINS.
72 tf 12-31. JAMES A. ROBBTNS, Sears
mont.
70*72
late during the school year.
FURNISHED apt.ti let for Summer
bv weeek or month. 7 Elliot St..
Not absent or late during the Thomaston.
TEL. 24.
71-tf
Spring term at the same school
FURNISHED 2 room apt. to let; also
were Alice Kenniston, Leatrice Dol rooms. At FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St
71-tf
SECOND hand horse hce wanted.
ham. Alfred Kenniston, Norman
H P SHANNON. 7 High St., City.
TWO
large
nicely
furnished
rooms
Peabody, Charles Dolham and Es to let. one with kitchenette and pri
72*74
ther Overlock; absent but one half vate lavatory. TEL. 222 W. 30 High St.
RELIABLE
man
wanted,
between
25
71-73 and 50 to succeed D FurbLsh as Rawday during the Spring term were,
FURNISHED apartment of 2 rooms lelgh Dealer in East Lincoln and
Phyllis Pease; but one day were and
bath to let. Available after June Northwest Knox Counties Selling ex
14th until Sept. 1. MRS. R B MA perience unnecessary. Everything fur
Nancy Aho, Phillip Pease, Paul GUNE.
Splendid oppor
186 North Main St.. Tel. 755-M. nished except car.
68-tf trinity for a man to step Into a profit
Watts, Janet Philbrook, and An
able business for himself. For par
nette Ccgan.
GONIA cottage to let. at Crescent ticulars write RAWLEIGHS. Dept. MEBeach. Owl's Head
Call MRS. P D 163 K Albany. N Y______________ 71-73
At tlie Junior High School these STARRETT, Warren, 18-3.
68*74
SPARE time work wanted by all
pupils made good attendance rec
UNFURNISHED 4-room apartment around handy man Can do gardening
let, near shipyard. $10 month. In and carpentry. WILLIAM LEHTINEN.
ords; Grade 6. neither late or absent to
cluding water. TEI.. 1154 or 330. 67-ti Long Cove or Tel. Tenants Harbor
11-12.
71*73
during the term, Earle Pease, Joyce
FURNISHED apartment to let. at
Butler, Alice Griffin, Ruth Pease; 14 MASONIC ST.
SMALL farm wanted to buy with
70*72
down payment and remainder
5-ROOM
house.
good
condition, small
grade 5, Frank Overlock; neither
by rent plan; large house with modern
lights, water, next Warren post office, conveniences;
room for chickens and
late or absent during the year, $7 a month GEORGE W. WALKER cows. 235 MAIN
ST . Rockland 70*72
Tel.
Warren.
48.
67-72
grade 6, Joyce Butler, and Alice
HOUSEWORK wanted for two or
5-ROOM cottage to let at MeguntlGriffin; grade 5, Frank Overlock. cook Lake. Inquire at BRITTO'S three hours a day. 19 COURT ST.
67*72 ____________________________________ 70*72
Seventh and eighth grades—not MARKET Tel. 78
EIGHT-room house to let. All mod
washings wanted to do at
late or absent during the term. Gil ern Centrally located. Chance for 82SMALL
NEW COUNTY RD____________ 70*72
garden.
TEL.
1074
J.
62*tf
bert Boggs, Louie Cogan, Merrill
GIRL wanted for general housework
FOUR-room apartment to let. all and
Fiske, Joyce Halligan, Mary Nor modern
care of children. Apply BURPEE
Apply at Camder. and Rock FURNITURE
CO.__________________ 70-72
66-tf
wood, Robert Wyllie, Earle Moore, land Water Co . TEI. 634 .
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
THREE
room
furnished
apt.
to
let,
.Betty Moore, Lois Norwood, Charles adults preferred Inquire at 11 JAMES called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
72-tf
66-tf ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212 W.
Overlock. Eugene Peabody, Vaughn ST., or 12 WARREN ST
Philbrook; not absent during the
year, Lois Norwood; absent but oneExcess Stomach Acid
half day Lillian Durrell -and Earle
THIS is to notify all. that after this
Moore.
Frequently Aggravates
date I will not be responsible for bills
Pupils at the Highlands Rural
contracted by my wife Mary Carlson.
Stomach Ulcers
ELMER CARLSON. Clark Island 72*74
School not ahsent or tardy during
Neutralizing excess stomach acids
POSTING Notice: I hereby declare
the Spring term were, Jean Merrill, ls important ln aiding nature to heal that from this date I shall pay no
stomach
ulcers,
for
ulcers
must
heal
by
bills
those contrcated bv my
Lois Colburn, and Neil Colburn. natural processes. Thousands who self. except
3ERT HUNTLEY.
HERBERT
' 68*70
Lois Colburn was not late during the have used PFUNDER'S TABLETS—
DENTAL NOTICE
for more than 20 years—and
During the Summer months, will
entire year but was absent one day. famous
who know from their own experiences make appointments for Tuesdays and
what the soothing ingredients of these Fridays. DR J. H DAMON. Dentist
tablets have done for them, are now office over Newberry’s. Tel 415-W. 67-tf
most enthusiastic in their recommen
MONHEGAN
LAWN mowers and saws shamened
of this formula to others the factory way. also clippers, shears,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ebert ol dation
who suffer from Indigestion, gastritis, scissors, knives at your home. Work
Old) Lyme, Conn., have opened bloating, heart burn or any other form guaranteed. Will call for and deliver.
of stomach trouble due to, or associ W E. BLACK. 10 Sweetland St, 69*71
their cottage for the season.
ated with gastric hyperacidity.
PLANO moving, reasonable rates
Call the RADIO SHOP. Tel 844. 517
Mrs. Rita White daughter of Lin
Special Trial Offer
Main St.________ ____________
58-tf
wood A. Davis spent last week at
Make this unusual, convincing test
LAWN mowers sharpened Called for
her home. Mrs White has been ln your own case of hyperacidity suf and delivered. Prompt service, $1.25.
fering. Ask your druggist for the spe g. H CRIE & CO . 228 Main St . Tel
in Hartford since last Fall. She cial
66-tf
25c test package of PFUNDER’S 205 ■ Olty. ___
wil take her son James back to TABLETS today. Don’t delay! Try
MEN, Women! Want Vim? Stimu
ln Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up
Columbia Lake, Mass., where they famous PFUNDER’S TABLETS now I lants
bodies lacking Vitamin B-l. Iron Cal
cium. Phosphorus. Introductory size
will reside this Summer.
C. W. SHELDON
only 35c. Call, write C. H. MOOR <St
Mr. and Mrs. Eldorus McLain
CO., and all other good drug stores
66*77
are spending a few days on the
island. The McLains have been
in New Harbor the past Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Nelson and
I
sons Michael, Erwin, Guerdon and
Nicholas of New Brunswick, N. J.
have arrived, and will be on the
YOUR CONVENIENCE
island) for the season.

Ads

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN

TO LET

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS
[ate

OWL’S HEAD
Notice has been received from
Weymouth Grange announcing a
play to be held at Seven Tree Orange
hall, Union, Thursday night for tne
benefit of Weymouth Grange n
is a three-act play “Tell It To the
judge.” It is hoped as many Grange
members will attend as possible and
help out a good cause.
Dyer’s Lobster Buoy opened 1 t
Sunday.
The Ash Point Ladies' Aid met i»
the home of Theadocia Fo ter Irt
Tuesday night with 20 memberi
present. Plans were made for ” «
fair, committees appointed ■ >.
The meeting of July 3 Is to >>
held at the home cf Mrs Fffio 1)
The townspeople feel fortune- i
securing the services of Rev. n Floyd, a student at Newton Ti • logical Seminary to preach in th-*
Ash Point and Owl’s Head Ch i
The meeting at A'h Point :
at 11.15 o'clock, and 9/5 at <:
Head Mr. Floyd is ako ptanr. ■ »
a weekly children's Bible schoc'
Linwood Dyer ls employed as n. ! »
watchman at the airport.
Virginia Foster leaves this wee' •,
spend the Summer with relative n
Massachusetts.
Margaret Perry Is recovering 1 i
a recent illness.
Miss Myra Mofflt. Carol M
and Henrietta Underhill hRve ar
rived and opened their homes
the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Cline a l
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Heard
spending the Summer on G:<r.i
Island.
Dyer’s Lobster Buoy is ro v e.|
offering the best steak, chicken a I
shore dinners available at rea
abel prices.—adv. *

I

gvery-Other-DaV

SALE
/

FOR SALE
I

ELECTRIC stove for sale a’so n>w
spring mattress. ANZALONE’S BAR
BER SHOP. 477 Main St.. C tv 7'.”71

NO. 2 Franklin stove for fair com
plete with andirons, flreset too!, am.I
lighter also 1930 M Jett ? 8-t.ib<- r ,
dlo. TEL. 1247-M________________ 72-71
PLANTS for
sale Asters.
snap
dragons. verbenas, salvia, lolielta pn
tunlas,
panrles,
zinnias,
feverfew
stocks, cosmos, calendulas, nn-turtlums. geraniums; cabbage, bed cab
bage, cauliflower, cucumbers celer
sage parsley, tomatoes, sweet pepper
EDWIN A DEAN. Tel 671-J. Rocklanrt
72 77

MEN’S HOSIE

Pair 5c

Special lot ; you shoul I
at this pric

\

HOME Clarion range for sale, with
reservoir ln good condition.
H W
WHITFHILL. Thomaston, Me,
72*71

POTATOES for sale
H I SPEAR
RF D 2. Warren. Box 53. Tel. 23-3
______________________________ 72*71

1940 PLYMOUTH deluxe sedan. 11 <■*)
miles; 1939 Plymouth tudor sedan,
radio and heater;
1979 Plymouth
coupe, mileage 14.000; 1938 Plymouth
coupe; 1933 Chevrolet coupe; 1938 N;. h
sedan 10 000 miles; 1937 Dodge pick
up. 1934 Dodge sedan. DYERS GARAGE 54 Park St , Tel 124-AV___ 72-74
1938 DODGE Panel. 1938 Chevrolet
Panel $395. reduced $5 per day until
sold
DYER S GARAGE. 54 Park St
Tel. 124 W________________________ 72-71

THREE thoroughbred cocker spaniel
puppies for sale, females $10. mah
$15 All pure black. Call 114 W or 17
LELAND ST______________________ 71-73
1936 CHEVROLET panel for fplc.
1935 Chevrolet coach. 1936 Dodge se
dan, 1937 Dodge pick up. 1938 Chevro
let coupe.
FRED U. WALTZ, 165
Broadway. Tel. 838-W
71*73
$400 CASH with balance like rent
buys 7-acre home In city; great chance
for poultry, truck and berries 5-room
house, good cellar, electricity. elm
shade; stable end barn; 5 minutes to
down-town
For details, write FED
ERAL LAND BANK cf Sprlngfle .1 r«—
re*entat1ve, R L. Ness. 137 Main S’
Waterville._________________________ 71 72

1936 FORD beach wagon for ale
mileage 46 000 radio. Seat 9 people
Price $195 cash. H C. MOODY Hi )
St . Thomaston.
71*73
EXTRA good seedlings for sale, petu
nias. and bedding petunias a •
snapdragons, carnations and many
others CHARLES E WADE 70 Wnld
Ave.. Tel. 1214-W.
71 73
HARDWOOD barrells and steel drumfor floats for sale. SAM SMALL City
Tel. 733-M________________________71 *73
TWO pianos, meledlan. chamber se3 tables, quilts, living room chai
whatnots, dining set. washer, refrla
erator. 4 NORTH MAIN ST___ 700;’
UPRIGHT piano, Vtga gAi’tar a- ’I
sewing machine for sale MRS I M
CRANDIJ7R 27 Fulton St.. Tel 59' M
70-72
SECOND hand 2"x6" p'aned lumb' .'
for sale In fine condition.
E H.
CROCKET*!’ 20 Franklin St . Ci»'
70*
PEONIES for sale
MRS JOSEPH
COUHIO. 14 Pine St.. City. Tel 7-W
70-72
TOMATOES, cabbage, asters, petu

nias. snapdragons, stock and any other

annual garden plants for cut flowefor sale. STILES FARM, near Oaklai.'l
Park. Te4. 265-14.
70-72
POOL table and equipment fur s.l<SPEAR'S GARAGE. South Warren T
23-11.
70*72
7-ROOM house and garage for tai'
all modern. 1‘i miles from Poet Olli
near shore
Apply on premises MR
RAPPLEYE. Ingraham Hill.
69*72
HOME or tourist place for sale in
Thomaston, on Main St., 13 room- •
bathe, garage space, screened porch
large lot. shade trees, shrubbery Sfowner at 13S MAIN_ST.__________ 67 77
SETT of heavy double harnesses f r
sale, ln good condition, for hor' ■
weighing 1.500 to 1.800 pounds
If
taken at once, $25 I am selling a few
grade Hampshire sheep and lamb- n’
a reasonable price. Tel. 292- R R<~> ”
HILL FARM. Owls Head Me.
67 72
USED stoves and furniture for
r
C E OROTTEN. 138 Camden St L
1091 W. .
56-tf
BIRD houses, trellises, window biv
for sale, in stock and built to order
RAYES CRAFT SHOP. Pre*?ott ”•
City._______________________ 72 • 89
RICH dark loam for sale, del Small
qua.nlties of loam can he bought
residence for house plants and wndow boxes
WILLIAM
ANDFJOhX
West Meadow Rd.. Rockland
T
1245.
62-f
FARM. 41 Va acres for sale. 7-ro :n
house, bam. garage, good well el'
trie pump and lights, gravel pit. flu''
wood lot. game lumber 20 acres. b!u berries. One buildings V. F STUDLE7
283 Main 8t , Te4 1154 or 330.
66 _
Hard

S 'Wed

wooa

per

foot?”lit ted? $1 50;

$1 40; long, $130 M B
C O
PERRY. Tel. 487.______
66 tf
D A- H hard coal, egg. stove nut
$14.50 per ton. del. Nut size and t .u
of mine New River soft, not scree: 1 1
$9 50 ton del. M B Si C. O PERRY.
66 tf
519 Main St.. Tel 487.

BUV^

SELL with

WANT-ADS

WANT-ADS

ty a
TN

MEN’S SHIRTS AN!
Each Garment,

r-”- -

ALARM CLC

Values up to
Each, $1.

FACIAL TIS!

500 in pack
15c

Our regular 2^
You won t buy these
price for soul
59c TABLE Cl
Each, 3S

54” square, in

Good assortm
APRONS,

all 30 square r
WHITEWARE CC

regular
Sale, 59c (

GREYWARE CO!

regular 59c
_ ____________ Sale 44

One lot 9
BOYS’ ANO

NIE

Sale, 10c
MISSES' SLACK SI

LADIES’ SLACKS
CHILDREN'S SLAC
CHILDREN’S DREf
SUN GLASSES, cac
SOUVENIRS, each

NUTS l
THERE WILL

410-412 MAI
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HEAD
has been received from
nth Orange announcing a
held at Seven Tree Or an go
lion. Thursday night for tne
of Weymouth Grange, it
ee-act play "Tell it To the
It is honed as many Grange
s will attend as possible and
a good cause.
L( bster Buoy opened last

,sh Point Ladies’ Aid met at
ne of Theadocia Poster last
night with 20 members
Plans were made for the
tomnrittees appointed, etc.
eeting of July 8 is to b»
the home cf Mrs Fffle D,. r
!cwn people feel fortunat- .n
the services of Rev. Ro" 'r
student at Newton TheoSemlnary to preach in tho
(nt and Owl’s Head Chure 1.
l et ing at Ash Point is Le’-j
o’clock, and 9.46 at Owl's
i'*r. Floyd is also plann'rg
(\ i lnl ri n's Bible scho' l
ad Dyer is employed as nigh*
Ian at the airport.
a Foster leaves this week ' ,
|ie Summer with relative.- in
nisetts.
kret Perry is recovering fre n
illness.
Myra Moffit, Carol Muy
fnrietta Underhill have arnd opened their homes lor
bmer.
md Mrs. Harvey Cline and
d Mrs. Oliver Heard are
; the Summer on Green

Colby Athletes Champs in Many Fields

25th ANNIVERSARY SALE
SALE

ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT, JUNE 21

V-*K

OUR 25th YEAR
In this modern fast moving world it isn't often that
business dares to become sentimental or think of the
past. But on this, our quarter century anniversary, we
pause for just a moment and give thanks to you for your
patronage these pa3t years.
Sound sales policies with all those we serve have
built a firm foundation for the good will we now enjoy
and today as we face the next quarter century we give
you our pledge of even greater service. We cannot let
this event pass by without celebrating with some real
big values which we have accumulated the past several
months and pass along to you. Market is advancing,
so better stock up!
I

FELT BASE MATS
15y2x27, each
18x36,
each 15c
27x36,
each 3Sc
36x72,
each 50c

/

CANNING KETTLES
holds 7 quart jars

79c

Pint Vacuum Bottle,
each .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 49c
Lunch Kits with Vacuum

Bottle, complete .. 95c

MEN’S HANDKERCHIEFS
Each, 3c

Lobster Buoy is nov open,
the best steak, chicken and
[inners available at reasonCes.—adv. *

TW;QETT,H£I.IN,

SALE
TtIC tove for sale a'so new
llii’!! ANZALONKS BARDP 477 Main St . C.ty 72*71

iFranklln stove for sale, com
th anilln ns. fireset tools and
> lc*3O MJett c 8-tutx' ri
L 1247-M________________ 72-71
for
sale Asters.
snapverbenas salvia, lobelia. p->
palish's.
zinnias,
feverfew.
counos. calendulas, nastureraniums; cabbage, bed cabnillflcwer. cucumbers, celery.
;-!• v. t matoes. sweet pepperDEAN. Tel 671 J. Rockland
______________________ 72 77

MEN’S HOSIERY
Pair 5c

Men’s Work Pants.. .. .. .. .. .. .

Special lot; you should buy plenty
at this price

MEN’S DUNGAREES
Made of good grade denim

'*
A
L-,

ODtiE Panel 1938 Chevrolet
reduced tl. per day until
FER 3 GARAGE 54 Park St .
|W
72-71

WASH CLOTHS
DISH CLOTHS .
DISH TOWELS

trough bred cocker spaniel
sale, females. 110 males
black CaU 114 W or 14
ST______________________ 71-73

fix

MEN’S WORK SHIRTS
Each, 59c

PAPER NAPKINS

D beach wagon for sale.
W0 radio Scat 9 people
H C MOODY Rich
71-73

100 in package

8c

mgs for «a;e pedjpetunias aste-s

ice -race screened porch
■ adr ree* shr-bberv See
MAIN' ST
' <7-77
-'•vy double hameases Pr
ot conditivn. for horse*
-NW to i rpc pounds
If
O' *29 1 am Mdttac a few
** re *heep end lambs at
’ r-i'
Te 292- R RXF
I Dw .« Head Mr
C7 72
'*> and furniture for sa’e
TE\ 138 Camber. St Te
______ ________________ SO-tf

wtadew

*tt.

"S-'K’fc and bud to order
-VET SHC*F Pre-cott S’
_______________ 72*W

'■am for ,%aie de? Small
ar can be bought at
h£uae plant* and »T.«tlliam a > PERSON
Rd
Rockland
Tel
__ __________________ <3-tf
- ac-wa lor a*, r 7-room
**-«*?* good well e»ec
ane igh.ts graeoi prt, fire
-me „a-.be: » acres, h’v • • '- i.C* V F STVDLEA
■e _11M or 330
*» tf
< ner loot? fitted. <1M.
'one I . 3u U B Jk C O
*

W

_ _ _ _ _ _ 06 tf

■•art

DRESS SHIRTS
88c

MEN'S SHIRTS AND SHORTS
Each Garment, 19c

H with balance like pent
lr. n:y. great chanr»
- m S-roon
cellar electricity. elm
e r.d ham 5 minutes to
Pir details- write FED1ND BANK cf tprtngfle'd repve R L Nee*. 137 Main St
______________________ 71 72

tcntrtst place for sale l»
Xi Main St 13 room* 5

I jl.'

a* «•

ALARM CLOCKS
Values up to 1.98
____Each, $1.19___________

FACIAL TISSUES
500 in package

15c
Onr regular 2 5c size
You won't buy these again at this
price for some time

59c TABLE COVERS
Each. 39c

LADIES’ HOUSE DRESSES
Some 1.00 values
__________ 37c each____________

32-PIECE DINNER SET
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $2.98_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

One lot 25c

Good assortment of

RAYON UNDERWEAR
Each, 10c

APRONS, 19c

WHITLWARE COMBINETS
regular 89c value

Sale, 59c each
GREYWARE COMBINETS
regular 59c value

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sale 44c

______

One lot 25c

BOYS’ AND MEN’S CAPS
Sale, 10c each

MISSES’ SLACK SUITS.. .. .. .. .. .. .
LADIES’ SLACKS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
CHILDREN'S SLACKS ........
CHILDREN'S DRESSES, 7 to 14
SUN GLASSES, each.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
SOUVENIRS, each.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Pair, 8c

COVERED ENAMEL KETTLES
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 39c each_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

54” square, in all colors

all 80 square percales

WORK GLOVES

Ten Quart

NEW FIRE KING OVEN GLASS
At Very Low Prices

A

TURKISH TOWELS
9c
TURKISH TOWELS
Extra heavy

19c

real hot weather special
9 V2 inch

EARTHEN MIXING BOWL
15c each
TUMBLERS
3c each

I

HIT AND MISS RUGS
Sale, 14c each

KITCHEN TOWELS
6c

ANKLETS, for all ages; pair.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10,
CHILDREN’S POLO SHIRTS, sizes 2 to 14 ..
MEN’S POLO SHIRTS, each.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
MEN’S SPORT SHIRTS, each.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
MEN’S OVERALLS, all sizes; pair.. .. .. .. .. .. .
BOYS’ OVERALLS, sizes 4 to 16; pair ....

NUTS COOKED FRESH EACH DAY—TRY THEM—WE SELL LOTS OF THEM!
THERE WILL BE SPECIALS IN OUR CANDY DEPARTMENT AND SPECIAL LUNCHES AT OUR
LUNCHEONETTE COUNTER

■« egc -iff nut
tf. Nut sloe and run
n.N screened

407

k C O TERRY.
<9 tf

ELLivZtA
AKT-ADS

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to Jl Store
410-412 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Thursday. Supper will be served
at 5.30.
The housekeepers are
Gladys Coombs, Flossie Mullen.
Abbie Hutchenson and Evelyn Pat
rick.
Rev. J. H. Gould of Lynnfield,
Mass., who is well known here, will
broadcast on the Morgan Memorial
program Thursday at 8.10 a. m.
Joseph Dyer has employment for
the Summer in Oxford.
Guy Snowman who is employed
at the Snow Shipyard in Rockland
spent Sunday at his home here.
News has been received in town
of the recent death at Newton,
Mass., of Mrs. Tillie Cobb Wells,
Mrs. Wells will be remembered by
friends here as the wife of Rev.
Herman J. Wells, a former pastor
of Union Church.
David S. Hail, eldest son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eliott Hall of this town,
and a senior at the Jonathan Dayton Regional High School of Springfield. N. J., receives the award for
being the outstanding senior in
Agriculture and at the Commence
ment exercises June 19. will be
awarded a silver plaque. HU schol-

a

«

While they have no trophies to show, the captains of hockey and
basketball can also point to championships. Captain and goalie, Edw’artl
F. Loring, was named All-New England after a season which saw the
Colby hockey team defeated only by Dartmouth and second in the New
England League, picking up the State Championship along the way.
Basketball captain, Albert J. Rimosukas, high scorer in the state, led hlo
team to a State Championship and a ranking of fifth among all the New
England colleges.<">
'
Tennis captain, Vemelle Dyer, who learned his game in India, and
his partner, Charles Lord, are shown with their trophies as the champion
ship doubles team of the state college tournament. '

astic standing is the highest in a at home at the residence of the
class of 215 students.
bride’s parents after July 1. Later
____________
they will reside in China. Guests
ft ft ft a
were present from China, Windsor,
SOUTH LIBERTY
Union,
South Hope, Thomaston,
MRS. OeCSAR O. 1.AN1
Kenoyer-C’unningham
I
Waldoboro,
Damariscotta, Washing
Correspondent
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ross E. ton, Liberty, Rockland and Camden.
------------------Miss Ada Bray went Friday to Cunningham was the scene cf a
Waverly, Mass., where she has em pretty wedding Sunday at 1 o'clock WASHINGTON
ployment for the Summer.
when their daughter Muriel Ethclyn William F. Hatch
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane left was married to Winfred A. Kenoyer i Funeral services for William
Saturday for a visit with relatives of China. The ceremony was per- p Hatdh whose sudden death ocin Falmouth.
formed by Rev. A. N. Smith of Halcured from a heat attack were
C. E. Williams and Laforest lowell. the double ring service beheli frem his home conducted by
Maker were among the visitors Fri- > ing used.
day in Rockland.
I The Wedding March was played Rev. Leo F. Rc.ss of Union. While
the health of Mr. Hatch had not
Mrs. Keith Carver returned by Richard Genthnrr of China.
been good fcr several years, death
Thursday from Hingham. Mass.
(Russell Kcno.xer, brother of the
came unexpectedly and removed
Mrs. Marion Powers of Bangor is ■ groom, was best man, and Mrs.
from the town a citizen of exemp
guest at “The Moors,” Lane’s Frances Doughty, sister of the bride
lary character, a man whose place
was matron of honor. The flower
Island.
in business affairs it will be hard
Mrs. Stephen Sellers of Stoning girl was Margaret Kenoyer. The
to refill.
ton visited Thursday and Friday bride was given in marriage by her
Mr. Hatch was born March 13,
father, Ross E. Cunningham.
with Mrs. Frank Muller..
1874
in Union, son of the late Jchn
The bride was attractive in a
Miss Ernestine Carver, a recent
T. and Susan Rckes Hatch and1 at
graduate of IT. of M., is spending a ; white silk georgette dress with picthe death cf his father he, at the
short vacation at her homp here ture hat and carried a large bo't! age of 12 years, came to this town
befcre assuming her position as cjuet of red, white and blue flowers,
home demonstration agent for The matron of honor was gowned [ to live at the heme of the late
Franklin County with headquarters hi light blue silk net over blue with Augustus E. andi Eunice Grotton
Law. He attended Hebron Acadat Farmington.
I white accessories and carried flowMrs. Helen Johnson returned' ers matching those of the bride. [ envy and was graduated from
The bride's going away costume was I Shaw's Business College, after
Saturday to Worcester. Mass.
which he held a responsible posiMis Nita Eisner of Cambridge, light blue figured silk with white,
I
tion
as bookkeeper in Fanuel Hall
Mass., was in town to attend live accessories.
Market
in Boston.
The ceremony was performed on j
graduation of her sister, Doris
the
lawn
which
was
decorated
with
[
Returning
here he entered busiEisner.
witl1
late ALaw in a
Phillip Brown came Saturday ferns and daisies with beautifully I
from Dartmouth College and was arranged cut flowers on the various i 8«n"al store, also holding
week-end guest of his grandparents tables from which refreshments, office of I ostmaster for many .\eais
He had served the town as selectwere served.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Brown.
Mrs
Inez
Cunningham
had
charge
j
nian
- tewn clerk and for the past
Mrs. Theodore Nutting and
.
—K
-t
t
/jf
thp
friipcf
lifink
KTrs
T^rancps
■
seven
years
wasLown treasurer,
daughter Nancy went Monaay to oi me gue.t dook. Mrs. r‘ancesl
\
Doughty cutting of tiie wedding ncldnng that office at time ol death,
South Paris.
Olivet
Mrs. Albert Carver left Friday cake. Assistants wereFrances Nor-He was a member of Mt.
for a visit with her parents at ton, Josie Robbins, Elsie Norton, i Lodge of Masons and had been
Mesdames Gladys Cunningham and its treasurer for the past 41 years.
Easton.
Mrs.
Kenoyer.
1 He was also treasurer of Evening
Mrs. George Morash of Cam
The
bride
is
a
graduate
of
Walker
Star Grange fcr several years.
bridge, Mass., and Miss Edith Barrv
High
School
of
Liberty,
class
of
;
He leaves his widow Mrs, Ida
of Belmont, Mass., are visiting Mr.
1940. The groom graduated from Bryant Hatch and cne daughter
and Mrs. Eubertus Andrews.
Phillip Brown and sister Miss Erskine Academy of China, and! Marcia Hatch Sanborn and sevBetty went Monday to join their William Penn College in Iowa, and 1 cral cousins.
is now a teacher in Erskine Academy.! The bearers were C. E. Vannah,
parents in their new home at RichAfter the ceremony the happy F. L. Ludwig, H B. Cunningham
,0Unton'Church Circle will

Special lot of

Size 18x36; reg. price 20c each

The winning of the National IC4A high Jumping championship in
Mew York tiy Colby’s baseball captain, Gilbert A. Peters, with a leap of
C 4", topped his State of Maine and New England victories, and climaxed
a year of championship performances by Colby College athletes. He is
shown above (middle) with his IC4A and NEIAA gold medals.
In football, the Barrows Trophy, emblematic of the State Champion
ship. shared this year with Bowdoin, is presented to Captain-elect Eero
Hclin by last fall’s captain, Johnny Daggett, and acting-captain, Jimmy
Daly. Colby’s team was undefeated.
John Roukema, sensational freshman speed skater, won all five cups
at the Dartmouth Carnival, as well as the lap prize (which he ls holding),
and 18 trophies and medals at other meets during the winter.

VINALHAVEN

r- Y

..YMOL’TH deluxe sedan 11000
939 Plymouth tudor sedan,
id
1979 Plvm
Uleage 14 000 1938 Plymouth
3 Ch«*' rolet coupe: 1938 Na-h
)000 mile
1937 Dodge plckDodge sedan
DYERS GARP k St Tel 124-W
72-74

aaaage a-ter* pe-ur r.* stock and any ether
* for cut flowerFARM near Oakland
-14
70-72
upment for aale
■j:h Warren 7>
70-72
ane garage for ealr
. -t.. •> *-ccn Pw: Offt.-c.
r rrumiacs MRS
•c-te-arr. Hl I
«p-?:

Men’s Khaki Work Pants,
pair .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 59c

- •••vw-r* — -»*w^

’OKS for sale
H I SPEAR
Warren. Box 53 Tel 23-3
_______________________ 72*74

carr.at; n* and mar
'• ARLP- F WADE 70 Wald
1214-W
71 7
CKO bars - and *teel dr-’m>
AM SMALL Cltv
71-73
' - Rif <J:an chamber set.
I'JlKa ‘.ivtng room chair- I
. : :ng -et washer, ref rigNORTH MAIN ST
70-72
Viga gu’tv a' d
sale MRS I M
--n St Tel 590 M
70-72
* r» aned lumber
nd.tton
E H
nk’.ln St . Cltv
____ 70*72
MRS JOSEPH
Cltv IX. 7-W

97c

Pair, 75c

\

i Clarion range for sale, with
In good condition
H W
11 I Thomaston. Me.
72*74

,'ROLET panel for tale.
'i coach 1936 Dxize seDxlge pick ip. 1938 Chevro
*
PRFD V
WALTZ. 16S
Tel 839-W
71-73

I

' eoupl, lefilor . trip to New Itomp-(and B. R. s.dcl.ngcr and inter-

and °ll>er Pla“s a'ld wil1 *' ":{nt »'JS !n lhe Skidmore cemc-

tery in North Union. The profu
sion of beautiful flowers were si
lent reminders of one who was
held in honor and esteem by all
those who knew him and with
whom he came in contact in daily
life.
Animal Can’t Walk
The sloth, said to be the laziest nnlmal in the world, hangs from the
branches of trees, feeding on shoots,
foliage and fruits. The animal's
anatomy is such that it can only
hang. It has no defense weap<vi.
but is camouflaged by the colora
tion of its hair, which is covered
with minute green algae.
‘Corrigan* Calendars

Comes now the ‘‘wrong way” or
“Corrigan” calendar. American Air
lines announce they had printed
4.000 calendars with the text in re
verse—for barber shop use. The
purpose: So a man being shaved or
shorn can look into the mirror be
fore him and still read the calendar
behind him.

Oldest Cotton-Mill Machinery
A 48-spindle spinning machine
built by Samuel Slater and first
operated by him on December 20,
1790, at Pawtucket, R. I., is the
oldest cotton-mill machinery in ex
istence in the United States. It is on
display in the Smithsonian institu
tion at Washington, D. C.

Fog in Movies
Fog is produced in movies by sim
ulating mineral oil which is put into
a spray gun and shot against an
electrically heated plate.
The
warmed mist is then blown over dry
ice.

FOR SALE
At C’rockrlt’s Beach, Ash Point,
Four Room Cottage with Porch
Partly Furnished. Pi iced right
for quick sale.

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
375 MAIN ST., R(M KLAND, ME.
7B&78&89

weeurr*
Mfonw/tr me

tw

TmnMc ty/fa 'nxmfo"
Available as a six or an
eight in any model and
featuring scores of new beauty,
comfort, and performance
features that make it, more than
ever, the VALUE LEADER OF
THE LOW-PRICE FIELD.

eJfinfiac.
C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

12 BAYVIEW STREET,

CAMDEN, MAINE

I

Every-Other

Page Sf«
STONINGTON

Thomaston Alumni

THOMASTON

MAKES SOLO FLIGHT

CAMDEN
ft ft ft ft

Dine, Vote and Reminisce

ft ft « ft

—
The
30th
annual
reception and
Tel. 190
banquet of the Thomaston High
Mrs Wendall Fifield, who is short Schoo! Alumni Association was
ly to make her home in Old Lyme, held at the Baptist vestry Thurs
Conn., was guest last Tuesday at a day night with an attendance of
dinner party given in her honor at | 155. Garden flowers had been used
Rockledge Inn, Spruce Head. Those fcr decorating and were most ef
attending were Mrs Frances Clark, fectively arranged around the ves
Mrs. Elizabeth Knowlton, Mrs Ma try and on the tables by Mrs. Leila
rion Cook, Mrs. Ruth Williams, Mrs. W Smalley. The banquet was
Virginia Crockett, Mrs. Ruth Perrv, served by members of the Baptist
Miss Ruth Crouse, Mrs. Lillian Al- Ladies’ Circle with girls from the
den of Rockland, Mrs. Hilda Keyes Junior class cf TH.S. acting as
and Miss Gladys Doherty. After! waitresses.
dinner the party was guests of Mrs. ; The order of the program was:
Doherty at her apartment where a Invocation, Charles Starrett; busi
social evening was enjoyed. Mi 3. ness meeting conducted by the
Fifield was recipient of a crystal president. Stephen A. Lavender; the
salad bow^ and a large bronze ash i usual reports of officers followed
by the reading of the class verse by
tray.
Miss Helen Cripps of Camden, who made her first solo flight at the
A fine school program of mus’c Mrs. Faye Stetson; address of wel
local
airport last week, under the tutelage of Capt. Charles Treat, flying
was presented in the High School come to the graduating class, by instructor. Miss Cripps' flight alone was of 15 minutes' duration and was
auditorium by the .students of grades Alfred M. Strout; reading of com I made after eight hours of dual instruction, in which she made rapid
5, 6, 7 and 8. and was much appre munications from alumni unable to progress.
ciated by everyone Soloists taking attend.
Kate B. Ellis; distribution of flags
part were Elaine Swanholm, John These officers were elected: Presi
dent,
Mrs.
Lura
M.
Libby;
viceDana, Charlotte Overlock, Paul
to each member.
Simpson, Nancy Libby, Marjorie president, Stephen Lavender; sec
American Creed by Grange
members in unison; reading “Our
Hyson, Grace Paulsen, Virginia and retary-treasurer, Rcbert Mayo; au
News items from all of the Pa
Patty Roes, Marjorie Cushing, ditor, Harry- Stewart. Mr.s. Flor
trons of Husbandry are welcomed i Flag," original poem by Kate B
! Ellis, presented by Past Pomona
Phyllis Gasper, Ruth Snowman, ence Gardiner, in behalf of General
here.
Master Gerald Beverage cf PenMary Richards, Jean and Janus Knox Chapter, D.A.R. then present
Gilchrest.
Chairman Frederick ed a pin to Miss Frances Johnson,
Twenty-eight Grange members o'bscot View Grange; vocal solos,
Henry. Wilma Sheffield, ’Jean Elliot, Class of 1941, who w-as the Chapter's attended Limeock Valley Pomona “I Am An American" and "State
Marjorie Cushing,. Several stu candidate this year for the Gcod Grange Saturday in North Haven. of Maine Song” by State Grange
dents are planning to take up an Citizenship Pilgrimage. Incident- The fifth degree was conferred by Lecturer. Hartley Stewart, accom
instrument during the Summer
Worthy Pomona Master Myron panied by Virginia Beveage at the
with tlie hope of joning the orches Thomaston High School, left yes Young cf Pleasant Valley Grange piano; moving pictures of a fish
tra in the Fall.
terday morning by Maine Central on 10 candidates, followed by a ing trip in Canada by Mr. Mills of
North Haven Grange; remarks by
Miss Ruth Batchelder of Belfast bus for several days visit in Bos bounteous feast.
State
Ceres Marie Stewart; short
Is conducting tlie Empress Beauty ton. They were accompanied by
The lecturer's program was in
Salon during the absence this week Miss Barbara Batchelder and-Fred commemoration of Flag Day and talk by Arthur Ellis State Legisla
of her sister, Miss Barbara Batch erick Elwell. They will stop at the consisted of: Song, ’America the tor; remarks by Gerald Beverage
Hotel Commonwealth during their Beautiful” greetings by Worthy of Penobscot Grange; remarks by
elder.
stay
and plan to visit WEEI, a mu Master Harvey Calderwood of Hanson Crockett and by State
Miss Barbara Gillchrest went
seum,
and attend a baseball game Noith Haven Grange; response, Legislator. Lloyd Ciockett cf North
Sunday to Northeast Harbor where
among
other things on their pro Pomona Master Myron Young; Haven Grange.
she lias employment at the Kimball
gram.
Those going were: Leah reading, Dorothy Emerson of
• • • •
House this Summer.
Allen,
Nathalie
Bell,
Marion
Bur

Miss Charlotte Welch has gone
North Haven Grange; piano solo,
Seven Tree Grange of Union met
to Monhegan to spend the Summer. kett, Pauline Burnham, Maxine Virginia Beverage of North Haven Wednesday, presenting a fine pro
The Federated Circle members Chapman, Bertha Condon, Har- Grange; talk by State Grange Lec gram. Several visitors were pres
Davis,
Charles
Grover, turer, Hartley M. Sewart of Houl ent, but Pleasant Valley Grange of
will be guests of Mrs. Frank D. land
Hathorne Thursday at a picnic Evelyn Hahn, Walter Henry, Ray ton; song. "Columbia, the Gem of Rockland, wtih which a contest had
dinner meeting at her cottage, Nim mond Hoffses, Charles Jameson, the Ocean"; reading, Arthur Emer been arranged, was unable to at
rod, at Hathorne's Point. All at Frances Johnson, Marie Jordan, son of North Haven Grange; read tend. A light repast was served.
tending will take dishes, and any Warren Macgowan. Richard Mitch ing by Eleanor Brown of original
one desiring transportation may ell, Norman Rogers, Dana Sawyer, poem "The Origin of cur Flag",
Glen
Simpson, Lizzie
Tuttle, written by Kate B. Ellis; talk. “Our FRIENDSHIP
notify Miss Helen Studley.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver, elected
The Beta Alpha will meet Wed Frances Wotton and Lawrence Flag for Defense," Special Deputy
grand
manager of the Grand
nesday from 2 to 4 o’clock for Red Young.

GRANGE CORNER

Cross sewing at the home of Miss
Christine Moore.
Garden Club will- meet Thursday
at 3 at the home of Mr.s. May Cottam, Beechwood street. Those wish
ing transportation may notify M-s.
Lijla Elliot “The Flowers That
Bloom in the Spring" is the general
subject of the afternoon with Mrs.
Sidney Lermond. Mrs. Eliza Carle
ton, and Mrs. May McEvoy pre
senting different phases.
Each
member is asked to bring a bouquet
in an odd container, not a vase.
Two prizes will be awarded for ori
ginality and arrangement.
A three-act play, "Tell The
Judge.” will be presented at Seven
Tree Grange Hall in Union Thurs
day night at 8 15, for the benefit of
Weymouth Grange of this town.
This play is produced by a group
of players from Grand View Grange
of East Northport who are very well
known in their own community for
successful amateur dramatics. The
play is a helter-skelter farce, writ
ten by Eugene Todd, selected from
a group of Sergei’s "sure-fire plays’’
and is produced by special arrange
ment with Dramatic Publishing
Company cf Chicago. Dancing to
the music of Philbrook of Belfast
will follow the play.

In compliance with the request
of President Roosevelt for national
prayer, there will be a union prayer
service at the Baptist Church
Thursday night at 7.30. Mrs. Carl
Gray will be the speaker and Al
fred M. Strout the soloist.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knighrs
entertained the Rook Club Satur
day night. Prizes were awarded
Mrs. Weston Young. Howard Cole,
and Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney.
Mrs. Ida Colley has returned to
Bath after a visit ‘n Thomaston
during which time she stopped at
the Little Guest House.
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Linwood Cunningham were Mrs.
Katherine Cunningham and daugn-

ally six ether pins will be presented
the other candidates who have been
chosen in past years.
The entertainment following the
transaction of business was particu
larly interesting, consisting of five
to ten minute biographies of out
standing alumni, interspersed with
musical numbers.
The program was: Piano solo,
"The Pixies’ Ballet," Nancy Libby;
“Nellie Healey Starrett," read by
M!rs. Marie Singer; musical selec
tion, "Whispering Hope," by Pa
tricia Roes, piano, and Virginia
Roes, trombone; “Elizabeth Hanly
Danforth," by Miss Margaret
Ruggles;
reading,
Stevenson's
“Lamplighter,” by Gay Stetson;
poems by Elizabeth Hanly Dan
forth, read by Miss Ruggles; piano
duet, “Invitation to the Waltz."
Payson and Edwin Leach; “Frank
Henry" and "Wilbert Snow,” by Mrs.
Charles Creighton; readings from
Wilbert Snow's works, by Mrs. Eliza
Carleton; piano duet. “Polda de
Ccncert," Jean and James Gill
chrest;
"Maude Moore,”
Mrs.
George Hanly; a letter lrom a for
mer T.H.S. Principal. Albert S. Cole,
read by Forest W. Stone; singing in
unison of "God Bless America" and
“God Be With You."

ter Vera, of Portland, Mrs. Orris
Hopkins of Littleton. N. IL, and
Charles King of Camden.
Mayflower Temnle, P. S„ will
meet Friday night, preceded by
supppr at 6 o’clock servec^by Mrs.
Ada Chadwick, Mrs. Mertie Grover
and Mrs. Dorothy Horsley.
The W.CT.U. will meet Friday
night at 7 30 at the home of Miss
Margaret Crandon.
Mrs. Walter Johnson and daugh
ter, Miss Martha and Mr.s. Percy
Tonk and son Chester Johnson and
daughter,*Miss Edna Johnson have
Members of the Class of 1941,
returned to Evanston, Ill., after
several days’ visit in town.
Miss Mary Hanley of Dorchester, Park Theatre
Mass., is visiting Mrs. William
Boynton, at Cushing.
Wednesday and Thurs
Mr and Mrs. Norman Wolf and
day—Double Feature
At Spruce Head: Four Room sons, Edward and Paul have ar
Furnished Cottage. Fine lot- rived from Cocoa, Fla., to spend
the Summer with her father, Ed
Priced right if taken at once.
ward O'B. Burgess.

Temple

of

Maine

has

received

her appointment as district deputy
grand chief of the 10th District
Pythian Sisters. She has been dis
trict deputy three years, serving
the Temples of Belfast, Prospect,
Camden. North Haven, Thomas
ton. Warren and Friendship.
Graduation Exercises

Friendship Playhouse was the
scene of a novel commencement
program Thursday when a large
gathering witnessed the pageant,
“Education Triumphant," the cast
of which consisted of: Shirley Yeaton. Woodrow Verge. Llewellyn
Oliver, Rcbert Beale, Marlene
Davis, grade pupil, Margaret Sim
mons. Thomas Stenger, Leland
Polky, Sherman Stanley, Rev. Mr.
Van Deman. Elaine Dodge, Thel
ma Prior. Phyllis Prior, and Carl
ton Winchenbach.
Following the play were the class
parts: Salutatory, Allred Simmons;
history,
Cail.on
Winchenbach;
prophecy, Paul Lash; gifts, Sher
man Stanley; will, Eeanor Thibo
deau; valedictory, Janice Simmons.
Others in the class are: Mary
Allen, Virginia Burns and Donald
Carter.
The hall wa tastefully decorated
by the graduates in the class

FOR SALE

Friendly Club will

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor

375 .MAIN ST.. BOCKLAND. MF.
72&76A30

meet at the

• Lovely to send or receive!
• Always sold complete with
de luxe accessories!
e Brews wonderful tee too!

8 CUP ELECTRIC $C45

Uo

rich, deep brown, emphasizing the

lovely, luscious color of coffee.
Platinum striped, clear heat-resisting glass,
convenient wide neck style. Walnut-tone
bakelite funnel holder ond coffee
measure. CORY Glass Filter ROD and 2 heat
Electric unit included. A handsome
electric table appliance producing

delicious coffee, untouched

by

metal.

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO.
TEL. 263

engers.

A barge of coal is being dis
charged at the dock of P. G. Wil
ley & Co.
(Mrs. Grassow. who has been
visiting the George H. Thomases,
Bay View street has returned to
her home in Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman C. Ord
way and Miss Julia Morse of
South Paris were week-end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Crone. Miss
Morse and Mrs. Ordway returned
home Monday but Mr. Ordway is
stayihg for the week.
Guy Benner is employed at the
Shiptouilding & Marine Railway as
bookkeeper.
Henry Ewell of St. George and
Leland Hawkins have been on a
fishing trip to Moosehead Lake,
returning last week. They were
caught in a severe blow on the
lake and were confined to an
island for six hours before attempt
ing to reach shore with their boat.
However, they made a successful
landing at Lily Bay.
Lewis Clark spent week-end with
his mother, Mrs. Martha Clark.
Henry Fisher passed the week
end in Boothbay Harbor.
Capt. Byron MacDonald and
Leonard Wilcox will sail Tuesday
on the yacht “Acapana”.
The Lawrence E. Chapman
Memorial Sight Reading Contest
will be held at the Brick Building,
Thursday at 2 o’clock. Participat
ing in this contest are four girls:
Barbara Dickey, Priscilla Eddy,
Jeanette St. Clair and Patricia Ma
gee, and four boys: Jackie Wil
liams, Robert Richards, Robert
Young and Roy McKeon.
Mrs. Sarah Young, entertained
Monday night in honor of Miss
Helen Stone, teacher at the Brick
Building, who is to be married in
the near future. A special guest
was Mrs. Mildred Carver of Salem,
Ore., who formerly taught drawing
in the Camden schools. Invited
guests were: Mrs. Charles E. Lord,
Mrs. Esther Rogers, Miss Ethel
Oliver, Miss Marjorie Steen, Mrs.
Mildred Gould, Mrs. Evelyn Bailey,
Miss Edith Arey, Miss Rose Flana
gan. Miss Benita Colson, Miss Ruth
Pullen. Miss Eva Rideout, Miss
Mary Taylor and Miss Marion
Spurling. A delightful evening was
enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Gillmor
attended their tenth class reunion
at Colby College Saturday.
Sunday School Awards

Members of the Sunday School
of the Church of Our Lady of
Good Hope were awarded prizes
of holy pictures and medals Sun
day by the pastor. Rev. Fr. James
F. Savage.
The classifications
were:
Pupils preparing for First Holy
Communion—excellent rank. James
McGrath; attendance, Lewis Bow

den; conduct, ^jnnie Tranquillo.
Preparing for Confirmation—ex
cellent rank. Margaret Connelly;
attendance. Ann Bowden and Marie
Bowden; conduct, Patricia Mc
Grath.
Intermediate class — excellent
rank. Joan Connelly. Patricia Con
nelly, Stephen McGrath; atten
dance, Richard Bowden and Carl
ton Dougherty; conduct, Anna

Shorn of Beard

Glass Coffee Brewer

Wslnut-Tone Trim

Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Gill and
Mrs. Charlotte Vibbert, who have
been visiting Mr. and Mrs.. Joseph
Cote returned Sunday to Danbury,
Conn, and Brooklyn. N. Y
Alvin Fisher has returned to his
duties at the National Shawmut
Bank of Boston, after spending a
vacation with his mother, Mrs.
Ethel Fisher.
Peabody’s Bus will leave K. P.
hall Wednesday night at 6 o’clock
sharp i'o- Searsmont wih mem
bers of the Townsend Club as pass

colors, red. white and blue. Leatrice Davis acted as marshal and
Mrs. Anna Clifford, pianist. Rev.
H. W. Van Deman of the Metho
dist Church offered the prayer and
benediction.

CORY

• Hare's a gorgeous beauty .. . the new
CORY with handle ond decanter cover of

Tel. 713

Sparta.

Federated vestry Wednesday pre
ceded by supper at 6 o'clock. Ail
attending are requested to take ow-n
dishes.

EVERYLOVES

441 MAIN ST.

NAOMA MATHEW
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

High School Days—
Varied Program

HHTRLKY T. WTTJ.TAMB
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

Donna Reed, sensational new
acting find, appears with Robert
Srerling in "The Get-Away", thrillpacked drama playing at the Park,
a story cf a gang czar who plotted
a million dollar defense program
P3y:oll rebberies from behind
prison walls. The picture also in
cludes Charles Winninger, Henry

Fine casting is cne of the many
reasons why “For Beauty's Sake"
is scoring a solid hit with movie
goers. Leading players in the 20th
Century-Fox hit are shown here
(top to bottom>, Ned Sparks. Mar
jorie Weaver. Ted North and Joan
Davis. The film depicts the story
of a woman-hater who inherits a
swank beauty shop with a mur

O’Neil and Dan Dailey, Jr.

der mystery tc&sed ini'

ROCKPORT
ft ft ft ft

XJDA O. CKAMTOTT
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
TeL aa»
The Garden Club will meet Wed
nesday night at 8 o'clock at the
home of Mrs. Mary Spear. A large
attendance is desired as there are
several matters of Importance to b°
considered.

Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman
are in Bath this week attending
the sessions of the State Baptist
Convention, Mr. Overman having
charge of the registration.
Commander Howard A. Tribon,
Medical Corps, U. S. N., arrived
from Portsmouth, N. H., Sunday to
spend a few days at his home on
West street.
The reception and ball of the
Senior Class was held Friday at
Town Hall with music by Hal's
| Rhythmaires. The members of the
class were assisted in receiving by
Supt. and Mrs Alden Allen and
Principal and Mrs. George Cunning
ham. Members of the Junior Class
acted as ushers. There was a large
attendance, and It was a very pretty
and enjoyable affair.
Mrs. Maud Davis who has been
spending a week with her son, Fred
Nutt, returned home Friday,

The Hugo Eckmans have bought
the Magune house on Mechanic
street and plan to occupy it for a
home in the Fall They are spend
ing the Summer at OwLs Head.
The Valdimir Sokoloffs arrived
Sunday from Philadelphia to spend
the Summer at the Libby house on
Amesbury street.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Snyder of
Bangor were guests Sunday of Mrs.
Irvin Cain.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson
were at home from Portland over
the week-end.
George S. Cunningham is em
ployed as Constable and Special
Police for the town during the
Summer months, entering upon his
duties this week.
The Trytohelp Club will meet to
night at the Baptist vestry. As
there is much work to be done it is
hoped that there will, be a full at
tendance of members.
Goodridge-Spear

The marriage of Miss Thalice
Diana Spear, only daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L. True Spear, Sr., of
Rockport to Harry Albert Goodridge, son of Mrs. Jennie Dahlquist ’Goodridge and the late
Harry B. Goodridge of Sali^mry,
Mass., solemnized Saturday at 8
p. m. at the home of the bride’s
parents on Main street in the
presence of about 75 guests, was
a very impressive and' pretty
event.
Bridal wreath, sweet rccket and
iris, were used effectively in the
decoiation of the various rooms,
and in the living room where the
ceremony took place, the large
fireplace before which the bridal
party stood, was banked with ever
green's interwoven with bridal
wreath.
The bride’s mother wore rose lace
with coisage of carnations and forget-me-ncts, while the bridegroom’s
mother wore navy blue lace with
corsage of American Beauty roses.
Costumes cf the bride and atten
dants were described in Saturday’s
issue.
Mr. Goodridge’s gift to his bride
was a wrist watch and to his best
man, a belt with silver buckle. The
bride’s gift to the groom wras a
wrist watch, and to her attendants,
necklaces.
The centerpiece for the refresh
ment table was the bride's cake
which she cut, and at one end of
the table was the punch bowl, pre
sided over by Mrs. Ross Spear of
East Corinth. Mrs. Diana Pitts
and Mrs. Hazel Cain were in
charge cf the refreshments and
they were assisted in serving by
M.ss Josephine Pitts, Miss Joyce
Ingraham and Miss Marjorie
O’Donnell.
The couple departed amid a
shower of rice and confetti for a
week’s motor trip to New York
State, alter which they will make
their heme in Cambridge, Mass.
The bride traveled in an aqua blue
dress, with biege coat in princess
s'yle and biege hat.
Mrs. Gccdridge was graduated
from Rockport High School in 1932
and from Burdett College, Boston
in 1936. since which time she has
been employed in the Camtoridge-

In a Brooklyn. N. Y., court, Harry
Strauss went on trial as a leader of
the notorious Brooklyn murder syn
dicate—minus his wiry black beard.
The beard was shaved off after the
district attorney's office won its plea port Savlr.gs Bank, Cambridge,
that Strauss had grown it to support Mass.
his claim of insanity.
Mr. Goodridge was graduated in
1932 from the Amesbury, Mass.
ANSWER TO
High School and in 1935 from
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Syracuse Univers.ty. He is now a
draftee in the U. 3. Army, serving
as Company Draftsman. Before
entering the service he was em
SHE
ployed by the City of Salisbury,
SESE Mass., as draftsman.
BES
Among the guests from cut of
E I 5
BQ
i town were Miss Doris Johnson. Ar
Ml C
BE lington. Mass., Miss Esther Perry-,
rTeit
AIR e:
SBC] Waltham. Mass., Mrs. Ella Dexter,
MeTair
3EIH0 Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W. Watts,
Jr., of Cambridge, Mass., Mr. and
0BSDB0
ns EDra
,
Sits.
Kenneth Cook. Lexington,
AC11 ,B gG3B@
EjNlLlA
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Johnson, Ar-

Mr. Clark, bookkeeper at R. J.

Barters’ factory, has moved to the
Fred Redding house.
Capt. Ray Gross has left to go
on the yacht Rexanne.
Mrs. Lillian O Eaton is home
from Portland for the Summer.
Ethna Conley is working for Mrs.
Ralph Knowlton.
Pvt. Donald Cocmbs has been
transferred from Ft. Devens to Co.
A 3d Engineering Training Battalion. Engineer Replacement Center. Fort Belvoir. Va.
Mrs. Hattie Colomy of South
Bluehill is visiting her daughter
Mrs. Ralph Eaton.
Mrs. Wesley Philbrook and chil
dren have moved to the Roy Goss
rent.

Guy Cleveland has had his house
shingled and a new porch added.
Paul Lyster is vacationing at his
home in Cleveland, Ohio.
Mary Billings is employed at
Noyes Pharmacy.
Norman Dickinson was recent
guest In town.
Invitations have been received for
the wedding July 5 of Miss Georgene
Coombs McGuire, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James J. McGuire to Mau
rice Joseph Biggane, in New Ro
chelle, N. Y .
Mrs. Fannie Crockett was recent
guest of Clara Bickford at Oceanville.
Alton Weed leaves this week to go
yachting.

Jean Hilliard is home from her
teaching duties at Bluehill.
Mary Coombs is employed by the

General Motors Corp, at Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Cousins, Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Webb and Mrs.
Joseph Harmon were recent visitors
at Schoodic Point and Winter Har
bor.
Mrs. Carrie Hutchinson Ls pass

ing a week with her daughter Mrs.
Virginia Cole at Sunset.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Stevens and
family have returned from a visit
in Franklin, N. H
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Aikins with
Ann and Jean arrived this week
from Glendire, Montana to visit
Mrs. Aikins’ mother Mrs. Susie
Cousins.
Mr. and Mrs. George Prescott of
Ohio called on Mrs. Celeste Coombs
this week, enroute to Isle au Haut
to visit his father Walter Prescott.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Conley and
family went Sunday to Belfast
where Mr. Conley has employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Redding of
Camden were recent visitors in
town.
Laura Austin, who has been at
tending Bible School at Rhode
Island, is home for the Summer.
*
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Called On Mr. Walter
Mrs. Andrews Pays
Friendly Visit To Anotherl

Poet, and Reproves
Roving Reporter
_____

Mr. and Mrs. Charles M
Editor of The Courier-Gazette-,
ardson. Mrs. Bernice Wolcc
The otters from The Roving Rt.
daughter Carol Ann motor.
porter always interest me venl ° y to Waterville. Carol Al
mucj1> as we also jiave explored I gained with .her aunt anc
nearly every mile in the State cf
5^.. and Mrs. Leon Stron
Maine.
fortnliht.
A rerent trip to Bar Harbor bv
way cf Sandy Point gave us roadsl
Mrs. Roy Thompson and
like velvet. We found our friends | ter Jacqueline have return'd
Fied and Alice Hayes, busy ;i> eV(.J .pending a week with Mr I
at their famous boat shops
son’s sister, Mrs. Helen R
Hayes has carried off the honors at I Worcester, Mass.
the boat races at the Camden rt.
gattas. Miss Diana Hayes, the.,-1
Friday the 13th wa- a lu
lor Marjorie Leeman, when
daughter, is one of the world's cor.,
cert harpists, being a former pupal tertained a group of fr iend
OII LlaMroek atreet
of Salzedo, the famous harpist who
ing
her
tenth birthday annil
lias come from Bar Harbor to Cam
Stunts and games were pla
den to make his Summer home.
a birthday cake and other
When passing through a mile or
ments were served. Prese
so of woods we came to a big mwi
which read "Obsters 25 cents.' t0I
joann Edwards, Beverly
janiee Fickett, Carolyn C
my mind, they had come such a long
Marian Tracy, Baibara Gt
way from the shore, they had Jo,their “L” on the way.
Annie Wood, Gloria Woot ,
Stanley, and Jean Hayward
On a recent trip through North I
Waldoboro we called on your correCamp Walden at M.
spondent, W. R. Walter. I had aiLuke was the scene < : I
ways wished to meet him. Wc found
fathering Saturday night
him to be "one of the best rJ
casicn being a kitchen
presented me with a fine book ofhij|
honor
of Miss Patricia A.
poems which I greatly appreciate
hostesses
were Mrs. Karl
He had his gcod wife make us I
promise we would take dinner with! Mrs Wafer Sorrent .mi MJ
them on a Sunday in the near fu-1 cilia Robinson. The affai
ture.

Mr. Walter loves dog

and|

greatly admired "Ming Toy."
I thought it very kind cf A Jay |
See to send me information regard
ing my old stamps. Mr.- Alice I
Raymond of Vinalhaven also wrote

me regarding tlie stamps. She had |
the same kind in her collection
When The Roving Reporter cum
through Rockport on his recent trip
I would expect him to see the home I
of A. K. Walker as he neared Rich
ards Hill, but when he got along to
"that hen house tliat someone is
building" he had eyes for nothing
also. My home is the next one. and
regardless of the maple trees, the
purple and white lilacs, the set of
buildings painted Colonial yellow, |
he passed by without comment.
Mrs. John Andrews
Rockport, June 14.
MATINICUS

Glennis Aines has returned to her I
heme here from Rockland where shtl
has been attending school.
Mrs. Earl Haskell is visiting her
daughter Mrs. Chaney Ripley.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Young spent a
few days in Rockland recently.
E. H Ripley made a business trip
Will Mend His Ways
to
Rockland recently.
Charged with disregarding a traf
fic signal, an 81-year-old man in Mil
Mr. and Mrs. W. B Young spent a
waukee said he had been driving I few days on the mainland recently
since automobiles were invented,
Mrs. Lavon Ames attended tha
adding, “and this is my first ofgraduation
exeercises cf Vlnalha
fen?b.” The judge suspended sen
tence.
ven High School.
Her chi :.ter

complete

surprise

and

much hilarity. The gifts w.
and most acceptable, and
refreshments were serve
present were Miss Allen
George Huntley, Mr. and
vey C. Allen, Mr. and M
Huntley, Mrs. Katharh
Mr anti Mi. Dl ' •
1 ,
and Mrs. Albert Trenholm
Irllm

M|

ICl

11.

I

i-----------------

Lucien K. Orel I
second floor. 16 School -’j
Fellows Block, City, for
Coats and Cloth Coats, at |
prices.
visit

KoolA
(•li

thif
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Isabel Ames was n member of th#

First Commercial Program

graduating class.

The first network commercial pro
Mrs. Kenneth Ives has returned
gram was broadcast on February 12,
1924. over the Red network. Its ;to hcr home in Reading. Mass,
sponsor

was

the

Notional

Carbon

after visiting her parents. Mr. and

company and the program was en Mrs. Frank Ames,
titled “He Knew Lincoln.”
Mrs. Campbell of Somerville,
Mass., is visiting her daughter Mrs.
Weight of Earth
The mass of the earth has been Esther Ames.
estimated at about 6 sextillion, 600
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Philbrook. Ev
quintillion short tons, not including erett Philbrook. Lavon Anns Jr,
the atmosphere, whose weight has and Raymond Ames, attended the
been estimated at more than five
graduation exercises of Vinalhaven
quadrillion short tons.
High School
Eugene Loud of Vinalhaven,
Hngtcn. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hardy.
Belmont, Mr and Mrs. Prescott Frank Hallowell and Charles Car
Ferguson. Needham. Mrs. Harry B ver of Rockland, all fish wardens
Goodridge, Salisbury, Mrs. Edward recently spent a day here inspectWhite, Lynn, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar- in* lobster gear.
ton W Law, Haverhilll. Miss Doro
-,*rs. Dorothy Teel 1s visiting on
thy Melville, Cambridge, Mr. and the mainland.
Mrs. Ross Spear, and daughters
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Young are
Nancy and Diane of East Corinth. attending -graduation exercises at
L. True Spear, Jr. Cambridge, Mrs. Goodwill High School. Mis. Youngs
L. P. True andi Mr. and Mrs. Elmer son. Gilbert Ames, is a member of
True, Miss Pauline True and Joy the graduating class.
True of Hope, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
MacGuire of West Newton, Mass, COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
and Everett Pitts of Framingham.
WORK WONDERS

with this El
III NDKEDS of hoi J
cookery with this I "I
and retains the he.ill
slant temperature -f
a dial . . . operatl
smudge. Cooks rvej

PIUf

BOTH

$<

for Only
$2.95 down, $2.

CEHTRAtS

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday
n o c

BIG

I

GRANO
GRAND PUNI
F*c/fem©nfz |o|

A process server serves a summons on Lew Ayres and Larraine Dav in
this scene from "The People vs. Dr. Kildare," all-new Kildare adventure.
Brought to trial for malpractice, young Dr. Kildare has to Use all his wil1
to extricate himself from the most dramatic adventure of any in lhe
popular series.

|

the Misses Doris Caven.
Sylvester, Ruth McCartne
Rokes, Mabel Herrick
Pettee, Mary Farrand.
Huntley, Mrs. Thelma Her:)
Donald Pettee, Dr. Rob'
Hervey C. Allen Jr.. Cfiarf
ley, Richard Benner, Davi
Riger Sorrent, and Karl

NED SPARKS
MARJORIE WEA\(
TED NORTH
JOAN DAVIS

Every-Other-Djvl t>cr» O|lli:r'Da^
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to send me information regard-1
my old stamps. Mrs. Alice]
ymond of Vinalhaven also wrote!
regarding tlie stamps. She hadj
kind in her collection, I
Vl.en Tiie Roving Reporter came
ough Rockport on his recent trip
•oudl expect him to see the home
A K. Walker as he neared RichHill. but when he got along to
at hen house that someone is
idnig" he had eyes for nothing
My home is the next ope. and
^rdiess of the maple trees, the I
;
and white lilacs, the set of
pings painted Colonial yellow,
[passed by without comment.
Mrs. John Andrews
[ockport, June 14.
trier

0J

,U1.J

ITINICUS
tltnni.-, Ames has returned to her

jie here from Rockland where she
been attending school.
fr Fan. Haskell Ls visiting her
gliter Mrs. Chaney Ripley.
Ir .iiid Mr I.eon Young spent a
days in Rockland recently.
H Ripley made a business trip
FUx kland recently.
Ir. and Mrs W. B Young spent a
days on the mainland recently.
Lavon nmes attended the
Illation exeercises cf VinalhaHigh School. Her daughter
)i. Ames was a member of the
iu.iting class.
a Kenneth Ives has returned
her home m Reading. Mass,
r visiting her parents, Mr. and
Frank Aines.
Campbell of Somerville,
is visiting her daughter Mrs.
tier Anies.
and Mrs. Ivan Philbrook, Evt Philbrook. Lavon Arnes Jr,
Raymond Ames, attended the
nation exercises of Vinalhaven
School
tvne Loud of Vinalhaven,
ik Hallowell and Charles Carh’ ekland, all fish wardens
t>t \ . pent a day here inspectlobster gear.
Dorothy Teel is visiting on
mainland.
• and Mrs. Norris Young are
■ui.n.: graduation exercises at
iwil! High School. Mrs. Young's
Gi.bert Ames, is a member of
graduating class.
RII

k-gazette want ads
work WONDIIg

Two Ordinations

OCl ETY.
nn Mrs. Charles M. Rich- | Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hail. Sum
jlr. a
jdsen. yp Bernice Wolcott and mer street, are spending the week
Carol Ann motored Sun- in Portland.
MlBhter
aterville. Carol Ann retn Waterville.
[ ja) 1
Robert Anderson of Bath is visit
■rjillfd with her aunt and uncle,
* anti
h*011 stron? for a ing his aunt, Miss Ruth Anderson.
[for several days.
jcrtniiht
i
____ _
y . R( Thompson and daug't-| The*E.F.A. Club meets Wednes, ’ jacq'i' .ine have returned after iday with Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook,
week with Mrs- Thomp- North Main street.
‘pd
.,,tri
Mrs. Helen Ryan of
son a
Baraca Class will meet Wednesday
Worcester. Mass.
afternoon at Sagamore Park in
p-^ay th( 13th was a lucky day Camden, members to take picnic
. . yai 'i nv Leeman, when she en- lunch and cups, the coffee to be fur
[f
roup of friends at her nished. If the day is stormy the
'l„ e oa Limerock street, celebrat- meeting will be held in the Church
r hf: tenth birthday anniversary. vestry.
sJunts ;,nd games were played, and
Mrs. George Miller is visiting
j birthday cake and other refrehrelatives
in New York.
pent:, uere served. Present were
Joann E.; wards, Beverly Pickett.
Hervey C. Allen Jr., a student at
ja.-.ite 1- kett, Carolyn Chisholm
Harvard
Law School, is spending
gj:;an Tracy, Baibara Goldsmith,
the
Summer
with his parents, Mr.
Annie V. .1. Gloria Wood, Janice
and
Mrs.
Hervey
C. Allen.
janiev. mid Jean Hayward.

President Everett C. Herrick and
Mts. Herrick cf Andover-Newtcn
were in Portland Sunday fcr the or
dination service of Stanley Pratt,
son of the late Rev. Willard L. Pratt,
one-time paster of the First Bap
tist Church in Rcckland. Dr. Her
rick preached the ordinaticn ser
mon Sunday afternoon, going from
there to New Hampshire for another
ordination sermon Monday night.
Rockland’s hosts of friends and
deep admirers of Dr. and Mrs. Her
rick are sorry they could not have
come on to Rockland—but later it
is hoped to see them here,
the 15th year has just closed at
Andover-Newton Theological Schcol
and the most successful in their
deep religious work there.
In spite of this terribly upset
world conditions the men graduat
ing spoke with conviction that
Christ must triumph, accepting
with deep seriousness the tremen
dous responsibility of the hour and
Miss Ada Green of Brighton, challenge to leaders of Christian
Cai:.,) Walden fit Megunticook
religion, Rev. Cecil Witham cf the
wa tlie scene of a merry Mass, is visiting her parents, Mr. Newcastle Church was cne of the
gatiiem-z Saturday night, the oc- and Mrs. Jack Green.
most impressive young speakers at
I
n being a kitchen shower in
Mr. and Mrs. John H. McLoon and their graduation.
:■ o! Miss Patricia Allen. The
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Allen go to
.iUstes-1
were Mrs. Karl French, morrow to Moosehead Lake, for a LEWIS-HILLER
y Ri 11 Sorrent and Miss Pris- fishing trip.
Dr. Mary Burbank Hiller, daugh
jilhi Robinson. Tlie affair was a
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George R. Hil
, j ;,.ete surprise and afforded
Tilings will brighten up around ler of Mattapoisett, and James
..jin hilarity. The gifts were many Lincoln and Beech streets now that Mills Lewis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
god most ac ceptable, and delicious Janet and Peter Orne have arrived James A Lewis, of Marion, were
refreshments were served. These for the Summer months with the united in marriage Saturday in thp
present were Miss Allen's fiance, grandparents the B. B Smiths. Mrs. Mattapoisett Congregational church
Gto.ye Huntley. Mr. and Mrs. Her- Orne comes later.
which was decorated with blue and
I av C Allen, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
yellow iris and bridal wreath. The
MLss Nellie Withee returned ceremony was performed by Rev.
ILntlev. Mrs. Katharine Veazie,
Sunday
to Portland accompanied Gardner D. Cottle, pastor of the
II and Mrs Donald Farrand, Mr.
by
her
sister,
Miss Helen Crockett, church, and the double ring service
an.i Mrs. Albert Trenholm, Mr. and
il l ino Hill, Mrs. Eliza Waltz, i Ocean street, with whom she spent was used.
t:.e Mr es Doris Caven, Blanche tlie weekend, making the trip to be
The bride, who was given in mar
S l esttr. Ruth McCartney, Isabel a guest at the Y-P.CU. outing at riage by her father wore an after
Rios Mabel Herrick, Dorothy Round Pond, which was postponed noon gown of aqua blue crepe with
Pettee Mary Farrand, Margaret until next Sunday because of in pale yellow picture hat and carried
a bouquet of corn flowers and mar
Huntley Mrs. Thelma Herrick, Mrs. clement weather.
guerites. Mrs. Edwin A. Walsh.
Donald Pettee, Dr. Robert Allen,
Miss
Carolyn
Harriman
was
hos

Jr.,
matron of horor, wore a blue
Hervey C Allen Jr., Charles Hunttess
Friday
afternoon
to
10
little
and white chiffon print dress, with
• v R sard Benner, David Farrand,
girls at Holiday Beach, celebrating a large white eyelet picque hat, and
R uer Sorrent, and Karl French.
her eighth birthday anniversary. carried yellow iris. Richard Han
Out
of door games were played, bal son of White Plains, N. Y., was
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
loons
and lollypops being used as best man. William Hiller, brother
second floor. 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur favors. Sandwiches, cookies, ice of the bride; her cqjisins, William
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate cream and birthday cake were Nelson of Detroit. Mich., and Seth
prices.
9-tf served. Miss Carolyn received many Hiller of St. Albans, L. I.; and Nor
lovely gifts from her guests who man Duggan of Hastings-on-Hudwere Carol Elwell, Joan Clough, son, N. Y., served as ushers. Pre
Christina Mank , Marie Halsted, ceding the ceremony organ selec
Jacqueline Sncw, Bettie Fowlie, tions were played by Mrs. Russell
Carol Huntley, Neva Cuthbertson, S. Sherman, the church organist.
Estelle Sayward and Sandra HarA reception, attended by a large
l riman. Mrs. Miltcn Elwell assisted number of relatives and frieritLs of
I Mrs. Harriman in serving. ‘
the couple, was held in the garden
at the home of the bridegroom's
parents in' Marion, following the
ceremony. The bride cut a large
FOR CAMPS . . COTTAGES . . HOMES
yellow and white wedding cake,
and was assisted in serving by Mrs.
Walsh.
Mrs. LewLs is a graduate of the
Fairhaven High School and the
College of Osteopathy and Surgery
in Kirksville. Mo., and is practicing
in Westbrook, Me. Mr. Lewis grad
uated from Tabor Academy in Mar
ion and attended Bowdoin College
in Brunswick, Me., where he was a
member of the Beta Theta Pi fra
ternity. He is employed by the
Todd-Bath Ship Building corpora
with this Electric Oven and Hotplate!
tion in Portland.
Following a wedding trip by auto
HUNDREDS of homes, cottages and camps are enjoying MODERN
mobile,
Mr. and Mrs. LewLs will
cookery with this Electric Oven and Hotplate. It heats up quickly
make
their
home in Westbrook
and retains the heat because of its complete insulation . . . con
stant temperature is maintained automatically simply by setting
Guests were in attendance at the
a dial . . . operates without flame . . . odor . . . grease or
wedding from White Plains, N. Y.,
smudge. Cooks everything!
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; St. Albans,
L. I.; Detroit. Mich.; Attleboro,
Hingham. Marion, Mattapoisett and
Connecticut.—-New Bedford news
BOTH
paper.
for Only

COOK

Electrically

Plugs into nny Convenience Outlet
$2495

S2.95 down, $2.75 monthly

Miss Beatrix Flint made an early
start Sunday morning with her
uncle, Joseph Flint, for a day in
Bcston. Shows what may be ac
complished in-a day with an auto
mobile and excellent roads.

cehtrmQaaime
POWEI^eOMMMY

-asa

y-Thursday

“It’s the Talk of the Town"
Don't MLss It—Ends Tonight
O c K U A

\

“PINOCCHIO”
__________ WED.

an(J

GREATEST
MAN HUNT thur.
IN BISTORT!

R: • • .

j-xw

f /,

Dr. Herrick of AndoverNewton Conducts Services
In Portland and New
Hampshire

grand cast*
GUANO PUNI

And • beaatiful bru
nette leede the way to
tknlle...and roaancel

■*n'femenL

with

ROBERT

STERLING
CHARLES

WINNINGER

DONNA
REED

•
-** Ayres and I-arraine Day in
e. all-new Kildare adventure.

NED SPARKS
MARJORIE WEAVER
TED NORTH

Kildare has to Use all his
atic adventure of any In th®

JOAN DAVIS

HENRY O'NEMJ.
0AM MILEY. It.

A »ETM *z

Miss Rose Whitmore came from
Bargor for the week-end celebrat
ing Father's Day with her family,
net having seen her father Captain
Charles H. Whitmore for three
years..

WED IN SUNDAY CEREMONY

St

FOR SALE
Small Cottage cn the southern
share of Rockland Harbor, Won
derful view of the Harbor and
Camden Mountains. Five minutes
from the city. Great Bargain.

■s

■

i

LEE-GAGNE
A pretty wedding was solemnized
Saturday night at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Watts, 15 Myrtle
street, when Miss Enla E. Gagne,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
A. Berry of Hallowell, and Harland A. Lee, son of Samuel T. Lee
of South Portland, were united in
marriage, Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald officiating.
The bride was gowned in green
and white flowered chiffon, with
white accessories and wore a cor
sage of lilies-of-the-valley and
forget-me-nots. The couple was

A C. Ramsdell entertained Frank attended by Mr. and Mrs. Watts,
Reynolds of New York City over uncle and aunt of the bridegroom.
the weekend.
Following the ceremony, a wedding
cake made by Mrs. Watts was cut
Mr. and SM:s. John Anderson
by the bride, and guests present
announce the engagement cf their were Evelyn Flagg. Bertha Den
daughter Miss Ellen Anderson to nison, Emma LaJoie. Mrs. Alice
James Hayes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Brasier, grandmother of the groom,
Edward M. Hayes. No date has Charlgs Wheeler and Joseph
been set for the wedding.
Davis.
Mr. Lee was educated in the
Weekend guests cf Mr. and Mrs. Hallowell schools, and Ls employed
Wilbur F. Senter, at Lucia Beach by the Ford Company in Augusta.
were Mrs. Senter’s father, Gilbert Mrs. Lee attended Lincoln and
Wheeler, and her niece and nephew Hallowell schools. They will re
M-ss Elizabeth Zeitler and Emer side at Lake Cobbosseecontee for
son Zeitler of Brunswick.
the Summer.

Howard P. Crcckett began his
Miss Gwendolyn MacDonald arnew duties yesterday at Burpee ! rived Saturday from Bridgton,
Furniture Co., succeeding C.osby
1 where she Ls a member of the teachL. Ludwick.
. ing staff and Ls spending a few
{days with her parents, Rev. and
Mrs. William W. Cress enter
Mis. J Charles MacDonald before
tained last night at a dinner 1 going to Bar Harbcr for the Sum
party, in observance cf Mr. Cress'
mer.
birthday anniversary, at their home
on Beech street. Guests were Mr.
Mrs. Emery Barbour and Miss
and Mrs. Simon Hamalainen. Mr.
Barbara Kester left this morning
and Mrs. Shirely Barbour, Mrs.
for Norwood, R. I., to visit Mrs.
Marguerite Johnsen. Miss Chariiarbeur's brother, Austin Joyce,
leen Ramsdell. Mr. and Mrs. Ken
who will return with them.
neth Orciitt, Mr. and Mrs. Natale
Mazzeo and Cobb Petersen. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory
Cress wa^ p-.esentad gifts.
motored to Fort Kent this week-end
returning with Miss Ruth Gregory,
Miss Louise McIntosh, whose
i who is spending her Summer va
marr.age to Guy M. Shibles of
cation here.
Scuth Pcrtand wil take place in
the near future, was honored at a
Mrs. Harry' Blckmore spent the
surprise
miscellaneous
shower
week-end in Presque Lsle, as guest
Thursday night, given by Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Preble.
Charles McIntosh. Jr. and Mrs.
Donald Tupper at the former's
The Educational Club picnics at
home on Emery street in Portland.
the home of Mrs. Hazel Woodward,
Many lovely gifts were received by
next north of the Glen Cove postthe honored guest. Guests were
effice tomorrow.
Mrs. Arthur Erickson, Mrs. James
Stone, Mrs. Carl Tupper and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Graefe III, of
Shirley Michaud of Scuth Port
Sandusky, Ohio, are visiting Mrs.
land, Mrs. Gladys Reed. Mrs. Ber
Graefe’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
tha Philbrick, Mrs. Harriet Wal
H. Sonntag. Mrs. Graefe was for
dron and Miss Rowena Hansen of
merly Miss Alice Sonntag.
Portland. Games were enjoyed and
lunch was served by the hostesses.
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald is at
tending the Baptist State Conven
tion in Bath, today, Wednesday and
Thursday. He will return tonight
Wednesday-Thursday
| fcr the weekly prayer meeting at
the First Baptist Church.

iHRHii

FRIENDSHIP

Shadows in Swing Eaby Eljes
EXTXA FRIDAY-SATURDAY
IXIL1S-BAER
FIGHT PICTURES
Blow bv blow. See Joe Louis
knocked down by Baer

TODAY
GARY COOPER in

• MEET JOHN DOE"

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
72&76&78

-,

George R. Robishaw and bride
Miss Joan A. Philbrook. daughter Miss Loretta Rogers, wore a dress of
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Phil- , dusty rose. Kenneth Pest was best
brock, became the bride of George man. A leception at the home of
R. Robishaw. son of Mr. and Mrs. the bride’s parents followed the
Herbert Robishaw, Sunday after ceremony.
Beth the bride and groom are
noon at St. Bernard’s Church.
Rev. Fr. James F. Savage officiat graduates of Rcckland High School
and Mr. Robishaw is employed at
ing.
Tlie bride wore a medium blue Round Top Farms in this city.
dress and had navy and white ac They will reside in Scuth Thom
cessories.
Her maid of honor. aston.

Miss Rose Shadie went Sunday
to Auburn, wh^re she will be the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Swan
Dcnald Mairiner has gone to Fcrt
Munroe, Va., where with 31 other
Maine boys he was ordered to re
port to the Coast Artillery Camp
for six weeks as a member cf the
Reserve Officers Training Corps at
University of Maine.

■

»

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Packard will
celebrate their golden wedding an
niversary Monday night at the
home of their son. Vesper L. Pack
ard at 45 Granite street. Friends
are invited in to open house in the
evening.

ROCKLAND

Its Golden Jubilee

This And That

By K. 8.

# i", . J, t

Mr. and Mrs. Merle Dobbins and
daughter Sonia have moved to Ban
gor where they will make their
home, Mr. Dobbins having been
transferred to the Bangor office
of the Standard Oil Co.

Page Seven

Mrs.
Josephine
Lawry
and
daughter Eda. Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw and d»aughter Betty motored
Mcnday to Boston for a few days'
visit.
*•
Mrs. Hattie Wottcn is ill and
a tended by a Waldcbcro physician.
Mrs. Chester Bennett who was
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Brown, has returned to Spruce
Head.
<
The Farm Bureau met last Tues
day with Mrs. Gertrude Oliver. Din
ner was served by the hostess, as' s.sted by Hattie Wotton. Chief
Allen F. Payson of the Camden
Fire Depa.tment gave a demon! stration talk on “Home Safety ".
Dr. Anna Plait, a Summer resi
dent, was also present at this
meeting.
Mrs. Mabel Clark has returned
to Framingham. Mass., after a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Winchenpaw.
Mrs. Jessie Lash Ls slightly im

proved from recent illness.

S. of V. Auxiliary Held Its
50th Anuual Encampment

Held Bv Lady Knox
Chapter, D.A.R., At

In Belfast

Crescent Beach Cottage

The’ 50th annual encampment of
the Auxiliary to the Sons of Uni. n
Veterans of the Civil War opened
last Wednesday in Belfast with a
large attendance. The convention
was especially honored by the pres
ence of the national president. Clara
Gallagher. Past National President
Ida ikes Klein, Maine's ony Past
National President, National Secre
tary Maude Warren, and the na
tional commander-in-chief. J. Kirk
wood Craig cf the Sons.
Wednesday afternoon was devot
ed to the Golden Jubilee celebra
tion which was in charge of Past De
partment President. Marie Patter
son A very large birthday cake,
surrounded by 50 candles, was
placed cn a table in the center of
the rcom. The Department Past
Presidents made a circle around the
cake and the lighting cf the candles
by each department president was
a very effective ceremony.
A history of thp Order was given
in the form of a quiz.
Raychel Emerson of Warren sang
two selections.
Very impressive was the Memoroial service held jointly with the
sons. The ccuitesy hour was in
charge of Department Chief of Staff
Ila Day. Wednesday night was de
voted to the G A R. Campfire and
deception in the High School Au
ditorium and the ball at the Bel
fast Opera House.
Thursday's program began with
the parade of the patriotic ciders,
after which the convention recon
vened. The exemplification oi the
ritual was shown by the Auxiliary
from Farmington.
The election of officers resulted
thus: Department President. Geargia Patten of Augusta; department
vice president, Katherine Haswell of
Sopth China; chaplain, Ella Hoi ton
of Westbrcck; treasurer, Doris Ames
cf Rockland; patriotic instructor,
Frances Warner of Bath; inspector,
Stella McRae of Rockland; Council,
Katherine Voter. Mildred True and
Bertha Young; I. and I., Hilda York
of Norway; press conre. ponden!,
lay Corbett of Farmington.

P.

R.

An excellent picture was no
ticed in the June Red Cross Cou
rier cf Rockland’s friend and much
ad.nired1 Major C. Stimson who
w\ll And little time for her cottage
at Oocpers Beach this Summer.
Major Stimson is a valued and
valiant worker In the Army of dis
tinguished heads of the relief or
ganization.
• • • •
Husband: ‘‘The bank has re
turned that check, my dear."
Wife: “Isn’t that good. Now it's
ycur turn to buy something with
It, and for me, I hope.”
• • • •
So the State law demands that
all dogs be licensed and this is
felt to mandatory with duty of
municipal officials clearly defined.
And why not cats? Cats do the
harm to birds of all kinds that
they can reach, while dogs only
go after game birds and surely the
love for them should/ make them
worthy of licensing.
• • • •
Formerly in Southeastern Eurcpe
and in Asia Minor it was the cus
tom to salt new-born babies in
stead of bathing them. This was
supposed) to give them the added
strength needed for extra goed
start in life.
• • * •
‘‘New what’s happened, George? '
“Oh, Just a puncture.”
"The guide book said there is a
fork in this read1 and you should
have watched for it. ’
• • • •
A new method cf treating wood
has made it possible to mould even
oak to weld the pieces together
a«d that is a great advance in the
a:t of wood works.
<
• • * •
At one time there was much in
terest in Rcckland in a game
called Tetherball. It was a game
ycung or old cculd and did play
with almost equal enthusiasm. Is
there any Tether Pole in these
parts now and are there any
players?
• • • •
That delightful spot, the historic
“Black House" has opened with
that excellent hos.ess, Mrs. Axel
Eleascn again serving in her
graceful and kindly manner Maine
is proud cf the Black House.
• • * *
When you wish advice from
Roger W. Babson new ycu can and
will find it in the Chris' ian Science
Monitor.

ALLURE

[For The Courler-Oazette)
Perfection is found most often In
flowers
Their harmonious grace exceeds uil
reason.
Truth Is tlie pc rtend In every bower
As blossoms and bud. proclaim their
power.
Shades th it enrapture, enfolding
deelre
To test the perfume exotic. <ub' m'’’
No m itter what country' or clime or
hours
Perfection ls found most often in
fljwers.
%
Deep In the heart of a rare treasured
bloom
Com.pas.don and love In e tasy loom.
On funer.U bier or at weddlnes »>ay
Colo.- and fragrance hold absolute

sway.

High on the mountain, low In the
valley.
Deep In the wild wood near rock or
on fenn
Bearing their message of Infinite
powers
Perfect on ls found most often In
flowers.

• • • ♦

It's hard to think of a bridge
with total length of seven miles
K. S. F.
but that is what the Golden Gate
Rockland.
bridge is when cne counts its ap
proaches.
Harold E. Jackson, manager cf
fit**
Armour & Co., is confined to his
The following Was seen recently heme on Beech street by illness.
and I wondered who wrote it:
DON’T QL'IT
Herbert Seaman Ls a surgical pa
When things go wrong, as they some
tient at Knox Hospital.
times will:

When the roal you are trudging stems
all uphill;
When the funds are low and the
debts are high.
And you want to smile—but you hive
to sigh;
When care is pre-sing you down a bit.
Rest. If you mu t. but don't you quit.
There's a time to part
And a time to meet.
There’s a time to sleep
And a time to ca>t.
There's a time to work and
A time to play.
There's a time to sing
And a time to pray.
There’s a time that's glad
’
And a time tha.t's blue.
There's a time to plan
And a time to do.
There's a time to grin
And to show your grit
But there never was
A time to quit.

Flag Day Picnic

Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Hellier
leave next week fo • Birmingham
Mich., for the wedding of their son
Edward, to Nancy Weeks, which
takes place June 23. Quite a nutnher cf delightful social affairs have
been planned for the day before
the wedding.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Miss Bertha Luce will accept a lim
ited number of Violin Students dur
ing the Summer months.
• • • •
TEL.
762-J,
ROCKLAND, ME.
It should be remembered that
72-74
t"was cnly a lew years since the
first World War when brave Brit
ish supplied 9,000.000 men in the
allied forces.
Help from the
SPECIAL $4.00
United States' should be quickened
and no^more pusisy footing.
• • • fi
Dr. E. N. Brush of tlie depart
ment of psychology at University
of Maine, recently told a mid-state
audience, in a lecture on child psy
chology. "One of the greatest ob
stacles in clearing up mental diffi
culties is an unw.llingtiess to face
Che leal situation. Strong emo
tions," he pointed out. “served
primitive men well. It enabled
him to fight better and flee faster;
but we today must find seme other
outlet such as work or exercise, for
strong emoLon.” There are plenty
of ways to instruct youth to hap
pier and more Christian standaids.
The planned playgrounds w.th in
struction and proper incentive to
call the children w.ll help much.
Reg. $10.00
One out of bounds child will cor
rupt a neighborhood. This is the
Supreme
tragedy that mothers face who try
Oil V/avc
valiantly to teach loving kindness

Ladv Knox Chapter, D A.R., held
a picnic Saturday, in observance of
Flag Day, at the cottage of Mrs.
Katharvn St. Clair. Crescent Beach.
Twelve ladies were present. Follow
ing a covered dish luncheon a short
business meeting was held, at which
the Regent, Mrs. Irene Moran, an
nounced the name of Mrs. Ruth
Spear as a new member of the
society.
At the last Junior High School
Assembly, Louise Harden was award
ed the Good Citizenship pin for a
High Schcol girl and at the same
Assembly Dorothy Harden received
the Good Citizenship medal, for a
Junior High girl. Leslie Nelson
was awarded the medul for the Good
Citizenship essay.
At the Rockport Graduation ex
ercises Reta Cash was awarded the
Good Citizenship medal.
Mrs. Moran delivered the Me
morial address at Rockville, in hon
or of their Revolutionary soldiers.
It was also announced that June
26, D.A.R field day will be held at
the Poland Spring House, Poland
Spring.

Rubinstein Concert
Ravchel Emerson Studio
In Warren Scene of
Informal Musicale
Thirty members and guests of the
Rubinstein Club gathered Saturday
night at the Raychel Emerson
studio in Warren for an informal
concert, which featured many of
the talented singers in this section,
in semi-classic and operatic selec
tions. Numbers were announced bv
I Miss Emerson, the hostess. A reel
I
of movies on a club outing of last
season at the Dr Lawry cottage at
Cushing was shown by Clarence
rieRochemont of Rockland, preced
ing the musicale.
The program consisted of a piano
trio by Mrs. Elsa Constantine, Miss
Catherine Keating, and Mrs. Faith
Berry; tenor solo by Chester Wyllie,
his accompanist, Mrs. Faith Berry;
community singing led by Chester
Wyllie; song by Martha Griffin,
Alice Griffin and Dale Messer;
piano duet by Miss Dorothy Lawry
and Mrs. Nathalie Snow; contralto
solo by Mrs. Genevieve Wellington,
with Miss Emerson, her accompan
ist; tenor solo by S. Constantine,
with Mrs. Constantine, his accom
panist; solo by Miss Emerson, dra
matic soprano; Mrs. Berry, the accompani t; vocal duet by MLss
Emerson and Mrs. Wellington; so
prano solos by Mrs Lillian Joyce;
contralto solos by Mrs Nettie Bird
Frost; vocal duet by Mrs Frost and
Chester Wyllie; duet by Mrs.
Charles Lundell and Chester Wyllie,
Mrs. Berry, accompanist for all
the:e selections. Under tlie direc
tion cf Miss Dorothy Lawry, vice
president cf the Rubinstein Club,
blue berry punch was served those
present.
This informal concert wound up
a picnic day for tlie Rubinstein
Club members, which opened for a
social afternoon at 1 o’clock. Pic
nic supper was served on a long
table in the studio, decorated witn
Summer flowers.

THE
NEW

CAMDEN

Three Shows Daily: 2, 7. 9 P. M.
NOW BARGAIN DAY

All Seats 20c
Before Rockland
“ADVENTURE
IN WASHINGTON”
Virginia Bruce, llerb't Marshall
Dionne Quints
News
WED. Till !{>< FRI?
“MEN OF BOYS’ TOWN"
Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney

NATURALISTIC
OIL

PERMANENTS

$7.03 Deluxe
Oil
Permanent

$3.00

to their children.

• * • •
Commander Donald MacMillan
w.ll sail June 20 on his l£>th Arctic
expedition, starting this time from
Bocthbay Harbor, to collect bird
species ot the North.

375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. PHONE 142

i

52&54-Ttf

Every-Other-Day
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RED CROSS WORK REVIEWED

Attic Fifth Grade

They Have Been Identified

A Charmingly Told Ac;
count of School Festivities
Last Week

And It Shows Women Have Been Very
Busy—Disaster-Relief Setup

Issued
TUESDAY

^SNAPSHOT GUILD
PICTURING PETS

Opening exercise entertainment
LMOST everyone -as a pet. and
nearly every pet makes an ex
last week was furnished by the
cellent camera subject—if properly
Third
Grade.
Miss
Mildred handled. Picturing pets does offer
In view of the state of full na- Mr. Payson and his able corps of
Sweeney teacher. Songs, poems, a few problems—for most amateur
tlcnal emergency, which has been instructors. In places where doca patriotic skit, with children in photographers find It difficult to get
fcrmally proclaimed by the Presi- ^ors are not instantly available, a
costume, accordian solo by Neil the pet to pose, or to get sharp fo
cus of a subject that’s always on
cent of the United States, the ex- ’ know.edge of First Aid has freFogg were given with gusto and the move.
ecut.va committee of the Knox ;
very much enjoyed by the au
To pursue our pet with the cam
County Chapter of the Red Cross J gently saved the life or limb of
dience.
era would be a great mistake. The
recently held a meeting at the larmer, fisherman and hunter. Ac
Last Wednesday sub-primary dog or cat naturally becomes ex
Community Building. More than tual instances shewing the ' value
pupils were guests. Their enter cited and runs away, making It lm
Z't Comin.ttee members and their of First Aid were recounted by Dr.
tainment consisted of songs by the possible to get any pictures. There
C. H. Jameson. Capt. Rice went
several simple remedies—either
gues s were present.
class and individually, accompan are
gently restrict the pet’s freedom of
Frederic Bird s report shewed a j cn to point cut that one of the
ied by their teacher, Mrs. Leach. movement, pick your spot and
qui e satisfactory condition of causes of the dreadful downfall of
They read a story about ’’Spot” tempt him there with a halt of
preparedness
throughout
Knox murdered France was almost total
! which was enjoyed by the Third some sort, or select a moment when
lack of knowledge of First Aid
County.
Grade, also guests, and the Fifth he is quiet, then avoid any acllon
Ralph L. Wiggin Ls acting cha.r- among the people. Fleeing, they
that may disturb or excite him.
Grade.
Restriction of movement doesn’t
rnan cf the Hcmc Service Com- saw their fellow-men shot, struck
Thursday morning the Fourth
mean tying the pet to the nearest
m ttee which Ls charged with the dewn. or accidentally hurt, with
Grade climbed the stairs, for a tree. And It's true that excellent pic
duty of helping our uniformed de out being able to help in any way;
last day songfest. All sang lustily tures can be taken when someone
fenders .n the vex.ng and finan ar.d the.r ignorant helplessness was
the new and old songs. One of Is holding a cat In his or her lap.
cial roubles which are sure to arise fuel to the general panic
Mrs. Ruth B. Spear of the Rockland High School faculty came to The Courier-Gazette's rescue by identi the highlights cf the program was or shaking hands with a dog—these
First, Red Cross First Aid inat a time of emegency national
By setting the camera in advance™,
fying the above picture as a group of Union school children, taken by Charles Lermond of Union. Bottom row, “Home On the Range” with Miss things providing enough restraint
mobilization. His committee has st.uctors carry cn their a.duous left to right: (Dr.) Eric Simmons. Guy Lermond, now of Thomaston: Raymond Hills, Margaret Thurston, now Deris Coltart, the Fourth Grade to make the subject “stay put.” But
then calling the dog—this Intereit.
collected the names anti addresses tasks without pay, indeed, almost Mrs William Gleason; Caroline Alden. Leda Lucas, now Mrs. George Fossett: Edith Miller. Second row: Earl teacher as soloist on the second, there are other methods. For ex ing snapshot was made. Pet pie.
ample, wait until your dog Is In his tures are easily taken, and they
of about 200 potential cases.—12 w.hcut any form of ccmipensaticn. Lermond, Ralph Calderwood, Edward Alden, Henry Simmons, Kenneth Simmons. Top row: Leverne Whit
; or was it third verse? This pro kenuel; post yourself outside with add
their full share of interest and
actual cases of various kinds have Second, a high sense of public duty ten. Frank Alden, Lucy White. Wallace Jones. Frances Nutter, Marian Fish, Bertha Whitten, Hattie E. Bur
gram ended with “Auld Lang the camera ready for action. Then
variety to your album.
come up; 25 household visits and is shewn by the learners, in under kett, teacher, now Mrs. Charles G. Hoyt; Mer tie Lermond.
Syne," salute to the Flag and “Star whistle or make some other sound
six office interviews have taken taking the hard task cf attending
Spangled Banner.” In the last that will bring him to the door. snaps depicting each of these
piace; 10 cases are now in a satis classes, for the reward of a certi space forbids mention of the names land; 260 Broadway. Rockland;
Perhaps lie has been (aught
number the children showed the When he glances inquisitively from stunts.
to sit up. roll over, or "speak" be.
factory state; cne most d.fflcult ficate of proficiency and a noble of the many devoted helpers, whose tel. res. 291-W. bus. 475.
the
doorway
—
snap
the
shutter.
teaching of Madam Louisa FranToday’s Illustration was made In fore receiving a morsel of candy.
and trying case is being struggled sense of self-ccnfidence in ability united work has alone made pos Registration and Information
Retired
Workers
Drawing
ceschi
by easily singing the h.gh much this same manner. Skippy —
Snapshots of these tricks, mounted
sible
the
above
shewing
cf
accomw.th; and one case, which would to help an injured' person. Tne
J. E. Blaisdell, chairman, prin
in your album across the pa ?■, w 11
notes,
(she
had
been
a
guest
one
leading
the
usual
dog
’
s
life
—
was
Benefits,
Lose
Them
Only
have baffled the wisdom of Solo minimum time required to com- pishments by our Kncx County cipal High School, Rockland; 14
add
Interest ano variety to yuur col
resting comfortably on the front
, Chapter.
Under Certain Conditions afternoon).
piete fhe course is 20 hours
mon. had1 to be dropped.
lection.
Shaw avenue, Rockland; tel. res.
seat
of
the
car.
The
camera
was
The total number of visitors for
Men wciking cn this committee i More instruction is badly needed Complete Set-Up
You can take pet pictures with
162-M. bus. 324-W. Chai les E.
Retired workers drawing Federal the year was 127. Little Marilyn carefully focused on the door, and
The
any camera. If you follow the hints
have had lore experiences, ranging throughout Kncx County.
at
the
call
of
“
Here
Skippy."
he
Lord,
vice
chairman,
superinten

The cha.rman of the Committee
old-age insurance benefits who are Spear missed one and one-half Jumped up to the window sill, and
mentioned, the subject will assume
irom settling marital disputes to names of several qualified but in
dent of schools, Camden; 108
days this year—thereby losing the this appealing picture was snapped
on
Disaster
Preparedness
and
Re

a
natural pose and there will be nn
1
able
to
obtain
jobs
as
a
result
of
lmining rapidly .hreugh the st.eets active instructors are on record,
Perfect Attendance for tiie year
lief of the Knox Ccunty Chapter, 1 Chestnut street, Camden; tel. res.
movemeut to stop. Of course, K
When
you
use
bait
—
a
saucer
of
and it is hoped that definite ar
carry.ng a layette.
, the national defense program need honor.
American Red Cross, John M. 737, bus. 8165.
milk for the cat or a bone for the your dog displays considerable live
The work of the Committee on rangements may seen be made to
I
lose
their
benefit
payments
only
for
dog
— the same pre-focusing tech liness when rolling over, you win
Saturday was the 11th birthday
Pomeroy of Rcckland. has made Fund Raising Sub-Committee
D. rs.er Preparedness and Relief widen the scope of this work.
have to use a shutter speed ot
nique
can be used. Or an assistant
1
these
months
in
which
they
work
announcement of the names of
of Richard Senter.
His class
Frederic C. Bird, chairman. Mew.s given by its Chairman. John j Mrs. David S. Beach of Rock
1/100 second or faster.
can
be
of
help,
tempting
the
pet
to
mates and teacher were invited to
Don’t overlook the canary, the
M Pomcrcy ot Rcckland. The na- land has been in charge of the pro- the distinguished and able gentle I demak Canning Co.; res. 52 Sum in covered employment for wages
the desired spot with some choice
picnic at the Senter cottage. Lucia tidbit. When the dog or cat gets In parrot, love birds, rabbits, and
.ural lii.zaiub chie.ly to be guard- duction of knitted garments for men who have joined him in the mer street. Rcck’.ir.d; tel. res. 300, of $15 cr more, Leroy F. Kittredge,
! vital task cf providing befotchand bus. L24. Robert C. Gregory, vice
Beach, Friday. The forenoon was a good position, the assistant quick many other pets found In hnmei.
cd a.ga.nst in Knox County are war sufferers. The women of the
, manager of the Social Security
They all make Interesting and ap
for rescue, relief, protection and chairman, Gregory's; 241 Broad
spent at ‘'Montpelier''. Tire trip ly steps aside while the photograph
huir.oane, earthquake and fire, numerous Branches who have
Board Office at 313 Water street in
pealing pictures and will be excel
er
makes
the
picture.
|
rehabilitation:
through
the
Knox
Mansion
was
way, Rc-kland; tel. res. 859. bus. Augusta says. Regulations require
Each sub-committee ,s pieparing worked on this project have macie
' ■*<•
1
i-* v*ur album.
If your pet has learned sotm
294
Mrs. Donald L. Kelsey, 165 that the worker notify the Board thoroughly enjoyed by the chil tricks, whv not make a serie*a separate report, with a view to a total of 1003 items from July 1, General Committee
•’ Gu.;Jc-r
dren, because of the interesting
preparation cf a master report. ! 1940, to May 31, 1941, the basic
John M. Pomeroy, chairman, North Main street, Rcckland; tel. promptly when he goes back to lectures by Mrs. Sncw and M.ss
Half cf this work has been com item being 862 heavy woolen I electrical engineer, 172, Breadway, res. 963-J.
work, he explained, so that benefit
snakes, and didn’t Carol turn a
Crawford.
sweaters. A new quota has been j Rcckland; tel. res. 582, bus. 1125. Purchasing Sub-Committee
payments may be stopped until the
pleted.
Arriving at the cottage a fire beautiful pink in that ccld water
The C'hap.cr chairman called the called fcr. which must be made be 1 Percy R. Keller, vice chairman,
PERSONAL Stationery
Earl C. Perry, chairman, man worker advise.- the Board that he was built by Jchn Belyea, in the bath tub in which she was swim
attention cf the meeting to the fore December, consisting of 2026 town manager, Camden; 52 Wash ager Perry’s Markets; 73 Rankin has again quit work.
outdoor
fireplace,
weinies.
ham

This includes 600 heavy ington street. Camden; tel. les. 583,
ming. Ruth with her wet skirt
energy, judgment and foresight items.
About 2500 such notices are being
street, Rockland; tel. res. 8l7 or
burgers,
marshmallows
and
rolls
woolen
sweaters
for
adults
and
di: pjayedi by the Disaster chair
received each month from workers
that wouldn't d.y, Dannie who
bus. 610. Edward R. Veazie, mayor 1161-M, bus. 1220.
were toasted, sandwiches, whoopie
man. to the many hours of work 1003 for child.en.
throughout
the
country
who
are
re

of Rcckland; 31 Talbot avenue,
“The preliminary work of study
pies, fruit Aten, until tummies goes wadiing with all his clothes
There are on hand, in the Rcck Rockland; tel. res. 613-M. bus., 957.
and consultation he has given, and
and preparation is difficult," says turning to work because of jobs in could hold no mere. Then ice on—what fun to be 11 and carefree.
to tiie answering public spirit of land Red Cross office. 24 large card Van Russell, fire chief. Rockland; Keryn ap Rice, chairman of the defense industry, according to
Those present were: Ruth Bowboard boxes each containing 25 16 Fulton s’treet, Rcckland; tel.,
his distinguished fellow-workers.
Washington statistics. The Social cream and' dainty little cakes, pre
Knox
County
Chapter
of
American
sented
as
a
birthday
gift
by
the
ley,
Pauline Cotton. Anna Bullard,
Remaikably able, inspiring and pounds of woolen yarn, and 12 more res., 403, bus., 434. Allen Payson,
Red
Cross,
“
because
this occasion Security Act requires that benefit class, were stored away in those Paul Halligan. Richard Hussey,
satisfactory reports were made by boxes are expected. All will be fire chief, Camden; 12 Mountain
is probably the first time that any payments be discontinued during already full tummies.
Emery Mank, Bernice and Parker
Allen F. Payson of Camden, First knitted into garments by Kncx street, Camden; tel. res. 2427, bus.
such task has been undertaken in the time when the worker has a
Games
were
played,
dips
in
Mitchell, John and Claraice Belyea.
A.d chairman, and Edwin Dcdge, County women, and shipped to 2C03. Edwin Anderson, fire chief,
Knox County. About half of the job in covered employment at $15 ocean taken, wild flowers picked, Greta Nelson, Genevieve Mair,
also of Camden, F.rst Aid Insiruc- England
or more a month. As the award
Thomaston; tel. res. and bus. An
Mrs. S. Eugene Lamb, in charge derson’s Cafe 38. H. P. Blodgett, initial survey and planning has letter to each beneficiary explains, walks through the woods enjoyed Carlyle Brown, Betty Staples. Alice
tor. Mr. Dcdge stated1 that., under
been completed, and reports have
—but no serious mishaps occurred Carter, Flora O'Brien, Jackie
his supervision, two classes are of the production of cloth garments district manager, Central Maine
according to Mr. Kittredge, any
been
rendered
to
the
general
com

Madeline
Rubenstein, j
being conducted in Camden and and her workers, from Sept. 1, Power Company; 150 Talbot ave
one who has begun receiving old- although it was Friday, the 13th Hughes,
mittee.
Work
proceeds
apace
Richard
received
several
gifts.
The
Richard
and
Caroline
Senter,
Myra
one in Rcckland. Arrangements 1940, to May 27. 1941, have produced nue, Rocklandi; tel. res. 28 (Winter)
age and survivors insurance is re
Have distinguished letter
toward
the
completion
of
the
or

Senter
cottage
is
surely
a
grand
Gray, Erik andi Greta Lundin,
are being made to co-operate with and shipped 526 items. Included 354-5 (Summer), bus. 530. Thcmas
paper, visiting cards, and
quired
to
notify
the
Board
promptly
ganization to the satisfaction of
place for a good) time.
Carol Wolcott, Elizabeth Brewster,
“note briefs," at little cost.
Waldo County by instructing a class in this list are 251 girls and wom H. Chisholm, McLain’s Shoe Store,
as to the first month in which he is
the
members.
Their
names
and
Wonder
if Marilyn dreamed of Diane Cameron, Anna Lind, Don- |
in Lincolnville. It is also planned, en's dresses and 151 layettes; and it Rockland; 26 Grove street, Rock“Say It Smartly’’
reputations are a sufficient guar so employed, and, if he fails to do
nie Marsh, Kenneth Bradley,
in ihe near future, to send an in- is worth noting that each layette and; tel. res. 417-J, bus. 374-W.
so,
he
may
lose
more
than
that
antee to the pccplc of Knox
TEL. 770
First National Stores pledge our fa Marilyn Spear, Henry and Brad
stiuctor to Vinalhaven. where there comprises 27 sewn articles and two Harold S. Leach. 38 Chestnut
month’s benefit.
County.
”
is a shortage of doctors. If Mr. dozen safety pins.
Monthly benefit payments will be cilities and the experience and abil ford Sleeper. WWsam Rooertson.
street, Rockland, tel Res. 723-R.
Mrs.
Lambs
new
quota,
to
be
Dodge goes, as seems likely, he will
gin as soon as he stops work or ities of our organization to the Saturday Ls the 11th birthday ol |
Lloyd Crockett, North Haven; tel.
Job Printing Dept.
be there a week, during which time done befcre December, consists of res. 4-3.
loses his job and notifies the Social maintenance of an efficient, low William, so it was a twin celebra
he expects to work 15 hours per 1087 items (shirts, pajamas, skirts,
Security Board, Mr. Kittredge said, cost distribution of food products, tion. We were sorry that Gracie
Survey
Sub-Committee
day in order to teach three com dresses, layettes, etc.) and calls for
except in those cases where penalty giving full place to sound nutrition, Fra ugh ton and Herbert Seaman
pudinhed
trize
heers
\
the use of 2701 yards of material,
plete classes.
Percy A. Luce, chairman, high
is required because of failure to ad as part of our Company’s part in were unable to be present. So ends COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
hand at ansrin it, with ade vise the Board promptly of his re National Defense.”
a very happy year.
WORK WONDERS
The repoit of Mr Payson was so besides a large variety of findings. way supervisor, Camden; 11 Sea
The Chapter Chairman has at street, Camden; tel. res. 2429. C.
inspiring that it was followed by
of heers algibcrry
turn to work.
a spontaneous outburst of hand- times shown confusion in distin H. Sonntag, vice chairman, civil
The retired worker is not required
clapping. He reported that since guishing between the names laces engineer; 48 Shaw avenue, Rock editer kurrier guzzette
to notify the Board if he goes to
deer sur
Jan. 1st, 1941, certificates of pro and tasks of the ladies who work land; tel. res. 856.
work in an occupation not covered
as no wun sems tu tak a hoi of by the law, Mr. Kittredge explained,
ficiency in First Aid have been so diligently at knitting, cutting Rescue Sub-Committee
jnister a j czzz qweschuns ile tak but he urged the importance of
awarded to 28 Juniors, 81 Adult out and distributing in the Red
A.
B.
Huntley,
chairman,
Law

a krak atum, first his $1009 wun, 11 making inquiry at the Board office
Cross
office.
Mrs.
Lamb
very
kind

Standards. and n Advanced, a
—OF—
rence
Portland
Cement
Company;
mak 48 paks in all, first pak 1$ if any possible doubt exists as to
ly
laid
the
blame
upon
the
fact
total of 126 learners. Classes are
now going on, attended by 44 ♦hat Captain Rice could not even 475 Old County road, Rcckland; inkreasech pack bye 1$ to 44 paks, whether the job is covered or not.
Juniors, 65 Standards, and' 16 Ad fee them, on account of the ram tel. res. 351-R. bus. 1125. Edwin then 4 packs more 1$ tew 4$z.
Mr. Kittredge said that the Board
naught his cote and undurware office at Augusta has postcard
vanced Pupils, a total of 125 part of boxes and huge crates Dodge, vice chairman, Knox Wool
which has lately obstructed the en Mills, Camden; 44 Chestnut wun, fust by algiberry, x ekwals forms which workers can obtain
learners. .
street, Camden; tel. res. 584, bus. valiu of cote, yeekwals valiu of un for use in notifying the Board if
Classes are arranged for, and v ew.
durware, x pluss yekwals $24 allso they go back to work in any cov
Mrs. J. Riker Proctor’s produc 487 or 2000.
ready to start, at the Thomaston
x-5 pluss x minas y ekewals y, ered employment. He invited work
Barracks; Vinalhaven (3); Friend tion unit in Camden has learned Medical Aid Sub-Committee
titravating thez ckwashuns, x ers and their families to call on his
ship and Damariscotta Next Fall, a distinctive skill in the making cf
Dr. C. Harold Jameson, chair ekwals $15, y ekwals $9 naught by
More than
advanced classes will be held in surgical dressings.
man,
surgeon; Chestnut street, rithmettic, 1-5 cote pluss 5-5 cote office for any needed information
Thomaston and Hope, and a stand- 60.000 surgical dressings have al
Camden; office, 465 Main street, minus undurware (valiu) ekwals concerning tnis or other questions
aid class in Warren. Again giving ready been made, of which the
Rockland; tel. res. 2143 Camden, j undurware (valiu), then 6-5 cote as to Federal old-age and survivors
aid to neighboring Chapters, a greater part was for shipment
insurance.
standard class will be conducted in abroad This unit has also under bus. Rockland 1196. Dr. Wesley N. ekwals 2 timz undurware (valiu),
Wasgatt, physician; res. and cffice, then 3-5 ccte ekwals undurware
I n c’.nville and an advanced class taken to produce a quota of 43.000
WHAT VITAMINS ARE
in Wiscasset.
surgical dressings for the U. S. 7 Talbot avenue, Rockland; tel. (valiu) or 8-5 ekwals valiu ov cote,
shurt and drawz, naught $24 ekwals
Cumming up. Mr. Payson quoted Army, of which more than 7000 804.
What They Do, and In What
valiu ov cote, shurt and drawz, so
official records to show that his have been competed. The Camden Food Sub-Committee
Foods They May Be Found
1-8 ov $24 or $3 ekwals 1-5 ov cote,
Committee had qualified 762 per group has also produced, in addi
M. B. Perry, chairman, president
Announcement is being made in
sons in F.rst Aid since 1906. Chief tion to the items reported by Mrs. Knox County Trust Company. so $15 is kost of cote and 3-5 cote or
■
Payson then resumed his seat amid Beach and Mrs. Lamb, a total of Rockland; 97 Limerock street, $9 is kost of shurt nud drawz (shurt newspaper advertising by First Na
the as onished admiration of the 830 items of knitted and cloth gar Rockland; tel. res. 686, bus. 724. und drawz mens undurware, thot tional Stores of a campaign to aid
meeting.
ments. Included in this list are 500 H. E. Jackson, vice chairman, man yew mite knot knough itt), darn in acquainting the public of this
gude shurt und drawz, muss be cilk. State with food requirements which
Captain Rice pointed out the ex sweaters and 120 layettes.
ager Armour & Co., Rockland; 90
-pudinhed.
not only will satisfy hunger but will
Funds on hand are sufficient to Beech street, Rockland; tel. res.
treme .mportance of the work of
“BOSTON"
furnish the necessary vitamins,
meet bare anticipated needs until 162-W, bus. 704.
minerals and other nutritive ele
Dec. 1, 1941. provided that present
WHITE HEAD
“Steamboat Lore ’ will tell in vivid pictures and informal yet authentic words
responsibilities do not increase, and Shelter Sub-Committee
Richard A. Calder of Rockland ments to build strong, healthy wellthe intriguing story of the rugged days of steam on the Penobscot. See the old
VINALHAVEN AND
especially provided that soldiers’
LaForest A. Thurston, chairman, passed the week-end with his nourished people, as a basic element
and sailor’s families need very little realtor; 468 Old County road, grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. in home defense.
steamers once again. Learn of their intimate doings and of the trail blazing men
ROCKLAND
financial aid. These two condi- Rockland; tel res. 1159. Alfred C. Andrews at this island.
The Company offers the public
who ran them.
STEAMBOAT CO.
i tions are both unlikely to be real Hocking, vice *chairman. manager
free copies of a chart of the essen
Mrs.
William
Davis
of
Rackliffe
ROCKLAND, ME.
ized. and some means of raising John Meehan Sens. St. George; Island has returned home from sev tial vitamins telling what vitamins
“Steamboat Lore” begins with the “Maine” and the “Patent” __ carries
more
money will probably have to St. George; tel. res. Tenants Har eral weeks' stay in the Maine Gen- are. what they do and in what foods
Service To:
through the roaring days of the growth of steam to the Oolden Age of the
be found before the time of the bor 56-13 (Winter), 5-12 (Summer), e ral Hospital, Portland.
they are found. The chart may be
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swans'
“nineties” with its wars and its amazing development—and continues down the
next annual roll call, Nov. 11
tel. bus. Rockland 31-13.
Mr. Belazzo. one of the new sea obtained by adults at any First Na
Island and French boro
The annual Chapter meeting is
tional
Store.
The
chart
is
merely
men, recently sent to the Life Boat
sunset trail to the present. You will know these boats—and love them, too.
to be held about July 15. Fcr some Clothing Sub-Committee
the first piece of educational infor
Station
here
from
Chicago,
has
been
SPRING SERVICE
J. N. Southard, overseer or poor, transferred to the Coast Guard Sta mation in a series, it is explained,
It is the story of “Steamboat Days” revised, augmented, with many addi
time a committee, of which Charles
Effective May 19
Rockland;
10
Ocean
street,
Rock

aiming to co-operate with all na
tion at Port Clyde.
Subject to change without notlee Lord of Camden is chairman nas
tional pictures and stories.
been working upon the preparation land; tel. res. 676-M or 396-W, bus.
Ignatius Gac, seaman, from the tional and local agencies in devel
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
of oy-laws. which are so written 663-W.
Life Boat Station, is at Two Bush oping a better knowledge of prac
Copies ordered for November delivery, $3.50.
Read Down
Read Up
as to take account of the need for Communication Sub-Committee
The announce
Light Station, substituting for one tical nutrition.
P. M. better and clearer organization
A. M.
Standard Time
ments state that newspaper adver
W. B. D. Gray, Thomaston, of the keepers who will be at home
Ar. 6.20 to handle our rapidly increasing
5.30 Lv. Swans Island,
tising and radio will be used to fur
for
several
days.
chairman; 75 Main street, Thom
Ar. 5.20
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
i
tasks.
Legal
advice
has
been
given
ther the objects of the campaign.
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 4.10
aston; tel. res. 172.
The Courier-Oazette
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 3.15 by Frank Tirrell and the new laws
"Recognizing our full responsi
“Wondrous is the strength of
BOCKLAND,
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv- 2.00
have been passed upon in Wash Transportation Sub-Committee
MAINE
bility to the public," states the an
cheerfulness.”—Carlyle
59-tf
ington.
Fred C. Linekin. chairman, man
nouncement. “and acknowledging a

A

Old Age Insurance

The Courier-Gazette

A. J. Czzz Queerz

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

STEAMBOAT LORE OF THE PENOBSCOT

Thursday
Saturday

Established Jam

feastof
Associatioi
David A. K
(by Katherine M

You
shelter
\ menu
youth
radiam
row's

£

uniter!

bond
®nlght
den Yacht Club win
School Alumni Associ
town entertained the
at a chicken dinner c,
of Its annual ineetln.
Wadsworth, perennial
gave of her culinary t
Toastmaster-Presldr
Nichols, ’33. supervLsi
which opened with en
of “God Bless Ameri<
of 200 having filed li
classes. The High
played several selectlr
during the banquet <
by Edward Manning,
graphed copies of the
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